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General Accounting OfficeG A O Washington, D.C. 20548
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B-223522

hune 13, 1988

The Honorable John D. Dingell
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight

and Investigations
Committee on Energy and Commerce
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As requested, this report discusses federal risk management policies and procedures
applicable to field testing genetically engineered organisms. Fhe report contains
recommendations to the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and to the
Secretary of Agriculture to imp, ove regulatory coverage. This is the second report related to
biotechnology research and development prepared for the Subcommittee. Our first report,
entitled Biotechnology: Analysis of Federally Funded Research (GAo RCED-86;-187). was issued
in August 1986.

As arranged with your office, we will make no further distribution of this report until 30
days from the date of this letter. At that time, we will provide copies of the report to the
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency; the Secretary of Agriculture; and the
Secretary of lealth and Human Services. We will also make copies available to others upon
request.

This report was prepared under the direction of Sarah Frazier ,Jaggar and Flora Milans,
Associate Directors. Major contributors are listed in appendix VII.

Sincerely yours,
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Executive Summnary

Puirp-ose - flU' Stic i teIo ()I )versigl it and Inlvestig it ionI S, I lou Ise (illi Iit tee( onI
Energy and ( t iliiit'rte ~tI-lestc t il t t .\i review t lhe feVlera I risk m1anl-
ag9ienint ofI genct ica fl IeN(1ginIeeretl organIIisms iiliteiddtf(l fo agricilIt I IralI
andi healt It uses inl t lie enivir-onmient. lTiis irepot ( (I) ('v;Il lat es flhe scope ~
of* regulatory piolicies appllic'able to (IelilIerat(', small-scale releases, (2)
reviews thIe adliist rat ive procedures I'm illililemlenit ing I liese piolicies.
and (G) ideiit ifies technical mlet hiods available t o contrIol and~ in1oilit or
risk's posed by fie'ld testing. It ft 1.I(s (e5I i agencies (direct INy respotnisib~le
finr regiilat ing elivir-omlient al mnt ititlitions: thle lDepart menit ol' Algriciil-
tilre C I'si.\ ). thle Enivir-onmient al Protect ion Agency (LIA). and thle Foodl
and I-rig Adiuliiiist rat it in (1, 0 A)

1Backgroun d Gelet it eiiginleering lising retMImbi nan I DN ( detX Iy nuinuIIcle ic;aCi:) feeliI-
niqtles, first (fevelt lwd inl the mid- I970s, is a methon d ft m- colin ling
genletic mat erial from widely tiiferenit as Well as5 c'losely related orga-
nisils. ft allows the ct nist ruict loll tf' organisms with Iiiew co mbinat ions of
raitks mlore precisely and rapidly than11 is possible by uising t radit ionl1

lIroCesse1s, such as plant breediig. It promises a broad ranlge ofl applical-
ionls, including increasing Igri(tiltlllral product ion, cont rolling agricull-

diseases.

Scienitists liav' coimplareth( le enivir-olilnent al ('lTects of' releasing geni -
(ally eiigiiieeretl organiismis with pilast int rotions ioii (Iloiilligeillols

0orgaiiistlis (nhaturai~lly ocurrinig orgalisis p~la'edl ill t'liiriuiii'its where
they are not nat ive ). A\lthlouigh ir'lvases oft iouiililgeiiolis orgaiiisnils
Nwre colisitl(Ted tl ulikely to caulse disrupt ionls. adlverse coiiseqIit'nces
have occur-red and, inl some cases5, have beeii sitst alit ial. Predict ilig and
mlanaiging thle risks of elivirtilillelita t'l'l ('5se oI gelet ically t'iigiiiet'redl
organlismis req(uilres aii Iuiiterst aidiuig of' t lhe organlismls' abhilit ,v to sunI -
vivt', nill1t iply. arid spread; t heir poitenitial to t iaiislt'r glet n material t o
ot Iltie organ1Isnms:; I Ilt IIlie I Npe anI d e'XtIelnt of1 Il Irit heI y 11ial cau IIse.

Res ltsin rie ISIIA, iVi'., Midt i'lt have I llitet e(X peiienle w~it II gelilet icalIlv iviieredlRestilts orgalinis list't inl tlihe ('ii\'iriviii anth alte iiicert aili lbollIt their

('lects. E'ach ageliitv geiierally u1ses a (let ailed P rere lse evalliat ion pro-
cess t hat thr-aws u1ponl a broad raiige of stieiit if it expert ise to r-eview pro.(-
Ilosals for field tests ohI :at-1 -as'l'i;

'T'e agt'iities hiave' ilde e'f'ots tlo coor-diuia,ie t heir politit's anid i-v i('w\
proceduresi('. I SI t has issued a iet(\\ ruIle and r'\ is considerng iiieiidiiig
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Ex'ct UNe Su1 in mars

reguilht ions to co(0ver tile range of' products uinder thiitt urisdict lors ! )1'C

co(mp~letely. Even So. sonme organisms arie not subject to regutlat ion due to

liferences in legislative m~andates and risk management p~olicies.

Alt hough genetically engineered microorganisms cannlot be ('(impletely,

contaiiied atl tile field-test site, a variety of, control met hods are availa-
ble to limit their dispersal and impact. These include setting physical
barriers atl thle test site and selvc(ting organisms v.it vuilnerable b~iolo)gi-
cal features. Choosing fte appropriate degree of' Con't rol involves a
tradeoff bet ween minimizing risk and maximizing thle realism, and
lueref'ore the( usetulness, of thle field test.

GAO's Analysis

Regulatory Po licies In response to concerns about environmental introduct ions of' genet i-
cially engineered o)I'gl 11is ills, tedei'al agencies de'ehiped a ''Oordinated
Framework tor thle Regulation of' Biotechnlology.'' ou11lining p ilicies and
p~rocedulres for' overseeing envir'onment al utse of' these p~roduc'ts. Tlhe
princip~al regulator'y to ol for manag'ing thle r'isks () ield test ing genet I-

cally engineered organisms is tile aulthrt to require lpermlits 01' o)ther,
typies ol' apprioval bef( )re release.

IBec'aulse (U) st atutes spe('i fical ly t arget thIe i'egulat ionl ol' genlet ically enlgi-
Iieel'e( organisms. thle agenC(1i are foi' thle mlost pai't, apiplying existing h

law~s thI at are based onI the purposes f'or' whlich the prlodulcts are 10) be
uisedl sucth as use is pest icides and vaccines. This appIroachl allows'
genet ically enigineeretl organisms to be reguldat ed similarly to those
(level(Ip ed by t radit i( nal genetic tec'hniques.

Tilue agen('ies, gener'al p dicy is to f'ollomv at case-by-case approach in
reviewing Ipi( )pr)svd field tests. Th'lis p rud~ent ap pl-i' ah canl alIlow theml t(o
accunulat e expel icnco in evall lalt ing orIganlismls and eventual devlop
generic reguilat ions. I lowever, vsi ..\ and I~.\ are exemlpting ('ert ain ('ate-
g( nies of' rganisms f'rom regulato(ry struti my prior to (Ievel()ping sien-
ilic inft'ormlation onI thle biehavior oft thlese or~ganismis inl thle eniviri'nliit .

I1 )A exemIll t s f'r m regulation ilcr )( rgan11isnms tondby trans terr ing
c'ertin kindIs )t, wo'll-(lel'inedl geneti(' miater'ial from plant pests to non)I-0
pilanit pests5. Leadling scient ilic associat toilS nod I that sucitliIralnst('is
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Execut ie Summary

could change the organism's ability to compete in the environment and
argue for subjecting them to regulatory review prior to field testing.
EPA has assigned genetically engineered microorganisms to categories on
the basis of their presumed potential for harm. Under the Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act, microorganisms categorized as less risky are
exempt from effective regulatory scrutiny. Although EMA may require
submission of an abbreviated prerelease report for monitoring purposes,
the agency would be rIecluded from readily intervening to delay the
field test, should questions of safety arise in reviewing the report.

Administrative Procedures The agencies are using a preventive approach to risk management. Each

for Managing Risk proposal to release genetically engineered organisms is evaluated for its
potential risk along with measures to be taken to ensure that the risk
does not exceed acceptable levels. Prerelease evaluations involve assem-
bling the available data for a particular proposal and applying the judg-
ment of a group of qualified scientists to determine whether the field
test should be allowed and under what control constraints. Agency
reviews have tended to emphasize risks with limited attention given to
potential benefits at the field-testing stage.

The agencies require specific types of data and have the flexibility to
request additional data as needed. Their scientific advisory groups
reflect a wide range of relevant disciplines and may include officials
from other federal regulatory agencies and state governments. Agency
approvals are contingent upon specific field conditions and other
requirements. such as providing security at the site, im)lementing waste
disposal procedures, monitoring the test organism. and planning for con-
tingencies. They generally require plans for mitigating any unexpected
harm and possess the authority to terminate the experiment it' neces-
sarv. (See ch. 3.)

Technical Methods for Techniques available to control the spread of genetically engineered
Risk Management organisms from the test site vary widely with the type of organism.

Geaetically engineered plants can be contained by preventing pollen
release or seed production 0r release. lHowever. with nicroorganisns.
tilltp1 on tail i mill is wt a' icvl bl, , ientists ievoninitold t he use
of multiple control methods. Designing self-limiting features into inicro-
organisms might prove to be an effective (ontrol technique, but s(ien-
tists do not agree that all such methods will be broa(dly applicable.

Page 4 GAO R(ED-8-27 Biotechnohnlog: Risk Maiagement
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M~onitoring is nieedIed to t rack t he success of cont ainmnent measures and.
if necessarY., to t rit'ger imit igat ion1 actions. H owever, because a microor-

ganismo population t-an drop)I below detectable levels and then grow
again, even the best mo nit oling1 cannot guarantee elimination of the
genetically englineered organism. Althbough some newer monitoring
met hods for Inicroor,"an11isis c-an idlentify particular st rains very specifi-
calls'. titey% are often do( wer. mo( re complicated, and less sensitive to low
co)ncentrai ons t han ce'rtain tradlitijonal methods. (See app. 1.)

RecmmedatonsGiven the agencies' limited e'xperienlce in reviewing proposals to field-
Recom endaionstest genetically engineered orhlanisms and the potential risk associated

with their release. .\o recommnends some modifications to agency poli-0
cies in order to narrow gaps iii regulatory c'overage. G;,o recommewnds
that FMi~ ensure that it has the ability to take effective regulatory action
by making all] iicr iorgnisnis covered by the Toxic Substances Control
Act subJect to premianufacttire notice or "significant new use" rule
requirements. (;xo) also r(oniniT('d~s that 11.\strengthen its regulations
under the Federal Plant Pest Act by not exempting fromt prerelease
review those mnicroorganisms created by transfer ot a certain type of
genetic material. (See chI. 2.)

Agency Comments IA. EMA. and theI 1)evI'iarnt of I lealt h and Human Services (I is) corn-
mnented on a draft of this report. ii\indicated that it is familiar with the
urit icisli of its Coordinated Framework policy statement and noted that
it intends to address t hese issues in its fort hicoming pi oposed rules.

vi Sk\ stated that (,:\()'s stuidv providles a valuable analysis of the p~roce-
(lures used by aigencies to reguilat e field tests of geneticallyv engineeredl
organisms. H owever, thle agency re 'jectedi (;.%(\' I rcommen10dation as
unnecessary. given "the limited nature of the exemption." (,:\()I (ouitile-s

to believe its recommlendlation is valid because the scientific basis for
exempting fronti review (certin genetically engineered organisms
released into t he environment has not vet been ('stablished. (See tb. 2,)

1111 po int ed o11t several areas of d isagreieml, incluldingt G( is chiarac-
terizat ion ot genetic e'nginI eering. thle extent ot relevatnt agency expert-

etice, the concepit of "case-by-case" review,. and (;.\()'s recomimendat ions
to 15\anol (i '.%;() add~edl material ais aplpropliate( to clarify certain

poiions)0. 1Ho wever. (i.\( dk(isgrees with miiany oif Illis, co mments and thbus
has not clian11geol its conciIlsionsfl and recon mondat ions. ( Sc'o (11t. 2 and
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C'ontenitsA

Abbreviations

S

A(;s Advanced Genetic Sciences. Inc.
.APils Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
BSAC Biotechnology Science Advisory Committee
BS" lBiotechnoiogy Science Coordinating Committee
ITI BioTechnica International
))T dichloro-diphenyl-t richloro-ethanS(,

I)NA deoxyribonucleic acid
.BC Environmental Biosafety Committee

KR'A Environmental Protection Agency
EIt' environmental use permit
FDA Food and Drug Administration
.'IFIL-\ Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
I'P.\ Federal Plant Pest Act

(;A() General Accounting Office
IItIS Department of lealth and Human Services
IM, Institutional Biosafety Committee
IND investigati(mal new drug
NAS National A('ademy of Sciences
Nill National Institutes of lealth
NIII-R.A' NlI's Recoimbinant I)NA Adviso)rv C)mmittee
(Wl't' Office of Pesticide Programs d'%

(I's (Office of Toxic Substances 0
Ilm lh lr( )t ection an(l Quarantine
p ..x llant Quarantine Act
R(.D i Resources, (mmunity and Econ(mic I )evelopment I)ivision
rI-NA r'comirbinant deox , rib( nliclei( acidl
SI'\V Shackeclton Point 'Worksho)p

TS('A Toxic Sulbsta n(es (') oul t A't
ISD si.. I)partiment of Agricu 1111re S

\STA Virus-Serum-Toxin Act
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Chap)ter I

Ritroduction

The pr)tt)spec't ofI lising genlet icatt> ('li~ilivetrel mrgllisis ill thte ('l1irl~l-

lien t Ihas st irredt (te Iate ahmiit t Itiv itiagnilI tlte and kind o)f p(otnti Ia risk
inlved~'~~. Betcalls(' t the niew t)1-)(tllts art' living t Iltint's t hat Ilm 111111 ltily

and1( spreadi,tti( I Slcr is cm('r I t IhIat ally p)Al Iis resIIlt inIIg IfroIm their Ilse

Illa\' be difficult Ol* ifilj)ssiblf( t0) rret. ( By\ (0111 ast. chlemlicals (hi) not)
niiilt iiit% and~ I tierefore seeml liiort' iiag~eatitt ant heitir e'ffect s, iiiore

p~redtict ale. ) l'rotosals to) tietti-test genlet icauttv en1ginleted organlismls

have raisedl quest ions aIbout whlet her' such act ivitites cmilltial-Ii pubiliic
livalt It or thte enivir-ollelnt andt whet her curren-clt federal regutlat ionis pro(-
v ide for adequat e oversight.

To) maintin public conlfidenice and~ (Ont iltledl tecilum)(it'at ttveto)piIut
ni s~ind risk management systeml is essential. ('ont roil 1ea sIres aMe
available and (all lbe reqluiredl as part o)t t It(' regulatory prowe((ss to 11iiiii-

Illize Ithe pr()Ambiit ()of harm. This repmuit dliscusses t I t( law.s, policies.
a~hiilit ativei cedt'lirt's, andt colit rot met tiods-cllofeit s ()f a risk

management syst eml--uIseti hvf rat reguilat ory agencitop ec
pultic hetath andtit the viil-in(Iftil ron puoteit ial risks associated1 with
releases ot genect icat ly (11gm t'ereti organisms.

Ba k ro n "elitt mc enigi nt'(ri hg. as uisedl ill t ' .s rept sir reft-'rs to thte eIt eciit \t)
'it's de'velop~ed ill t thet last 15 ye'ars It iliv(Otve I lit' dIirect !11,1 lii Illat itonl

o)f thte geliet it materiat (tt ptants, allniats. anlt microorganismls. Tthese
tectliltgivs, Suchl as l'ecmliillt MAN.. ( IMA\), il(Treas' our. ahiilit \ to
prodtuce materiats that are (lfitult to dIt ai by (ter techiniqttes, ;is
wvell ais our abitity w tomist ruict novet strainls of organlismls. Ill this way,
gent't it enigilleerilig call expiandt antd im)rI'to t tit' t ratit ion m et ll tidS
o)f applied genlet it's ill heat! hi. agritiit iire. alnt ijtuist ry,

('(liili'ltal()ppm)otuliit ies inl a broald rnge)I' fapptiicat ilns. At t hI(' saii

atitt t(lt' saf('t v (4 fieldt tctst ing. A'gtencies are( fa~edt wVit It Ihet (Olilplt'xit v '

(0t de(cidting wl'ict her' andt hi(O\ 1() ro'gitato' rleas(es betf~w oe (xpoIire
OCtuirls atiof pi)ssihte hiazards alt' idtenitified(. They ,vimust tolitt'lid w~it lit Itd
1will obetivt'5 ()f allowing sot(iet V to bt'titf it from11 llt'W IWO(tIl~cts anid

Illilil iziig isksh) ublc lcalt11 nd li eli irm lliill

Illmge 8 GAO~ II +R D SMl-27 Blioteclolgy Risk MilIliI9gsi1iI-il



Chiapter I
Introduci{ on

Applications ot'Genetic The use ot, living orfganflls mlade with ri)NA techniques is alrea(]y pro-

Engineering vidling it Nide range ol benelits to society. Compared with conventional
p~rocesses (plant breeding or Selection of randomily produced mutant
mvicrobes). such genetic engineering techniques ofter at more p~recise
meanls of creating malN products. They (-an also dramiatically shorten
the time required to p erform certain biological processes, such ats pro-
ducing new strains ot plants and animals. Most strikingly , the new
genetic en('ineering has mfadle it possible to transfer genes between very
di fterent kinds of orlalinis-something not previously achievable.
T!, s has allowed. for example. bacteria to be used to p~rodluce such prod-
uicts ats interferon and humian growth hormone.

In the past (decade. genetically engineered organisms made by rDNA have0
comne into increasinglv, widce use, in contained systems, such as laborato-
ries and drug manuftactutring plants, to generate products. A number of
different types of genetically engineered organisms are now being con-
sidered for use in the environment. Possible commercial uses for these
organisms include increasing agricultur-al produictin controlling agri-
cultural pests, processing foods, immunizing humans and animals
against disease, recovering metals in mining. producing energy, and con-
trolling pollti on.

Genetically engineered mnicroorga nisms fall into several groups. Geneti-
cally engineered bacteria being tested or considered for field testing
include

" plant-inhabiting bacteria modified to help protect crops such ats straw- K

berry and pot ato plants against frost,
* soil bacteria given a gene for aI toxin from other bacteria, thus giving

them p~esticidal activity for use against coiin-ro()t cutwornms, and(
* bacteria engineered to enhance their nitrogen-fixing capabilities and

thereby aid the growth of legumies, in this case. alfaltfa.

Viruses are at second groupij of genetically engineered mni croorganIi iss*

p~rop~osed for commercial use inl thle env\ironinivent. Ex\amples include

" at viral vaccine that not only p~rotects animials from aI disease. but makes
it Possible to (list iniguish imimune trom intected livestock Ii the event of
an~ oi.t break. and v

Page 9 G~AO R E)-8-27 Riot echnmolog : Risk Managemnewi



Chapter I

.vir-al vaccines Produced by adding gunes fromt~ a disease organism into a
Carrier virlus, for. use in immunizing humans against herpes. influenza,
hepatitis 11, rabies, and AIDS.

Amiong the genetically engineered Iplants under development are

. planits modified to resist a tulnor-causing disease, crown gall.,

. p~lants given a toxii -prodhlcing genle to) prov'ide protection against insect
pests, such ais t I acco hornw trm or- caterpillars, and

. p~lants altered to resist the damaging side effects of chemical weed kill-
ers, thereby protecting cr'ops and expanding markets for herbicides.

Problems Facing Risk At this stage in the development of genetic engineering technology, the
risks associated with environmental releases are not always easily iden-

Regultorstified or quantified. Scientific concern about risks from genetically engi-

neered organisms arises, iii part, from the unexpec'ted, detrimental
effects of certain nioniengineei'ed organisms previouisly introduced into
new environments, such as the gyp sy mioth. which defoliates trees.
Another source of concern is that genetically cnaineered organisms max'
be difficult or impossible to control once they' are released. More gener-
ally, the lack of data to answer questions related to safety contributes to
fear and uncertainty over the potential for harmn. As stated b-v the direc-
tor, Cornell U niversity's Ecosystems Research Center.

-Ecolo~gists IICLiUVI t hat weI) 00st cm0115i '.l. 5111[i.11(' This Iliielts thaut therI atre

tictiluit. intlit tol and1(1(0 111we 111lust re('Iglliz( those hlmits of' predict ai ll it v and( fllluug(

al. uol'dinglY. The r'isks are'( (lilt fIxed( (10(, which we) call uls(('tuain 11011 till, begining-

and1( applI 0( ll l'i llIcti us. A- wimle 51(It1111111 ()I' intri0(hImtionls exists. Iroin
helnign to potentialix danigclros. The chtmlItnge is lt lealrn bowil to) nllauig risks.''

Ini general. federal regutlat ory aulthborties have t'esp wtsibi lit N. foru idlent i-
tying th1w mo st serious risks early and determining the approprH Iiate

degree of co( ntrol. H en'e. alot her* ('OMC1er inl ill deb~ate( on genetically

IT'l~lf\ t'11 d iodw- 11 1.N' ETwu I1 l tii' I I 1cimY'' 1 1lks . II I
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(hapter i
|lit rod tion

engineered organisms is the appropriateness of the government's frame-
work for regulating envirnimental releases. Federal agencies are impos-
ing regulatory requirements for products that have yet to demonst rate
harmful effects and are applying these requirements early in tile prod-
uct development process, at tile initial field-test stage. Their stated goals
are to minimize risk to public health and the environment while support-

ing industrial productivity and competitiveness.

In addressing the tradeoffs involved in balancing risks and benefits. fed-
eral authorities often consider the costs imposed by regulation. Regula-
tion can impose real economic costs in terms of efficiency, international
(mpetitivefness. and innovation. Some ()bservers contend that extensive
paperwoirk ani c()ntai nment requirements would divert resources away S
from beneficial research. Federal oifficials are concerned that costs of
relatively stringent regulation in the United States will offer some for-
eign competitors a cost advantage to the detriment of Ii.S. companies.
Furthermore, the cost of regulatory compliance may put small firms at a
competitive disadvantage and limit tile incentive for technical
innovation.

Concepts of Risk Many regulatory agencies concerned with protecting public health and
the environment base their decisims on the risk analysis process. "Risk"

Assessment and Risk is defined as a compound estimate of the likelihood and magnitude of an

Management adverse effect resulting from an event: how probable is it that some-
thing adverse will occur, and how bad are the consequences? Through
the risk analysis process, hazards are identified, estimated, and evalu-
ated. The process consists of examining information on the level of risk
from a particular source, the acceptability of that risk level, and possi-
ble actions to reduce th e risk, if necessary. In some cases it may lead to a
decision to take some risk-reducing actiomW.

The risk .nalysis process has t\wo elements: risk assessment and risk
management. Risk assessment is a scientific cst imation of the likelihood ,
and magnitude ()f threat. Risk management is the pragmatic decision-
making process cmcerned with what to (10 about the risk ( for example,
leave it alone (o spread it differently through society) and takes many
(ither factors into account . These terns and their interrelationship were
discussed in a 1 983 report by tile National Research Council. Acc(mrding
to the (oncil.
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R~isk iissessinent is the utse of* t hie fatal base tol' iili' t hie hiilt It el~eits of* e'xpo-
sure of, individuals (or iopuulat ionis to hiazardohus muaterials and~ sitiat ionts. Risk uuiaii-
agueent is t lie [process ofi weighing policy alteiuiat ives and clechut ing I lie mo0st

appropulriate iigiilt oi' act jil. initegrat ing t ie( resiults at' risk mssessitieut %Wit Iti (ugi-
livering tia~ andu w~ithI social. (iconiri. and l i u atiii irit-ijis toa c ith deiiioli.-

Some ecologists have exp~ressed concern about the adequacy of the test-
ing methods required to assess the potential environmental impacts o)f

genetically engineered organisms. Because thle development of quant it a-
tive risk assessment is limited by our present p~redictive capacity, initial
assessments may be accomp~anied by fairly latrge areas o)funcertainty.
This mlay change, however, with advances inl thle state o)f the art inl asso-
ciated techniques. As demonstrated by exp~erience with other l)o)tent iallv
tisky p~rodulcts. such as pesticides. the levels of uncertainty could decline
as methodologies that improve the quality of risk assessmllent areP
developed.

Boy combining experience and test data to estimate tisk before geneti-
cally engineered organisms are released into thle environment, agencies
May develop regulat ions oil a prospective basis. H owever, because not f
all data needs can be miet by performing laboratory and(, greenhouse
tests. agencies may have to operate at a higher level of risk than desirl-
able. For examp~le. the release ;d certain genetically engineered microor-
ganismis has raised questions as to whet her they can outcornpete
indigenous species and displace other- microorganisms AlIthou gh t he
intetact ions between at genetically engineered product and ot het
microbes (-an be assessed, in part, through experiments p~erformed inl
c mtained facilities under simulated environmental conditions, many
scientists believe that, in thle final analysis, ecological concerns cannol(t
be resotlved without field testing. At the same time, however, a field test
to obtain infotrmat ion for assessing thle risk of a genetically engineered
(ur-.anism may it self be risky becautse of' the chance of furt her proj ifera-
I ion of' t he organism befc we t he test is over.

P__IS:_
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S

Phases of Risk Analysis The components of both elements of the risk analysis process were
defined in a September 1987 GAO report that evaluated federal regula-
tion of health risks., [he phases of risk assessment are ( 1 ) hazard identi- Ilk

fication, (2) dose-response assessment, (3) exposure assessment, and (4)
risk characterization. The last three components of the process--t he
phases of risk management-arc (5) the development and evaluation of
risk management options, (6) regulator-, decisihn-making, and (7) moni-
toring and evaluation.

Risk assessment begins with hazard identification. when the risk source
to be analyzed is determined. Dose-response assessment estimates the
magnitude of the risk as a function of the degree of exposure to the
hazard, often in terms of the probable occurrence of adverse effects. S
Exposure assessment characterizes the sources of exposure. the routes N
and concentrations of exposure, the level of exposure for different pop-
ulation groups, and sometimes exposure under different possible regula-
tory controls. In risk characterization, the information accumulated
from the previous phases is brought together to describe the nature of
the risk and estimate its magnitude. U ncertainties associated with the
information available as well as groups with different exposures or spe-
cial sensitivities to the substance are considered and weighed. This
information, in turn, is fed into the risk management pro(cess.

Risk management begins with the development and evaluation of S
options for controlling the risk, which depend la'gely on the legislation
i)ertaining to the substance identified as the source of the risk. Regula-
torv decision-making results in the decision (oncei'ning whether to regu-
late the risk source and, if so, the option to use. Once a final regulation
has been issued, risk monitoring and evaluation help ensuire that tlhe
regulation is implemented and achieves its objectives.

Three Risk Management The type of risk managemont approach that is selected is usually dic-
Approaches tated by the type of hazard being evaluated and the agency's legislative

authority. The risk management apprioach'es most generally used are ( 1)
risk-only, (2) risk-balan('ing, an(d (3) technological control. The risk-only
alppro)a('h characterizes analyses where only the risk is considered rele-
vant in reaching a risk management decision. Risk-balancing ('onsiders

' l hall h !¢ k .\nal}-~="', l~ l.dm y m l'r1,111ccSceied PEN,.. ( \) I D 8I 1 qT 1. S,'li :w,
PGBt y a
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(it lier factors inl a(I(it ion 1() risk level, suchi as t he ecoiic co(sts (wi b~en-
('its (4o regi Ilat lon. Tedl('liii)gical ('Out fill relies ((i thle alpllicatim I* If I le
biest 1veclinloIgies available to red~(uc(e risk.

)JW-Ol Ap(m)cli lRisk- iiilv nia ii1agemieiit 'on~sidlers onily , he I level () I' risk: I Ie i( sii r('( is I
lhe ('011 l(illed it* thle level exceed1s (mef( t hat is dleeiedl ac'ceptable. For
exampille, uiui1ler thle Federal lFod, lDrug, andl (O)smetic Act. the Food and
lIriig Administ rat ion is requiiredl to jirolihit anly foo(d additive able to)
inucie cancer- in humans or animials. Kxnowvn as thle lDelaiuv clause. t his is
all ext renie I , pe of' risk-onlY approach (it Seeks -Zero risk"). The quar-
alit ling ol Sfiecie5 1ot native to thle cont iuieutal Uniited States is aitther
case where benletits are ignoredl anid ero risk is (onsidlerel I lie only rea- 0
soniable level of risk. Sonie 0i her risk-only regillat ions mor(e flexibly
'IllM~VI t lie C~iSte (t' I risk Sou Irce rat her thaliaii sIlliply jirol Iibit ing it.

Risk-I alanc ing Appuoach lHisk-ha lancing is II ie lii(1 cmi iilly used risk nianagemient appl ro mci.
I'uider t his approach. t lhe risks of exposure are weighed against o1 lier
f'actors Such as thle co)sts ofrt* rl thle benlefits ot, usage. thle elTect of'
reglilat ionl oni I lie nlat ioiial econny and onI part iciflar indltst ries, and
oitI er risks. Al'ter a dlecis in to take act ion haus been made, risk-halaiicing
is uisedI at least ill part , ill (leterilinig thle striligenlcy ()t regulat ion.

Onie t echniiqu e ill t his cat egory is benlefit -cost analysis, ill whI ich thle deci-
sioniiiaker weighis tlie, costs of()' 1 o explicitly, a IId (Iue l ctIv. against
belief its Such as tilie avo)idanlce ofI, disease. reduCtion ()I* damlage. anid
(it er soc(ial good(s. For jnst ance. (Ile issuie of reqfuirinig auito nlianiffact iii-
ers to) install Seat belts ill all iiew~ ('al's wouildl euit ail a coiliparisoli ()I t1( lie

add~itionial roiisuunI er co(st wit li Ihe valuec of reduicinig iixjuiries..

Whe'li heiiel'it -cost analysis is iimt alplu()riate, (o er related techiuhes
liuised, siil as misI-bllefil anialysis. Thlis latter app-io(h evalluates

liealt It hiazardls aiid (cmiiti r's t hieiii wit 1i beiief ts Suchi as 1 lie uisefulness
of' a Ilazarobuis Substance ill a givenl (ir('uiiist amice. ()iie examiplle is I ie(
Enviuoiiiieiitall 4i'otect ion Agency's (lecision-muakiiig regardiiig t lie use
(f)I un'. The' agemi(y weiglied l 1)1's liabilities (Serious e(ological effects)
againist its bemiel'ifs ( preservaf iou ofI crops). lBeu'aise subs! t iite peSt i-
cioles weure available, the risks ex('eeded the ln'iief'its amid were *udlgedl t(0
be uinaccept able.

Viuiall y v risl-risl aiialYsis ('oiuiai'(s thli risk~s Adl clit lf'if('unbioa
alte-11ivet i\(' it' at(o'miildlis 1i fig a giveti (ilbio(t ivo' ill on'ohr to' defto'i'iuiuuo
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Chapter 1
Introduction

the alternative with the lowest risk. The estimated risks from nuclear
power plant accidents have been compared to risks from alternative
utility fuel choices, such as foreign oil supplies or coal production and
use.

Technological Control Approach In technological control, the decisions about the stringency of control are
determined by the availability of appropriate technology rather than by
other means, such as prohibition. For example, some statutes mandate
the "best available technology" to reduce the exposure to a level deemed
acceptable. Risk management in these circumstances includes determin-
ing what technologies are "available" and determining which among
those available are "best." As discussed in detail in appendix I, this risk J
management approach can be applied to field testing genetically engi-
neered organisms by adopting a variety of biological or physical control
measures.

Characterizing the Many scientists from different biological specialties' have addressed the
issue of risks associated with environmental introductions of genetically

Risks of engineered organisms. Our review of the scientific literature indicates

Environmental that the potential consequences are not unique but are comparable to

Introductions those associated with introductions of nonengineered organisms into a
new environment. Most introductions of genetically engineered orga- 0
nisms are expected to cause no health or environmental harm. I lowever, '
in some cases, the magnitude of the impacts from an introduction may
be severe.

Even if only a small fraction of genetically engineered organisms will
have serious ecological consequences, it is difficult to predict the likeli-
hood of such an effect for any particular organism. Both ecologists and
molecular biologists have asserted that too little is known about what
happens to genetically engineered organisms in the environment and,
therefore, evaluation of' risks requires a case-by-case assessment of the
nature and magnitude of possiblh adverse effects.

;'llhese itnclttdh, ".('illltN rit, llll the
+ 
'11ulqi(,l ol thi(,ogy Illost f'anilill+

r \'Ith rllD \A let chnl1ttt,s and~ Irga -

ilisills ( Itn llol " l.iblIth) anlll e t Ill+a gullt is) alnt h ilht int l field', 111 'st Ill\ ( i' d i tl l Ing

|H1I1I'la. "I I ' S O R(d their l'l 'i thee ll i oIIll illl i , gv' R k agd 4 p'IL1t11ll
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Chapter I
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Potential Environmental An important point of agreement among scientists is that using rDNA

Hazards techniques is not itself the source of any unique risk. The risks of intro-
ductions arise from the way the organisms may interact with their envi-
ronments, rather than from their having been genetically engineered. A
1987 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) paper written by a committee
composed of biologists from a range of different subfields concluded
that

"Assessment of the risks of introducing R-DNA-engineered organisms into the envi-

ronnent should be based on the nature of t he organism and the environment into
which it is introduced, not on the method by which it was produced."

The NAS and other scientific panels have reported that the risks associ-
ated with genetically engineered organisms are not unique. Rather, they
are expected to be of the same kind as that from introductions of
nonengineered organisms and organisms modified by other methods. In
some cases the risks may be similar to those posed by organisms pro-
duced by conventional techniques, especially genetic variants with par-
ents from the same or closely related species. Even when organisms
exhibit hybrid sets of traits from distantly related organisms, scientists
have not identified any new adverse ecological consequences.

The purpose of adding, removing, or changing genes is to produce a
modified organism in which some part of the parent's properties or
behavior has been altered. The key question is whether the new proper-
ties give the genetically engineered organism an undesirable competitive
advantage over unaltered organisms. Ecologists have noted that the
extent to which an engineered organism differs from the parent organ-
ism does not necessarily correlate with the magnitude of the impact of
such a change. Some contend that an introduced organism that is very
similar to those with which it must compete (in terms of tolerance to
temperature, moisture level, habitat, etc.) may be more likely to survive
than an organism that is very different.

A study by Cornell U 'niversity research scientists concluded that con-
cerns about environmental effects from releases of genetically engi-
neered organisms are greatest for microorganisms. For genetic:
modifications that increase an organism's resistance to some natural
stress, a major concern is the l)otential for escape from the usual popula-
tion controls. This could result in the displacement of resident organisms ,,

'N;ilton;aI ii'adetll"<t'i.'N('+ ('(+llI1l leoillit t'O (o lllt ol(l (it 1-:11gu';l] ' ' l ll-crodF'( O r)'galll:silllP
,

Pialii 16Y Ast)RiEi-'2 ( c :87h
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that are particularly important to humcns or the rest of the biological
community. In addition, in some cases, such as the biodegradation of
toxic substances and nitrogen fixation. the purpose of the environmen-
tal release is in fact to change ecological processes. These alterations
have the potential to cause substantial changes in the composition of
biological communities.

A concern associated with genetically engineered plants is the possibil-

ity of releasing a new plant that could become a novel noxious weed.
Although nearly any plant can become a weed under the right circum-
stances, scientists warn that engineering superior traits (enhanced
insect resistance or draught resistance or the ability to grow on unusual

soils) could enable a plant to spread beyond its natural limits imposed

by competitors, climate, or soil. The adverse effects that could result

include replacing native species, offering new habitats for undesirable

insects or microbes, disturbing ecological processes, and intruding into

agricultural fields, forests, or waterways.

Analogies to Previous In assessing the likelihood of a genetically engineered organism's becom-

Introductions ing established in the environment and causing ecological damage, scien-
tists often make analogies to introductions of nonindigenous organisms.
Examples of nonnative organisms that have produced ecological damage
in their new environments include the house sparrow, starling, gypsy
moth, kudzu vine, chestnut blight fungus, and Dutch elm disease fungus.
Arguments have been advanced offering generalizations about the
effects of introductions of nonnative organisms, but attempts to state a
general risk/no risk rule have been refuted by counter examples.

One claim is that although accidental introductions, such as chestnut _
blight (a fungus from Asia that wiped out American chestnut trees), can
be harmful, deliberate int roduct ions are not as troublesome. Ilowever, a
classic example refutes this assertion: the mongoose was intentionally
introduced onto Caribbean islands to control rats in sugar cane fields,
but became a great pest that was blamed for the decline of native birds
and reptiles. Another claim is that the domestication of organisms has
been benign. Examples have included agricultural crops transported
between continents-grains from Eurasia to the Americas and corn and
potatoes from the Americas to the Old World. lowever, this generaliza-
tion is challenged by pointing out that. introduced livestock have
severely altered plant communities and soils and that plants used as_0

crops in one geographic area can be the most troublesome weeds in
anot her.
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lThe scienltif ic literature' that weC reviewed1 ind~icatedl an imp~ortant dis-
tinlctioni between instances inl which genetic'ally engirneered organisms
are( inltro)duced into a nlew enivironment and inlstanlces in which t hey are
reintroduced to thle em. ironment from which their parent organism's
carme. According to the \AS committee, thle proper analogy for reintro-
(hicing genetically engineered organisms into the environment from
Whiich they camle is thle traditional experience in breeding and testing
new strains of p~lants and microbes. This is considered a lower risk situa-
tion. In contrast, it indicated that thle analogy chosen for introducing
genetically engineered organisms into new environments is thle previous
exp~erience of introducing nonengineered organisms into new environl-
merits. Such cases are believed to be of relatively higher risk. Ho0wever,
even for these situations only at small traction of'organisms act ually9
became established, and only at minority of these caused eological
disruption.

One consideration, raised from an ecological view, was no( t discu ssed in
thle NAS I)iiper. Organisms may be given at fitness advantage over indige- 1
nous typ~es when purposely modified to overcome at natural limliting fc(--
tor (such as sensitivity to low temperature or low moisture). This could
be all that is necessary for them to spre'ad substantially beyond their
original environment and have significant ecological impact.

Ini sumimary, scientists believe that thle p~robability of ecological disrup-
tion trom releases of genetically engineeredl organisms is low. I lowever,
ais with introductions of nonindigenous organisms, the magnitudle oft the,
impact may be extremely severe. Referring to thle record of past intro-
duct(1ions, a leading ecologist hias warned that -avoidable mistakes were
madle over and over when species wvere deliberately released onl new
lands, because resp~onsible p~eople had oversimplified expect at ions 0
r'epeated(lyV.

P~redicting the Risk in E'cologists have pointed out that, alt houigh some p~rop~osed m lt rooluct ions
Individual Cases call be rec(ognized as too dlangerous to permit . there are limits to predict- -

ab~ility. No simlple p~redictivye laws exist, basedo on just a tew parameters.
to determine the effects of any lpart icular introduct ion. For regulators. a
ni jo r source of' coicern is t hiat it may no)t be po ssible t o idlent i fy in
adlvance t hose rare inst ances I hiat mnay have seious co5 0nsequlences.

Therefore, as noted inl thle \N\s paj wr ano ot heir scient ific reo'()rt s, case-
lby-(ase evaluat ions ofl p~roposed( field tests. froml an ecological per'spec'O
tive, are reomm)lnended.
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Among the ecological issues relevant to predicting the potential impacts
of an introduction is the fate and movement (the survival, growth, and
dissemination) of the organism and its genetic information. In addition,
experience in biological control has shown that the scale and frequency
of releases are also important in determining ecological consequences.
Large-scale or sustained applications may have consequences different
from small scale or single applications. Therefore, although individual
introductions may present only low risk, the cumulative effect of these
cases may raise additional concerns for regulators.

A general framework for examining the risk of specific releases was pro-
posed by a microbial ecologist." It takes the form of the following six
questions: 0

(1) Will the organism be released'?

(2) Will it survive?

(3) Will it multiply?

(4) Will it spread to other sites'?

(5) Will it be harmful?

(6) Will it transfer genes to other, nontarget organisms?'" (If so, repeat
questions four and five.)

Estimating the risk using these six questions is made difficult by the
limitations in the currently available data. The ability to predict the
behavior of genetically engineered organisms in the environment was
addressed in a .January 1986 report by the Study Group on Biotechnol-
ogy of the Environmental Protection Agency's Science Advisory Board.
In describing the state of scientific knowledge, it reported that

"the current data base must be expanded to allow for accurate prediction of which
types ot organisms will and will not proliferate.., little information exists on gene
transfer in nature.., there is limited understanding of the traits contributing to
successful dispersal."

Mart in lX llder., "Etlogical ('ons(qle ces: RedoinZ t01 Ictcill ''s. Issoes ill Sci'n a(ll
Technology. vol. I. no. :1 (Spring 15. pp 57-;

'or example. plants gtnetically (ngin't'rcd t resist t1llo ilOlcit al stresses. such as herbicides. max

transmit Inh, new trait to weedy Xa'il,' os t th , satis' or other plants. resulting ill resistant \\evds t hat
mlay ,l' harder to tonttl.
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Because of these data deficiencies, estimating the probabilities in this
six-step framework is the difficult task confronting risk assessors.

The framework also serves well as a guide to risk managers. Risk man-
agement for genetically engineered organisms is an effort to prevent
damage that may come from proceeding with their release. Administra-
tive actions may require the use of technical methods to lessen the
chance of a positive answer to each of the six questions above, thereby
reducing the risk of using genetically engineered organisms in the
environment.

Objective, Scope, and In its letter dated October 10, 1986, the Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, asked us to

Methodology review the status of federal risk management of genetically engineered
organisms used in the environment. The objective of this report is to
examine policies and procedures for avoiding or controlling possible
undesired effects of environmental releases of organisms intended for
either agricultural or health uses."

Depending on the type of product or its purpose, the agencies responsi-
ble for regulating these risks are the Department of Agriculture (Iso:),
the Environmental Protection Agency (EiA), and the Department of
lealth and luman Services' (111s) Food and Drug Administration (EDA).
Although the National Institutes of Health (xm) previously had a lead
role in reviewing applications for releases of rDNA organisms, it has
recently changed its guidelines to allow review and approval by other
federal agencies to substitute for its oversight of such experiments.

Early in our investigation of this issue, we found that the primary risk
management mechanism available to these agencies is to require t hat
permission be sought prior to conducting field tests. Given this
approach, we focused our review on

" examining the scope of laws and regulatory policies applicable to delib-
crate, small-scale releases to the environment of living, genetically engi-
neered organisms (see ch. 2),

" reviewing the a(lnnistrative measures developed by these agencies to
implement their regitlatory lp)licies, including establishing prerelease

V I"ra (Etallh'd a . ,1 I i i ..hlk n sk s ('iatd %V ht I II IIWIIIs' I .' . 1lui lred wtablil, and
lhvr s inlt ' fil. 1sSllms 'itiim ted Ii'k asvsi ndt iul l a gIlIi g l-lill. se( )Il'T i' T(i l'hoiln A-,.( - ,

Inf'Ilt. \f.v% I h'\ 1.ii )lnelils III No(F' 4g - hildIT('S I l g :1gil "ed Wp I lIsIss ( ;cll(l , and lco-
hogival-I'su(s l l' NA - 1,.\-: l d . . l1988"
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review procedures and setting conditions for field-test approvals (see
ch. 3),
identifying technological methods available to control or mitigate risks
posed by field testing, including the use of selected biological or physical
containment measures (see app. I), and
describing regulations aimed at preventing inadvertent releases of
genetically engineered organisms from contained facilities (see app. II).

Our study excluded nonliving products derived by genetic engineering,
such as diagnostic kits that use monoclonal antibodies, and biological
substances used as replacement hormones, drugs, and vaccines. While
other genetic engineering methods may be used to modify living orga-
nisms, we focused our inquiry on products developed using rNA tech-
niques. As discussed in chapter 2, this distinction is particularly
relevant to USDA since its regulation of genetically engineered plant pests
addresses only those organisms produced with rDNA technology.

In addition, we do not address the subject of environmental releases of
naturally occurring organisms into areas where they are nonindigenous.
We recognize, however, that such releases may also create hazards.
Some of the risk management policies and procedures for genetically
engineered organisms apply as well to this subject.

Further, the approaches discussed in this report do not necessarily 0
address all the risk management measures that agencies might consider
in regulating the widespread manufacture and use of such products. As
scientists have recognized, the problems that might be associated with
large-scale introductions of genetically engineered organisms may differ
from those of small-scale testing, which was the focus of our review.

According to FDA, genetically engineered organisms in products that it
regulates are more likely to enter the environment during the manufac-
turing process, rather than through the use of the product. However, in
the case of certain biologics and foods, organisms could be released
intentionally. Agency officials reported that applications for approval of
genetical!y engineered food products were not expected to occur in the
near future. Rather, they anticipate receiving a number of requests to
approve new vaccines containing live genetically engineered viruses.
Therefore, our review focuses on the agency's regulation of human test-
ing of genetically engineered live vaccines.

0C
During the course of this review, we interviewed agency officials to O,]
identify existing or planned regulatory and technical approaches to risk
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management. We examined policy statements, working documents, and
case materials on specific product applications to uSDA and Et'x (at the
time that this study began, FDA had not yet received an application for a
living, genetically engineered product). In addition, we conducted inter-
views and gathered relevant materials to obtain the views of nongovern-
mental sources on the issues addressed in this report. These included
congressional testimony, letters of public comment on proposed regula-
tions, scientific conference proceedings, and research papers. A selected
bibliography of source materials is provided in appendix III. Scientists,
lawyers, and other specialists outside of GAO reviewed this report, and
their comments have been incorporated where appropriate.

Our analysis was performed from October 1986 to October 1987 in con-
formance with generally accepted government auditing standards. vSDA,

EPA, and mis provided official written comments on a draft of this
report. These comments are presented and evaluated in chapter 2 and
appendixes IV, V, and VI.

'
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Chapter 2

Federal Policy for Regulating
Environmental Introductions

Three federal agencies have dominant roles in regulating the use of
genetically engineered organisms in the environment: t-SDA, E.PA, and FD,.

These agencies have had extensive experience managing risks of prod-
ucts not made by rDNA techniques. uSD)A regulates many agricultural uses
of plants, animals, and microorganisms; EPiA manages a wide array of
chemicals and also microorganisms used for pesticidal or nonagricul-
tural, commercial purposes; and FI),\ oversees a wide range of food and
health products, including human biologics. Responsibility for reviewing
proposals to field-test genetically engineered organisms has generally
been assigned to these agencies following existing jurisdictional lines.

The agencies' principal regulatory tool for managing the risks of field
testing genetically engineered organisms is the authority to require a
permit, license, letter of nonobjection, or other type of approval prior to
their release into the environment or use in human subjects. Regulatory
authority has been established in numerous federal statutes designed to
prevent the occurrence of harm to the environment and public health.
Within these statutory frameworks, policies have been developed
whereby agency decisions on releases of genetically engineered orga-
nisms are to be based on independent, case-by-case analyses. This
approach, rather than one based on compliance with previously defined
standards, has been adopted because agencies' experience with environ-
mental introductions is too limited to develop standards.

In our review of the laws, regulations, and policies used to manage the
risks of environmental releases of genetically engineered organisms, we
found that the agencies' regulatory authorities and policies are generally
appropriate, but we also found gaps in authority and product coverage.
Not all classes or users of genetically engineered organisms in the envi-
ronment are subject to regulation. In addition, although defining catego-
ries of organisms that deserve different degrees of regulatory scrutiny
may be reasonable, some agencies have already exempted products fro m
review-an action regarded as premature by certain professional biog- %

ical associations.

Development of the Regulations governing r..\A research have evolved since the 1 97)s, from%or ,

a )rohibition on all releases to approval of field tests by the appropriate
Coordinated regulatory agency. In the mid- 1 970s, in response to concern over the

Framework safety of rINA experiments, the National Institutes of IHealth's Recombi-
nant DNA Advisory Committee (NIII-RAC() was formed to review genetic S
engineering research fun1 ded by NI11. The first set of' guidelines developed
for rI)NA resear(Ch, issued in 1976, was primarily focused on preventing
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accidental escap~e of organisms from thle laboratory. Among thle five
types of experiment~s ctonsidered too hazardous to be p)erfo~rmed were-
environmental releases of rDNA organisms. The Nih1-RAt' gradually relaxed
this position andi revised its guidlelines to remove thle prohibit ion against
research involving environtmeintal introdttionls. Sublsequenly, thle
number of p~roposals to release genetically eniginevered organisms
inlcreasedl and they included agricultural, environment al, and1( other
issu~eS o~t.side Of Nil is biomledical focus. As a result1, Nil! believed, it was
being drawn beyond its traditional resp~onsibilit ies adl sought to reduce C
its r'ole in reviewing priop~osals for such researt'ch. Whenl field-test iiropot s- N
alts wereV 'irst Slbmit ted, Nil1 inVitetl regulatory agencies to review them.l
Now most proposals for field tests are reviewed (direct ly by agencies
With a))orae*ui(itin

The federal government's regulatory policy for genetically eniginevered
organisms wats coordinated by the D~omest ic Policy Coiuncil ( fornerly
known as the Cabinet Council onl Natutral Resources and the Environ-
ment ) Wor uking Gro)u p onl iotechnolo gy. This group II, consist ing of retire-
sent at ives from 18 agencies antd executive offices. pirodutced at "Proplosal
fo r a Coordinated Framework for Regulat ion of' Biotechnology,- p~ub-
lished in thle Federal_ Register onl [ecember- :1, 1984. It p~resented1 a
matrix outlining thle existing regulatory requirements that may be appli-
cab~le to p~roduicts containing genetically engiiieered organisms. It also
included a compilation of' prop~osed policy statements t hat describe how

i-i)A:m', andl isiv inmtended to) apply their existing regulatory aut h(orit y
to genetically eniginevereti prodhuct s. InI addit ion, it recomen vded t he
establishment of' a coordinated science r-eviewv mleciariisi to promo11 t e
consistency in agency risk assessments.

Tlhe administ ratio i( )i aounce1 in thle Federal Regist er onl November 14,
1985. thle establishment of t hI Biot echlo gy Science ( o wdinlat ing C om~n-
mitt ee ( iscc() to assist in sharing informat ion ii science issues relat edi to
research and1 commercial dlevehlpment of the technology. H oused inl t lie
Of'fice oif Science andt Technology Poiciy. Itscc' is compo1)0 sed of selii r pl -
icy officials from vs[)A ;, '..\, NI!. m 1 and thle Nat ional Science Fouinda-
tioni. Its r-ole is to serve as a forumi for discussing scient ific quest ionis
raiisedI inl reguilat ory and research applicat ionis. to IromoW te coinsist ency inl
lie development of review lioelrsand assessientis. to facilitate

coo iperat ionl amo ng agencies oil cn1lergiilg scieint ific issules, a nd to u l-
if. gap)s in scienitif ic knowledge.

Accord~ing to its chairman. thle u S o has primary responisibilityv for
addt ressinig thle scient ific queitsf tins arising withl genet ical ly engiineeredl
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organisms, including development and implementation of a risk assess-
ment methodology. However, the nscc charter does not authorize its
involvement in formulating specific agency policies regarding risk man-
agement. That responsibility remained with each regulatory agency.

li response to public comments received on the December 1984 pro-
posed Coordinated Framework, agencies such as vFi), :i,', and usA\ pub-
lished revised statements of regulatory policies in the Federal Register
of .June 26, 1986.' i..\ proposed no changes in its regulatory policy. EP's
policies under its pesticide law and certain aspects of its chemical con-
trol statute were effective immediately. Other parts of E:e'A's policy
under its chemical law do not become effective until the agency con-
cludes its rulemaking process (expected in December 1988). U ntil that 0
time, i:-'A has requested voluntary compliance with most of those pro-
posed provisions. Similarly I sDAIs policy required some rulemaking for
implementation. Its proposed rules concerning plant pests were included
in le Coordinated Framework document; final rules were issued on
June 16, 1987.

The following are key elements of the Coordinated Framework:

Because federal laws are product-specific (that is, they regulate certain
product uses), similar products will be treated similarly by particular

agencies. Also. genetically engineered products will be reviewed in •
essentially the same manner for safety and efficacy as products
obtained by traditional techniques.
For the most part, existing laws available for the regulation of products
developed by traditional techniques will be adequate to address the reg-
ulatory requirements for genetically engineered products. lowever, for
cert'iin products. additional regulatory requirements need to be
established.
Agencies are seeking to adopt consistent definitions of those genetically
engineered organisms subject to regulation to the extent permitted by

their statutory aut horities.
Agencies should use scientific reviews of comparable rigor and will have
scientists from each others staff participate in reviews.

Alt hough the Coordinated Framew\ork provides direct ion for agency p)l-

icies, it (I.es not authorize agency action that could not otherwise take
place. Each agency may make decisions and issue regulations on the
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basis of its statutory authority. In a ruling on a challenge seeking to set
aside the Coordinated Framework, the 1'.S. District Court for the Dis-
trict of Columbia decided that "while the document is not a model of
clarity ... [it, contents] are ... to guide policy-making, not to regulate....
IThe framework is] merely a first effort to aid in the formulation of
agency policy."'

Statutor-- -Authyoriy Although no statutes specifically target the regulation of genetically
engineered organisms, agencies contend that, for the most part, existing

for Regulation laws available for the regulation of products developed by traditional
* techniques will be adequate for regulating genetically engineered orga-

nisms. However, because existing statutes were not enacted with the
* intent to regulate genetically engineered organisms, i'snA and F:IA have

acted to extend regulations to genetically engineered organisms.

All federal agencies are required. under the National Environmental P'ol-
icy Act. to prepare an analysis before taking a major action that may
significantly affect the environment. Agencies first perform a prelimi-

nary assessment of the possible consequences of an action to determine
whether to prepare an environmental impact statement or a finding of
no significant impact. If the environmental assessment indicat,',- signif-
icant environmental impact, the agency must prepare a detail .. tnvi-
ronmental impact statement:; The Coordinated Framework states that
an environmental assessment or a broader environmental impact state-
ment may need to be prepared before approving a release of genetically
neugineered organisms, but this depends on the characteristics of the pro-
posal. EPA's actions under most of its environmental statutes have been
considered to be the functionil equivalent of National Environmental
Policy Act compliance. 1

For certain products, additional regulatory requirements pursuant to
existing statutes are being established. Although I Sl's approach fol- e
lows the agency's authority with conventional products, IsIIA has issued -17k
a final rile to apply its plant pest ('ont rol laws to products of rl)NA tech-
nology. The EM,\ strategy is to regulate genetically engineered mi('robial

l)r()ducts using existing authoritv with some additional rulemaking for

lit''(lll( l d III la( .11cll ot R IlW ''''II \ h h \,l . aml ] :III \l q It7, lll dl[ ( lr llv\ih %
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its chemical control statute. Unlike tisi.x and EPAx, nvu:\ does not plan to
promulgate new rules for regulation. The most applicable laws of each
agency for regulating genetically engineered organisms for agricultural
or, health-related purposes are discussed in the following section.

Department of Agriculture usDA's mandate is to protect and enhance agriculture and forestry in the
U nited States. Responsibility for the regulation of genetically engineered
organisms at vsDA rests with the Animal and Plant Hecalth Inspection
Service (APIS). It administers a variety of statutes enacted to prevent
the introduction and spread of animal diseases or plant pests;'I inten-
tional environmental releases oft genetically engineered organisms are
regulated tinder these statutes. Specifically, the Vi ru s-Seru m-Toxin Act
of 1913 (%*sTA) is applicable to the release of genetically engineered orga-
nisms that treat or prevent disease in animals. The Federal Plant Pest
Act (FlPPA) and the Plant Quarantine Act (11QA) provide authority for reg-
ulating the movement into or within the U nited States of genetically
engineered organisms that may be plant pests. In its June 26, 1986, pol-
icy statement, usDA, proposed changes in its regulation of environmental
introductions of such organisms. After receiving public comments, it
issued a final rule- establishing Part 340 of Title 7 of the Code of Federal %
Regulations, which is highlighted below.

Animal Biologics U nder vsTA.,, vsDA, exercises regulatory authority over the importation,
exportation, movement, and production of veterinary biological prod-
ucts.' Products must be prepared in a i'sDAk-icensed establishment, and
each product must be individually licensed for production. To obtain a
product license, the applicant must submit data establishing the purity,

A.5
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safety, potency, and efficacy of the product. Because field testing is con-
sidered necessary to meet these safety data requirements, the regula-
tions allow for the shipment of unlicensed biological products for
experimental purposes involving a limited number of domestic animals.
Approval is conditioned on APIIIS' determination that the field-test pro-
cedures are adequate to prevent the spread of disease. If the environ-
mental assessment produces a finding of no significant impact, APIIIS

issues a letter of "authorization to ship [an experimental product] for
field trials under controlled conditions... for the purpose of gathering
additional information in support of a license application for this prod-
uct .. .

Plants and Plant Products FPPA and PQA are applicable to the release of genetically engineered orga-
nisnis into the environment if the products present a risk of plant pest
introduction, spread, or establishment. The agency has promulgated
new regulations to enable it to determine whether the introduction of
certain genetically engineered organisms would present such a risk.
They state that a product is a "regulated article" if (1) it has been genet-
ically modified by rDNA techniques in which any of the organisms
involved 7 belongs to a group of designated pest species that may be inju-
rious to plants or is an unclassified organism or (2) the Deputy Adminis-
trator determines or has reason to believe it is a plant pest. On the basis
of an evaluation of its plant pest status, the release of certain geneti- S
cally engineered organisms may be prevented or restricted. Specific con- 6

ditions are prescribed on separate permits for importation or interstate
movement and for release into the environment.

Some environmental groups contend that the scope of uSDA's regulatory
coverage has significant gaps. While consistent with the limitations of
its jurisdiction tinder FPI'A, the agency's approach to regulation has
raised concerns about the narrowness of its focus. One point in particu-
lar that has drawn criticism is us, ).s position. as stated in the Coordi-
nated Framework, that "other genetically engineered organisms that are
not plant pests or where there is no reason to believe such organisms are _
plant pests would not be regulated." The Environmental Law Institute
noted that organisms beneficial to plants, which are expected to be the
bulk of products to be developed for intentional release into the environ-
ment, would not be reviewed or regulated at all. According to the Insti-
tute, "there are numerous organisms outside the confines of t he plant

ST~( (Iflt l l l ted i3)) lf l ( d' Ow\(\ It th I mie I' iuu Suic Io Iii % 1111 IhJI i gll1 V"(
c'lementtt tisedt to Itninsf'er DINA

x 
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pest category that are of concern and should be reviewed for environ-
mental impact prior to [releasel"

In a memorandum addressing this question, USDA'S Office of General
Counsel indicated that the agency does have authority under FPA to
regulate genetically engineered plants when their plant pest status is
unknown. Moreox er, an APHIS official characterized uSDA's regulatory
coverage of potential genetically engineered plant pests as conservative.
USDA reviews not only the types of genetically engineered organisms
most likely to be plant pests (ones derived from known pests), but also
less likely ones, such as those derived from unknown or unclassified
organisms.

Nevertheless, according to the official, the agency does not intend to
review all genetically engineered organisms that may be developed from
the broad range of groups of organisms that can include plant pests. In
explaining the Coordinated Framework statement, he reported that USDA

does not have a mandate to examine every genetically engineered organ-
ism of the biological groups listed, any more than it is required to review
the many new nonengineered organisms that are developed every year.
It is agency policy, he noted, to require regulatory scrutiny of geneti-
cally engineered organisms only to the extent that similar nonengineered
products are to be regulated.

0

Environmental Protection E1PA operates under a number of statutes designed to protect human

Agency health and the environment. The major statutes that EPA relies on for
authority to regulate certain genetically engineered microorganisms are
the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (IFRA) and the @
Toxic Substances Control Act (TscA). Microorganisms to be used as pesti-
cides are subject to FIFRA, and many microorganisms for general com-
mercial and environmental applications would be regulated under TscA\.

A number of critics have questioned the discretionary authority claimed
by EPA regarding the applicability of TSCA. Some regulatory analysts
anticipate court challenges before clear regulatory authority is
established.

EP's policy statement on microbial products contained several propos-
als to modify its regulations governing intentional releases. Agency offi-
cials expect to announce a formal notice of proposed rulemaking by
.June 1988 and a final rule in December 1988. In the interim, u:[.\ expects
voluntary compliance with most of its Coordinated Framework policy
statement. If an imminent hazard arises during the rulemaking period,
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the agency believes it could use its authority under section 7 of TiscX to
limit or prohibit the activity.

FIFRA Covers Microbial FIFRA prohibits the distribution, sale, and use of pesticides that have not
Pesticides been registered with Eba. The agency must review all data submitted on

each microbial pesticide before determining whether it should be regis-
tered. The agency has issued guidance to applicants on developing
required data, which is being revised to reflect advances in risk assess-
ment techniques for genetically engineered microorganisms. The agency
must determine whether the product will cause, or significantly increase
the risk of, unreasonable adverse effects to humans or the environment.

To gather product performance and other data necessary for the appli-
cation, producers may obtain an experimental use permit (EIT',) to con-
duct field studies. Under FIFRA regulations, an EUP is not generally
required for certain small-scale uses (involving 10 acres of land or less)
of pesticides. However, for genetically engineered microbial pesticides,
EPA has decided that small-scale tests should be evaluated for potential
risks to determine whether an EITP is required prior to testing. As a
result, in 1984, EPA issued an interim policy statement announcing that it
should be notified before any field testing of a genetically engineered
microbial pesticide. Unless informed by the agency within a specified
time that additional information or an EtT is required, the producer may
proceed with small-scale field testing without agency approval.

TSCA Covers Nonpesticidal, TsCA was intended by the Congress to serve as a "gap filling" statute for
Nonagricultural Commercial other environmental laws. EPA considers microorganisms and their DNA
Microorganisms molecules as "chemical substances" subject to "rscA and therefore uses it

to regulate nonpesticidal, nonagricultural commercial uses of genetically
engineered microorganisms. The scope of TSCYA includes all microorgan-
isms produced for environmental, industrial, or consumer uses, except
where they are manufactured, processed, or distributed for use as pesti-
cides, foods, food additives, drugs, cosmetics, or medical devices.

",5scA requires agency review of new chemical substances. EPA has
announced in the Coordinated Framework that it plans to intensively
review two types of microorganisms tinder section 5: (1) intergeneric

"An intrgnrit' 4 lrganisrn is ln l'hiced b (()ining DNA frm ui -organisms from more t' 11i ( ,l genus..
A g'nut, is the ,econiiiid level in the h)i4 Ilgicmil .lassifiat i on 4 oirgain nl'- it lltlows tie first lev'l.
SlX'i es. rhw upIXsite of "intergeneric is "intragenri. meaning (onung ll-ini wit hut t, same

gen0s.
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combinations, which it considers "new" microorganisms, would be sub-
ject to "premanufacture notice" requirements and (2) pathogenic! micro-
organisms, or those derived from pathogens, would be regulated through
a "significant new use" rule. Field tests conducted by noncommercial
researchers, however, have a statutory exemption from these regula-
tions. Other genetically engineered microorganisms not in these inten-
sively reviewed classes would be exempt from effective regulatory
scrutiny. EPA may require abbreviated informational reports prior to
their release into the environment, exempt these organisms from regula-
tory review, or delegate oversight responsibilities to local peer panels.

To comply with premanufacture notice requirements, "new" microor-
ganisms used in commercial research and development that involve 0
environmental release must be reported to EPA at least 90 days prior to
such activity. TscA specifies the information to be provided in
premanufacture notices, which includes all test data in the submitter's
possession related to the health and environmental effects of the prod-
uct. If the information submitted is insufficient, and the agency finds
that the microorganisms may present an unreasonable risk or there may
be significant human or environmental exposure, EPA may limit or pro-
hibit the manufacture or use of the microorganism pending further eval-
uation. The agency can issue a consent order to require that data from
the field test be evaluated by the agency before any further releases. If
no action is taken by EMt after 90 days (extendable to 180 days), the
new microorganism will be listed on the TscA chemical substance inven-
tory once it is actually manufactured or imported. Thereafter it can be
used by other manufacturers without their having to submit a new
premanufacture notice. While the premanufacture notification rule is in
the process of being amended to implement this policy, manufacturers
or importers are expected to comply voluntarily.

EPA recognized that the definition of "new" microorganisms excludes
some potentially risky products from premanufacture review, namely
pathogens. wnich may cause disease in microbes, plants, or animals.
Therefore, to supplement its premanufacture notice requirements, EPA 5
may use the "significant new use" provisions of TscA to require that it be "
notified before introduction of pathogenic microorganisms into the envi-
ronment for nonagricultural new uses. This would subject new environ-
mental applications of genetically engineered pathogens to most of the
same requirements as premanufacture notices. Until this notification

"A inithognic organisn is one cipaih of Ciiising (isease in ot her living orgainisns.
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requirement is made final through a "significant new use" rule, EPA
expects voluntary compliance.

Another amendment announced in the EPi policy statement would mod-
ify an existing research and development exemption. r'scx exempts,
from both premanufacture notice requirements and the "significant new
use" rule, new chemicals manufactured in small quantities solely for
commercial research and development purposes. As currently defined,
this rule would allow many microorganisms to go unreviewed by EPA for
years after initial field testing. However, because microorganisms can
reproduce in the environment and may exhibit new traits, EPA is con-
cerned that field tests for research and development could present sig-
nificant risks. Therefore, EPA intends to amend its rules to specify that
field testing of microorganisms does not qualify for a small-quantities
exemption. [Tntil the necessary rule changes become final, ER'\ expects
commercial researchers intending to release new microorganisms and
engineered pathogens into the environment to voluntarily notify EPA
tinder the premanufacture notification or "significant new use" rules.

Even tinder the proposed amendments, noncommercial, or purely aca-
demic, research and development w(uld remain exempt by statute from
these requirements. EIA has noted that NilI-RA(" and the usi)Ax Agriculture
Biotechnology Research Advisory Committee have jurisdiction over
much of this activity, particularly rNA experiments at institutions
receiving federal funds. however, this may leave a gap in regulatory
oversight. Although an environmental release experiment conducted at
an academic institution receiving any federal monies requires approval
from one of the advisory commit tees, the same experiment performed at
an institution independent of federal funds is exempt from review. Since
the same safety concern exists for both industrial and academic 0
research, critics from scientific societies and industry have asked that
EI':A regulate such experiments uniformly. EI'A officials have stated that,
at this time, theI agency does not believe that release experiments not -'

covered by eithe'r,''s.% regulations or review by one of1 the advisory com- %

mittees are likely.

Finally, 1.PA,\ announced in its ,June 1986 policy statement that it may
promulgate a reporting rule under sect ion 8(a) of TS(A to collect data
prior to envirolnmental releases of inii rtganisms not (overed by
prenlanufact /ire notice or "significanl new use" rule requiirements. (To
address the pr(oblem no((d abto ve, ':I'.x has stated that it may (e(ide t)
use section 8(a) to require rporling ofenironnintal releases involving
nlon('ommercial uses oif genetically engineered organisms.) I 'nder such a
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rule, EPA would collect information on production, use, disposal, and
environmental effects, for the purpose of tracking environmental
releases of microorganisms and determining future regulatory require-
ments. EPA has not requested that companies voluntarily comply with
this proposal during the rulemaking process.

An important weakness of subjecting releases of genetically engineered
microorganisms to a TSCA section 8(a) reporting rule is that it has no
ready mechanism to require the manufacturer to suspend the field test
pending further agency evaluation should a proposed introduction raise
concerns about health and environmental effects. This weakness has
been identified by the American Society for Microbiology (a biological
life sciences society with a membership of over 34,000), the Ecological S
Society of America (a professional society of ecologists with 6,500 mem-
bers worldwide), and others. The monitoring function of section 8(a) can
contribute to sound risk management only if EPA has the ability to inter-
vene readily in any questionable cases.

For example, the agency may examine a section 8(a) report and deter-
mine that there is insufficient scientific information to assure that the
genetically engineered organism and the method of testing are environ-
mentally safe. Such a review could raise questions about the microor-
ganism's genetic stability or competitiveness or indicate that specific
monitoring is warranted. However, unlike reviews under FIFRA, ERN

would not readily be able to require a full evaluation of the risks. To
delay the field test while the agency obtains additional data to conduct a
full risk assessment, EPA would have to take regulatory action under sec-
tions 6 or 7 of TScA. Agency officials acknowledge, however, that this
would be administratively difficult and involve court action. The Envi-
ronmental Law Institute has cautioned that

-the only way to regulate organisms Isubject to TS('A 8(a) report ingi is under
existing chemical or imminent hazard provisions of the statute. These provisions are
procedurally so burdensome that the agency will find it impractical, except in egre-
gious cases, to follow up on the leads the 8(a) notices )rovide."

A further difficulty with an 8(a) rule is that small manufacturers and
importers are exempt from section 8(a) reporting and recordkeeping
requirements under the general statutory exemption standards for small
businesses with certain exceptions. EPA believes that its current generic -

definition of small manufacturer may have to be modified to reflect the
size and financial situation of the average biotechnology company. lPub-
lic comments received by the agency from industry and scientists note( %
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that this exemption appears inconsistent with EPA's need to develop a
data base to assess risks of environmental release.

Since the publication of the Coordinated Framework in June 1986, i-:Ix
has reviewed the public comments received in response to its policy
statement. It has recognized difficulties with using section 8(a) to regu-
late genetically engineered microorganisms not covered by premanufac-
ture notice or "significant new use" rule requirements. These include
concerns about EPA's capacity to process the data from the large number
of 8(a) reports it anticipates receiving. In addition, the agency recog-
nizes that it would be difficult to take regulatory action on 8(a) reports.

To address these concerns, EPA has been examining a number of alterna-
tive regulatory options. One approach, discussed in late 1987, is to
require a far briefer report on field tests subject to 8(a) or no report at
all. However, this would still leave this group of organisms exempt from
effective regulatory scrutiny.

Another approach discussed at that time is to establish Environmental
Biosafety Committees (Elcs) to participate in overseeing research and
development activities. They would be modeled after NH's Institutional
Biosafety Committees, peer review panels established by universities,
companies, and other organizations to implement the agency's safety
guidelines for ,[)NA research. The EIB(Cs would supplement EIA reviews of
(1) small-scale field tests of microbial pesticides under vFIMA and (2)
intergeneric combinations and "significant new uses" of other microor-
ganisms subject to "cx. Over time, the agency would eventually transfer
the review function for certain categories of microorganisms to the EBO's.
Issues related to the structure and composition of l)roposed IE;H(s are cur-
rently under consideration by EI'A'S Biotechnology Science Advisory

Committee.

Food and Drug F'A)'s statutory mandate includes the requirement to ensure the safety

Administration and effectiveness of a wide variety of genetically engineered l)roducts
such as food additives, drugs, human biologics,'" and medical devices.
The manufacture and distribution of vaccines for human use are regu-
lated under two statutory authorities: the Public IHealth Service Act and
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmnetic Act. The Public elalth Service

l','A lfirlialt hiologic is "ailly %, hils. I he.lal <elit I' ser+III w r~ai tjII, ?Olllx Idlll~t. tt 0of, bl<(, trill Xl(l~l.l+lll
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Act requires that a manufacturer of a biological product obtain licenses
for its manufacturing facility and for each product prior to marketing.
Both must meet standards designed to ensure the safety, purity,
potency, and efficacy of the product. I Tnder the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cc- metic Act, the manufacturer of a new vaccine must comply with
"current good manufacturing practice" regulations designed to protect
the integrity and purity of the product. These include requirements for
equipment, personnel, and production and quality controls.

A vaccine may not be marketed unless it has been approved as safe and P,
effective on the basis of adequate clinical investigations. The clinical
evaluation process involves three principal phases. Phase 1, the clinical
pharmacology stage of testing, is designed to evaluate the toxicity, phar- 0
macological effects, metabolism, and dose-range requirements. These
safety tests are generally done on 20 to 80 healthy subjects. Phase 2, the
clinical investigation stage, consists of controlled clinical trials designed
to demonstrate effectiveness and relative safety. Normally, these are
)erformed on 100 to 200 closely monitored patients. In phase 3, clinical

trials are performed on 5,00() to 10.000 patients after effectiveness has
been basically established. They are intended to gather additional data
on efficacy and adverse effects.

Sponsors of investigations must initially file a Notice of Claimed Investi-
gational Exemption for a New Drug (IN)) before beginning human exper-
imentation. Such an exemption allows the sponsor to ship the product
interstate solely for investigational use by qualified experts. Before
clinical testing of a biologic in humans can take place, the sponsor must
provide FDA with information on the manufacture of the biologic, a com-
plete plan of the proposed clinical study, and reports of preclinical test-
ing in the laboratory and in animals. S

Step-By-Step and According to a broad range of scientists and regulators. regulating prod-
ucts in the environmental testing stages, as well as at the time of com-

Case-By-Case Review mercial use, is appropriate, particularly for the early releases of
genetically engineered organisms. Scientists and regulators also agree
that reviews should be based on the spe('ific intended use of each )rod-
uct, with the information to be analyzed and the expertise to be applied
tailored to the individual case.

In general, there is strong support to begin with a cautious regulatory
approach, perhaps applying more intensive regulatory scrutiny when a
first examination raises questions of particular risk factors. Then later,,%
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after experience is built upl fr-om many cases, review rules mlay be
relaxed ats more knowledge is accumuilt)ted. The rationale f*or this step)-
lby-step. ('ase-by-('ase approach is discussed below.

Step-By-Step Review In the Coordinated Framework, the( Bs( c recognized that thew assessment
of' a genet ically engineeredI organism's potential risk neceds to pr1ogre(ss Illn
at step)-by-step tashionf. Ihis also has been t he approach to researchl in
developing lpro)(1t's miantifact ure(I by t raditional t echnliqu~es. Test ing
moi(ves froml highly contained f'acilit ies to progressively lesser cont ainl-
mient as the safety and efficacy of' the application are determined. The
sequence of exlperiments begins with1 contl roiled laboratory ('ondit ions
bef'ore moving to specialized isolation research, suc(h ats greenholuse
studies, dlesigned to simulate condit ions of eventual environmental use.
Information developed by invest igators in these first two stages is thlen
used to assess the environmental impact under less controlled testing in
small and large tieldl trials.

EPfor one, has recognized that even if an organism is lf lund to have

minimal risk associated with its use uinder carehul l cont rolledl circum-
stances, it may not have tit1w samle minimal impact whln usedl undIer less
'ont rolled 'olnditions. As its utse expands frloml research to cominerciali-

zat io n, potential risks not p~reviously coInsidered may ('all for addit ional
regulaht orv act ion. Inl co nsidlering limlited hield test ing of a genlet ically
enigin eeredl Inicroo rga nism.l i*;PA has stalted thait "at step-wise pro gressiln
that enisures evalualit ion of, data fr-oml one stage bef'oie proceeding to thew
next is a careful andl prud~ent app ro achi (consist ent wit It good resea rch
andl develop~ment p~rac'tices.''

0

Case-I y -( ase Revijew Ai)( t heri wvidely a((''l t t'( regulat o ry approa ich is Ihat, at t his earll'
stage. reviews ol' genwt icallY enginI)eer'ed organisms propoj10 sedl 1(11 release
shld 11 he conduc1(ted (( il a ('ase-l)V-(a5(' basis. This pol inmt was a mo ng the
key ('0ncerils idlent it'ied at a worksho p c'o nvened by t lhe Amewrican Asso-
c'iat ion hI!' I he' Adlvan(emen('it ot'Science and i*;PA. In its 1985 Final report,
lie Assoc'iat ion st atedl that

"D 4is4I11 ~Iprem itutr '' 14)1le p d opetlI)(41I44g ~44(II,i ge Ie I pi ct 11\4 cs ~ 1 44v foIrI

;14 wig' I (t( Alsk (it gvOc iual~ I-Xcrv 27am 11S liii Ite .' l Ii h %~ as 11 1111 .414 il
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In their policy statements, FDA, EPA, and i'SDA emphasized that risk
assessments for genetically engineered organisms should be performed
in the context of individual experiments. A rationale given for this
approach is that, because of the very recent development of these prod-
ucts, little direct experience is available for evaluating the health and
ecological effects of environmental releases. The case-by-case approach
enables the agencies to build on experience gained by its review staff in
earlier product evaluations and to develop a progressively larger data
base. This should allow for more efficient and accurate decision-making
in the future.

The case-by-case approach, however, may have its drawbacks. Aca-
demic researchers and industry have pointed out that, in the short term
at least, it may result in higher costs to the manufacturer and delays in
bringing products to market. For the agency, a case-by-case approach
may also require more front-end investment in terms of staff and finan-
cial resources.

Moving Toward Generic :RAx and iSDA have indicated that, as they gain knowledge and experi-
Regulation ence from case-by-case reviews, they expect to develop broadly applica-ble procedures and guidelines. Such a transition to a more systematic

risk management approach could enable regulators to make decisions
more efficiently. Standardized regulatory requirements may be devel-
oped if scientists can identify generic concerns likely to arise with envi-
ronmental releases or recognize types of organisms or products more or
less likely to be problems. Blending in generic standards with the case-
by-case approach could exempt certain organisms or product types or
uses from regulation or, conversely, prohibit the use of certain products
altogether.

An example of applying this process to risk management is the Nill-iRA(

experience in overseeing ri)NAx laboratory research. The NIll-IL(' began
with stringent guidelines, subjecting all rDNA experiments to detailed
review and tight controls. At first, it identified certain classes of experi-
ments that were not to be performed at all. Over time, this stringent
position was relaxed, as data and experience produced a better under-
standing of the risks involved. The NU1-it , on the basis of case-by-case
review, progressively issued exemptions front review for certain types
of laboratory research experiments that today cover approximately 90
percent of all experiments involving rD)\A. Regulators believe that the
progressive relaxation of regulation has resulted in l)wering the costs of
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compliance for industry, while maintaining adequate laboratory safety
standards.

If the NI11-RAC process is taken as a model, generic rules for overseeing
environmental releases of genetically engineered organisms would have
to be developed over time from case-by-case experience with the actual
situation to be regulated. As noted by the American Society for
Microbiology,

"We strongly urge that regulation be considered in the context of the extensive
experience that has been gained by the successful operation of the NItH-RAC. We
should learn from the process used in regulating recombinant DNA research ]I
which the original guidelines were overly cat ious and conservative but were delib-
erately designed to be relaxed quickly as new information lpermitted .... Generally.
with regard to federal policy guidelines, we believe that a case-by-case approach
should be adopted until more experience and scientific knowledge is developed in

this area."

Categories of In contrast to this experience-based model, some agencies have already
made distinctions among classes of organisms for regulatory purposes.

Organisms Subject to EP, and I'snA have established categories of genetically engineered orga-

Different Levels of nisms to be subject to more or less stringent review, or even be

Regulation exempted from regulation, depending on certain biological features of
how they were engineered. The rationales given for these categoriza-
tions are presented in the Coordinated Framework in terms of relative
levels of risk. Ilowever, critiques by some professional biological
associations bring into question the justification for exempting certain
categories of organisms.

In the preamble to the Coordinated Framework. the itsc" defined orga-
nisms subject to certain types of agency review. Organisms meeting two
different sets of criteria wcre proposed: ( 1) organisms produced by
exchange of genetic materi: between supl)osedly more distantly
related, intergeneric organ, ms and (2) organisms for which either the
donor or the recipient of the rDNA is classed as pathogenic. Certain genet-
ically engineered organisms not considered to pose an increased risk to
human health or the environment were excluded from the definition.
These include (1 ) intrageneric combinations having no pathogen source
and (2) intergeneric or pathogenic organisms in which the transferred
genetic material contains only "well-characterized noncoding regulatory
sequences" (see explanation of this criterion below under sl.\ ).
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These cate(sories are defined by the properties and behavior of the
source organisms, rather than by that of the genetically engineered
products. This approach assumes that the risks of releasing a genetically
engineered organism can be predicted on the basis of the nature of its
parents. l lowever, ecologists commenting on the Coordinated Frame-
work point out that determining whether a genetically engineered
organi.im behaves in the environment as predicted from its parent orga-
nisms cannot be assumed but must be validated through prerelease
test ing.

In addition, the rationale given for the treatment of some categories is
based on a body of experience that appears related, but is not relevant
to the circimstances for which the categories are to be applied. As S
explained by the chairman of the nscc, the basis for exempting a cate-
gory of genetically engineered organisms stems, in large part, from par-
ticular exemptions developed by the Il-RAC. However, the NIII-|tC

experience is with organisms used in laboratories and fermentation
plants, and 't is largely aimed at preventing escape into the environment
or disabling organisms to limit their ability to survive outside of a con-
tained facility (set, app. II).

In contrast. ecologists at Cornell I niversity's Ecosystems Research
Center pointed out that genetically engineered organisms intended for
release will be designed to survive and function in the environment at
least for some period of time. Therefore, generalizations about risk and
exemptions from regulation growing out of experience in containment P%
should not be assumed to pertain to the effects of genetically engineered
organisms in toe environment. They concluded that "the regulatory
is:;ues for deliberate releases clearly are fundamentally different than
for controlled laboratory situations and the probabilities of ecological
side effects are much greater."

Agency Adoption of the Because the nscc does not have regulatory authority, it could not estab-
Categories lish which genetically engineered organisms require review or how•

stringent that review should be. It remains up to the individual agencies
to apply their own versions of the categories in developing their policy
statements. In fact, the categories have been adopted to different
extents by Vsn.., luA, and FI),\. with correspondingly diffe, nt conse-
quenc(es for their ability to manage potent ial risks of environmental
releasus. 5
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Department of Agriculture In its final rule on regulating genetically engineered plant pests, UsiA.,%

defines a "regulated article" to exclude genetically engineered microor-
ganisms that are not plant pests and that have had added only genetic
material that consists of "well-characterized noncoding regulatory
regions." The agency does not base its regulations of genetically engi-
neered organisms in any way on the other two category distinctions.
intra/intergeneric or pathogen/nonpathogen.

The distinction underlying the "noncoding regulatory" exemption refers
to the fact that only a portion of the DNA in an organism's genetic mate-
rial actually carries sequences of coded instructions for the order of
assembly of proteins, the main structural and functional molecules of
living organisms. Other parts of the DNA may give assembly sequence
instructions for other nucleic acids or contain information not related to
encoding the assembly of any protein or nucleic acid product. But this
distinction focuses on parts of the DNA that give what biologists call reg-
ulatory signals (that is, signals controlling the frequency or rate of pro-
duction of a specific gene product) and applies only to segments whose
complete nucleic acid sequence is known. In the Federal Register notice
announcing the final rule for genetically engineered plant pests, ts..\
stated that the transfer of well-characterized noncoding regulatory
sequences could not enable the resulting organism to make any new
material. 9'

When first proposed, this exemption met with scientific criticism from
both the Ecological Society of America and the American Society for
Microbiology. They pointed out that the manipulation of regulatory
genes can cause quantitative and even qualitative changes in an organ-
ism's physiology and significant changes in its nature and behavior. In
addition, it was noted that many biotechnology projects are seeking to
change some aspects of the function of organisms in their environment
through changes in regulatory sequences.

Scientists that we contacted from these critical groups pointed out that
AtIls position assumes t hat the amount of a gene product could not
make a difference to the l)roperties of the organism. In contrast, they
noted that the development process in multicelled organisms demon-
strates the significant role of regulatory genes. Citing a specific case, a
university virologist referred to experiments in which the transfer of a
noncoding, regulatory sequence into an animal virus made it capable of
inflecting (if(hretll hosts.
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The Ecological Society recommended that the exemption be eliminated,
or at least that it be restricted to bacteria and related microbes, since the
rationale for the exemption was based on the gene-exchanging behavior
of bacteria. The American Society for Microbiology also advised review
of at least some genetically engineered microorganisms with introduced
regulatory genes. It suggested that prerelease review of regulatory gene
transfers include cases in which regulatory genes are transferred to
organisms that make potentially harmful or disruptive gene products.

An APHIS scientist stated that the agency knew of no evidence that a
transfer of a noncoding regulatory sequence could change the amounts
of products made by the existing genes in the recipient organism.
Because the letters of public comment on the proposed rule had not pre- 0
sented documentation of experimental evidence to support the critics'
views, Al~tlS did not change its original position on the exemption. In .' €
announcing this exemption from regulation, the agency asserted that
when well-characterized noncoding genetic material "is placed into a
benign recipient microorganism, the recipient will not acquire plant pest
traits or become a plant pest." In spite of the scientific criticism outlined
above, it concluded, "APIIS believes that the possibility of harmful eco-
logical consequences would not be considered significant."

In sum, exempting transfers of "well-characterized noncoding regula-
tory sequences" from prerelease review of genetically engineered micro-
organisms is still a subject of disagreement among scientists. Leading
scientific associations have argued that such gene transfers could result
in changing the properties or behavior of the recipient microorganisms. :%dX
In light of these criticisms, USDA'S rule to exempt such transfers cannot
yet be regarded as adequately supported by available scientific
information. 0

Environmental Protection U nder FIFRA, ERA has proposed using all three of the inscc definitions, not
Agency as a basis to exempt any genetically engineered organisms from regula-

tory scrutiny, but rather to establish different levels of review for 0
microbial products under its jurisdiction. As explained above, under
iTScA, the agency may, in effect, exempt certain classes of organisms
from regulatory scrutiny and may only require information reports for
them. lTnder both statutes, genetically engineered microorganisms that
are either intergeneric or classified as pathogens are to be given a
detailed review before release into the environment. Microorganisms 0
receiving less intense review under FvIFIL and little or no review under
TSCA are
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* intrageneric combinations not classified as pathogens,
* intergeneric combinations formed by adding only "well-characterized

noncoding regulatory sequences," and
* intrageneric combinations formed by transfer from a pathogen to a

nonpathogen of genetic material consisting only of noncoding regulatory
sequences.

Some scientists disagree with the rationales underlying the inter/
intrageneric and pathogen/nonpathogen criteria that EIA proposes to use
to set varying levels of review. Scientific criticisms of both criteria are
presented below.

Intrageneric/Intergeneric Criterion. The rationale for this distinction is
based on the contention that intrageneric, genetically engineered orga-
nisms are made from organisms presumably more closely related to each
other and therefore less likely to present new combinations of traits
than intergeneric combinations, which "contain genetic material from
dissimilar source organisms." An additional rationale is that organisms
within the same genus are more likely to have already exchanged
genetic information by natural mechanisms.

This criterion has received strong scientific criticism that, on the basis
of current classifications of organisms, it does not provide a consistently
dependable measure of potential risk for regulatory purposes. As a
result, the Ecological Society of America recommended that all geneti-
cally engineered organisms, not just intergeneric ones, be subject to reg-
ulatory review and that the intra/intergeneric criterion be used only to
determine the level of review to which a proposed product would be
first subjected. If a less intense review raised questions about potential
environmental risks, then the product could be elevated to more intense
scrutiny. (This option exists under FIFRA, as described in ch. 3.) Scientific .,
criticisms of the inter/intrageneric criterion are based on the following
three factors.

First, the existing biological classification of organisms is based on char-
acteristics that may or may not have much to do with genetic related-
ness. Information developed over the last 20 years is leading to the
recognition that existing classifications of organisms are often not good
indicators of actual genetic similarity. Using a measure of relatedness
based on genetic similarity, one can identify cases in which all the spe-
cies in one bacterial genus are more closely related than the members of
one species from another genus; for another bacterial genus, the mem-
bers are more distantly related genetically than are all vertebrates.
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Second, a leading ecologist and member of the NiII-RAC pointed out that
even if present classifications were valid, a small change in some trait
may be all that is necessary for an organism to change its role in an
ecosystem and possibly harm the environment as a result. An example
could be an addition of some modest ability that allows it to use another
resource or overcome a natural limit, either of which may allow it to
take a dominant role in an ecosystem.

A third criticism contends that this criterion is based on the behavior of
bacteria in laboratories, hospitals, and similar controlled environments,
but that it should not be presumed valid for natural or other environ-
ments into which such genetically engineered organisms are introduced.
Those holding this view note that some troublesome weeds have arisen S
by traditional intrageneric crosses among plants.

Pathogen/nonpathogen Criterion. Pathogens, as mentioned previously,
are viruses or microorganisms that can cause disease in other living
organisms. The general rule proposed by EPA is that a genetically engi-
neered organism will be subject to greater regulatory scrutiny if it is a
member of, or is derived from, a pathogenic species or if it is engineered
to contain genetic material from a pathogen."

Both critics and supporters of regulatory policies have pointed out that
this pathogen category includes too wide a range of organisms for regu-
lation. Comments submitted for the American Society for Microbiology,
for example, note that for an organism to be a pathogen, it must com-
bine a number of traits, determined by an even larger number of genes.
Therefore, less intense scrutiny could be applied to transfers of genetic
material from pathogens to nonpathogens. Similarly a bacteriologist and
vice president for research and development at a biotechnology com-

pany stated that

"The eviden ce is rather pe(rstasive that it d(el(teriu(s pathogen (annoFt he forned by

genetically modifying a safe microorganism, A path ogen is a problem not because it

I'xtlttptitlls fromtn this ritd' includ' the f'ollotwilg ( I ) orgalismas 111;1 ar derived frtotti at recogiized
tnhilitt htge~lij t s till jd" It speies t ktt tjnchidts jotl htgcns. (2) iwtganismls thtri\'d liy t ranstttrrng a tr

\%el-c'har' t ,-l riz,d. itolui odin tigtilttljw regionj fl'romj It it Itilogtln itii ;I nt ll|mtt hogll. ;Itt (:1 ) rg&i-
I tils i I llI 1111 it lWV. WtIeIt 1'; ( '1. Of- r i w iV ' lit l hI( p, I l fit I o itoll I I[Ijjtjt pl I W t g glls. ( )j tl fI j - , t I s-
tic palthogensm airt lrt''Ob)i s Omt i llu t mtls llv not aitllljjgvIllt ( but cmIt tc Illih cetllail conit ions. Sich

;LS w\'iti ;I host o lgillisll's tl 'tellses ;I. w j ktlt'l+ ) A lso. Ih deti iltl ll of p tltlhig( l doejs nojt tjjla tress
the itri i interge ltric distll tiot. The E'P\A Ipjlicy tv st;I tljjt s hjw% s ti t ljl ith t 's o f get'etic;tlly
tlgitlittl tld Io ilttiistits tl St I th inl htud inti 1 , gtllrl'l jlItt hIl(gc d lJlt ti ll. This lllm is Ihllt g ttllll-
'atlly villgilliver'ed( of-l s~lll \i ll tilth og li Naha m imckgro,,trds ifre Il i d t ?,1I< IN-+< r'<, itd z l lor,, n c, l 'hsil *y .

Ilm lt jllilutI .ill tllatt illtrtagel i ' its \w ell S Ilt tt l'ti l(tj clo t't'jjtjtjjilllltts %%ill jit e S c 't tinA i i led j t( ttiill g
IPae 4h (Ad ll') Ithe (Rit Ic l RaiitaIIll.ge., ..
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cotinis ii sinigle I tathli -ge lie,'' buit becd ii S it cotin i l y ge ties all fitlielI iii lned
and in ttgrated, iepresont jug natuitral b acteiri al select iont over In at iin iOs if* geuler-
at ions. Thus, it is improbaible that adding onre or two ge'nes to inmprove it safe niro-0

organs .i .m will rendetr I ihat organ i sin da ngerou'is."'

This has led many expetrts to conclud~e that genetically engineered orga-
nisms formed by the transfer of* genes from pathogens to nonpat hogens
need not be scrutinized for pathogenicity'' nor- be subject to patrticutlarly
stringent review, except. when the transferred gene is for at directly toxic
or otherwise dangerous product.

Aware of this criticism, Ei'AA, in F'ebrutary 1987, convened a gtoup of
experts to discuss which groups of mnicroorgan isms pose greater poten-
tial r'isk and shotuld therefore be sub 'ject to more intensive regulatory -
scrutiny. While no new approaches to defining the term have been
adopted, the agency is considering this issue in the context of what one
official characterized as "the difficulit question of how t~o define a pat ho-
gen in a regulatory sense."

Food and Drug Administration FD)A endorsed the iis(c categoties, commenting that it believed them to be L
apptropriate for review of' microorganisms f'or environmental or agrictul-
tural applications. Statutes establishing t,' A's regulatory attthority
define the prodtcts tunder its jtttisdiction. I lowever, except in its evaltia-
tion of foods and f'ood additives, fotr which the p~athogen definition is
explicitly tused, the classification has no regtulatory stgntficance to FiPA.

ConlusonsThe general policy annouinced by the f'edetral tregtulatory agencies is t~oConcusins lollow at step-by-step, ('ase-by-case approach to manage the risks of field
testing genetically engineered organisms. We tregard this policy as prul-
dent, give'n the lack of' knowledge of the (' t s of' t hieseorgat'nismsl in
he environment. As they acquitre expetrience inl (evaluating sttclt orga-

nisms, agencies may be able to develop genetic t'egtllat ions thlat tuaint amn
adequate safety. I lowever, ral her t hanl foth twing t lhe policy of* develop-
ing at miote systemnati(c approach based oil e'xperienlce with enivirotimenl-
til rele'ases of' gen('tically engineered organisms, rs1iA, and l.\ar'e

Iligtitt1dr al ini o'Ii l att ltog jlit'it'S uh1iiui oa ap rv t rd N(i, uauncll

Imy cu lN ~rt llr~is 1g idlg ilig~l.(i(Il111 osln aedog nswUavlk l
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already exempting certain categories of organisms from regulatory
scrutiny.

uSDA and iPA have established categories for setting levels of review
and, in some cases, exempting certain organisms from regulation on the
basis of biological features of the source organisms from which the
genetically engineered organisms were made. That is, they consider
the type of genetic material transferred, the degree of relatedness, and
whether pathogenic organisms are involved rather than the nature or
behavior of the organism itself. Significant scientific disagreements exist
over using each of the three features as exemption criteria. Therefore,
while these features may be reasonable criteria for assigning organisms
to different levels of scrutiny, we believe that it would be premature to
use them as criteria for exempting organisms from regulation altogether.

In one case, U TSDA has exempted from review any genetically engineered
microorganism that is not a plant pest to which has been added genetic
material containing only noncoding regulatory regions of DNA. In doing
so, USDA concluded that risk from such products is negligible because
such transfers do not lead to production of any new material. This
exemption raises risk management questions because (1) it is inconsis-
tent with the case-by-case approach for developing exemption catego-
ries and (2) it does not acknowledge the potential risk with these
organisms that has been pointed out by scientists outside the agency.
According to both microbiologists and ecologists, the addition of noncod-
ing regulatory sequences could cause significant changes in the nature
and behavior of the genetically engineered organism, thereby presenting
a risk of environmental damage. Risk could be reduced by requiring
some level of prerelease review by the agency. Consistent with the pol-
icy they have adopted, we believe that the agency should consider
generic exemptions for organisms of this type only after the organisms
have proven to be safe based on results accumulated from a substantial
body of cases.

In addition, i's)A, under Fi'PA, exempts from review genetically engi-
neered organisms derived from organisms not on the agency's list of des-
ignated pest species or unclassified organisms. This policy may be
adequate to manage risks of genetically engineered organisms currently
under development. Ilowever, a reexamination of this statutory limita-
tion may be warranted as new types of organisms are developed for
environmental release. S
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Similar exemption criteria are also applied by EPA, which regulates
genetically engineered microorganisms under FIFvix and "'scA. Under
FIFRA, all pesticidal microorganisms are subject to a review system that
assigns organisms to different levels of scrutiny prior to release. To reg-
ulate introductions of nonpesticidal, nonagricultural commercial micro-
organisms, the agency will rely primarily on two sections of isc. For
those genetically engineered microorganisms judged a priori to be of rel-
atively higher risk, EPA requires full review under premanufacture
notice or "significant new use" rule requirements in section 5 of TScA.
Applicable microorganisms that fall into the lower risk category, as
determined by the criteria discussed above, are exempt from meaningful
prerelease review. In its June 1986 policy statement, EPA indicated that
it may require an informational report for such organisms under TSCA

section 8(a).

We believe section 8(a) provides E1PA insufficient authority to take effec-
tive regulatory action in the event that review of an 8(a) report raises
concerns about environmental impacts. Section 8(a) does not provide a
ready mechanism whereby ERA could delay a release while obtaining
additional data for a more extensive evaluation. This could be avoided
by subjecting all T'DA microorganisms to section 5 premanufacture
notice or "significant new use" regulations that allow the agency to
impose controls while data are being developed. A multilevel review sys-
tem, analogous to that employed under FIFRA, could be established
within the section 5 review procedures whereby organisms believed to
be of lower risk would be initially subject to less detailed regulatory
requirements. This approach would provide the agency with the author-
ity to take effective regulatory action, if necessary, while avoiding
excessive regulatory burdens on the researcher.

In another case, EIA'S planned regulation of environmental releases may
be too stringent for certain genetically engineered organisms. Specifi-
cally, EPA believes that organisms derived from pathogens are of rela-
tively higher risk than other combinations. Hence, it has proposed
subjecting to more stringent review under both P'IF and "I CA geneti-
cally engineered microorganisms formed by combining genetic material
between pathogens and nonpathogens. A range of scientists, however,
has criticized a part of the agency's categorization of a pathogen,
emphasizing that pathogenicity is a complex property that cannot be
transmitted to a nonpathogen by transferring just any genes. This criti-
cism raises the possibility that current EPA policy will subject one type of
organism classed as pathogens (nonpathogens receiving genetic material
from pathogens) to unnecessarily stringent review. Applying stringent
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review to a broad group of microorganisms that may not merit it could
divert agency resources from other products that may be of greater risk.

Finally, in the past, small-scale field testing under TSCA did not require
agency approval. FP 'A is proposing a rule change to require that such
tests of genetically engineered microorganisms be reviewed by the
agency before field release if field testing is conducted with commercial
sponsorship. If they are performed by academic researchers at an insti- 0

tution receiving any federal funds, these same field tests would not be
subject to 'TscA\ but would come under the jurisdiction of the NIII-RAC or
the tSDA Agricultural Biotechnology ,)NA Advisory Committee. How-
ever, the same experiments by academic researchers at an institution
independent of federal funds, if performed for noncommercial purposes,
could result in releases that go unreviewed. At present, the need for
remedial action to close this gap in coverage is uncertain because the
number of applicable experiments appears to be small.

To ensure that microorganisms formed by the transfer of "well-charac- ,Recommendations terized noncoding regulatory sequences" of genetic material from plant
pests to nonplant pests receive review prior to release, we recommend
that the Secretary of Agriculture direct the Administrator, A.xrus, to
revoke the exemption for such organisms in regulations governing
genetically engineered plant pests.

To ensure effective regulatory coverage of genetically engineered micro-
organisms, we recommend that. the Administrator, EIIA, make all micro-
organisms covered by the Toxic Substances Control Act subject to either
the premanufacture notice or "significant new use" rule regulations pre-
scribed by section 5 of the act. To avoid overregulation of lower risk .
organisms that could result from this action, EPA could revise section 5
regulations to establish a multilevel review system with less stringent .
requirements for organisms believed to be of relatively lower risk.

Agency Comments and
Our Responses

Department of Agriculture isi), commented that our recommendation to revoke the exemption for
microorganisms formed by transferring well-characterized noncoding
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regulatory regions from plant pests to nonplant pests is unnecessary.
The agency stated that its position is based on the limited nature of the
exemption and its review of scientific opinion and scientific literature.
Furthermore, it stated that we did not fully consider the comments of
the scientific societies critical of its exemption policy. USDA asserts that
its final rule conforms to the recommendation of some critics to narrow
the exemption.

We find no evidence of a narrowing of the exemption in uSDA's final rule.
A comparison of the definition of "regulated article" in section 340.1 of
USDA'S final rule with that in the proposed rule shows that the scope of
the exemption remained unchanged. Moreover, the central concern of
scientific societies in question was that the addition of noncoding regula- _
tory sequences may substantially change the biology of the recombinant
microorganism and could cause problems in some circumstances. This
concern is not fully acknowledged in USDA's discussion of the exclusion
in the preamble to the final rule.

We continue to believe that the exemption is premature. The basis for

our recommendation is that microorganisms modified by the insertion of
well-characterized noncoding regulatory sequences may be sufficiently
altered to deserve regulatory scrutiny before release into the environ-
ment. There is no dispute with the 1'SDA position that transfers of genetic
sequences are incapable of producing any new kind of gene product.
However, this kind of engineering can change the amounts of gene prod-
ucts affected by the regulatory sequences. Altering the amounts of gene
products could cause significant changes in the functioning of the micro-
organisms. In this regard, very little empirical evidence is available to
predict the behavior of microorganisms that have received regulatory
sequences from other organisms. A professor of microbiology, who has
testified on behalf of the American Society for Microbiology at congres-
sional hearings, went as far as characterizing the iSDA exemption as N
being "scientifically indefensible."

A further justification for our recommendation is the soundness of the
uSD)A's underlying regulatory policy. In an area where the agency lacks
experience and knowledge, a cautious approach would not exempt cate-
gories of genetically engineered organisms from review until their safe ,64.

use in the environment has been adequately demonstrated. We believe
that u'sDA's regulatory procedures are sufficiently flexible to acconmno-
date such information as it becomes available. I Tntil that time, however, ,•
the lack of evidence to support the exemption is grounds for recom-
mending its revocation.
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Environmental Protection EPA noted its awareness of the issues raised in the report concerning the
Agency types of microorganisms that should be regulated. The agency pointedout that its approach to regulating biotechnology products has been sub-

ject to change since the publication of its 1986 policy statement and is
still under development. EPA stated that the concerns that we identified
are being evaluated and will be addressed in its proposed rules. (These
are expected to be issued in June 1988.)

To better reflect the evolving nature of EPA policy, we have added to this
chapter a description of a regulatory option currently under considera-
tion by the agency, the establishment of Environmental Biosafety
Committees.

Health and Human ims' comments were critical of our discussion of regulatory polici. and

Services our recommendations to I'SDA and EPA. Among ims' concerns is the need
to evaluate all proposals involving releases into the environment. The
agency stated that the case-by-case review policy endorsed by the
OECD, NAS, and others differs from our understanding of the concept. To
1ms, case-by-case means that each case that warrants review should be

assessed against criteria tailored to that particular proposal; it does not
mean that every case requires regulatory scrutiny.

Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the rationale and precedent for set-
ting up a regulatory framework that starts with comprehensive cover-
age and moves toward selective coverage as knowledge and experience
are gained over time. Whereas m1s believes that categories of products
may already be defined that do not require regulatory oversight, we
believe that sufficient scientific data are not yet available to justify
exemptions from review. This view, the premise for our recommenda- 0
tions, was supported in a 1988 study by the Office of Technology
Assessment that concluded

"In sum, although the characteristics of engineered organisms make certain kinds
less likely than others to cause problems, it is not now possible to describe any
broad categories that could be completely exempted from review. Counterexamples
can be provided from existing experience to negate almost any proposed category
for exemption from revie'w."

1ims' comments and our responses are discussed in detail in appendix V. .

%
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Administrative Mechanisms for
Risk Management

Decisionmakers seek to balance the insufficiency of relevant data on
risks of releasing genetically engineered organisms into the environment
against the need to make timely regulatory decisions to promote indus-
trial development and commercialization of important new products.
They must also strike a balance between imposing control mechanisms
to guard against potcntially dangerous consequences and allowing the
test to generate data reflecting realistic conditions. This chapter exam-
ines how USDA, EPA, and FDA implement their regulatory policies and pro-
cedures for risk management.

The agencies' administrative approaches are discussed in terms of the
data requirements and scientific reviews in the prerelease evaluation
process, decision criteria, and conditions required for the control and
management of field testing. Individual cases already evaluated by the
agencies are cited to show how the review process has been applied to
the first applications that they have received.

Agencies appear to be moving cautiously with regard to genetically engi-
neered organisms, evaluating each product on a case-by-case basis. They
have established an essentially ad hoc regulatory approach, directed at
assembling the available data for a particular product and applying the
judgment of a group of qualified scientists to determine whether the
proposal should be approved and under what control constraints.

Specific information on risks, design of the field trial, monitoring proce-
dures, and mitigation methods is generally included in the overall testing
plan and supporting data submitted by the applicant. Before a release is
approved, scientific advisory groups evaluate the application and deter-
mine the data needed to demonstrate product safety. A risk-benefit
analysis may also be required before a final decision is made. The deci-
sion by an agency to approve a field test usually binds the researcher to
conduct the test according to the conditions stated in the application. A
preventive approach, entailing careful prerelease screening, is the most
effective risk management for field trials.

Data Requirements As noted in chapter 2, the Coordinated Framework indicates a consensus
that agencies should (1) use scientific reviews of comparable rigor and

and Scientific Reviews (2) include scientists from each other's staffs in product evaluations.
Procedures are being established at several agencies to implement this
policy. A description of the data requirements and review mechanisms
of each regulatory agency follows.
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Department of Agriculture uSDA regulates the environmental use of genetically engineered orga-
nisms in two primary areas: veterinary biological products and plant
pests. To assess the potential risks of veterinary biological products con-
taining live, genetically engineered organisms, APHIS requires data
derived from testing under contained conditions. The data should
describe the parental organism, the effect on it of the gene alteration
(focusing on survival, reproduction, and dispersal), and information
about genetics and tcology of both parental and modified organisms.

APITIs' veterinary biologics staff analyzes all field-test proposals. The dis-
ciplines represented by its staff members include microbiology, veteri-
nary medicine, population genetics, immunology, and public health.
Their finding is then reviewed by the Veterinary Services Biotechnology
Committee. This is a standing, interagency group composed of represent-
atives from :APIS National X eterinary Services Laboratories, the Food
Safety and Inspection Service, the uSDA Office of General Counsel, and
the [Ii)A

In determining whether to issue a permit allowing the release of a plant
pest that is genetically engineered by rDNA techniques, APHIS evaluates
the pest risk by reviewing the scientific literature and by examining
data developed from research within a contained facility. An application
must include information on the anticipated or actual expression of the
genetic material in the regulated article (defined in ch. 2) and its charac-
teristics. the molecular biology used to produce the product, the country
of origin of the source organisms, the proposed experimental design, and
related information.

Critics from environmental groups contend that i-SDA reviews under HIP.

are inadequate to address issues of ecological safety. By focusing the
evaluation on the genetically engineered organism's plant pest risk, they
assert, USD\ is not requesting sufficient information from the applicant
to assess an organism's behavior in the environment and its potential
ecological risk.

..\PIIs officials dispute this criticism, pointing out that an examination of
environmental effects is required, under the National Environmental
Policy Act, when the agency takes action on each individual application.
Prior to issuing a permit for the release into the environment of a geneti-
cally engineered organism, .\Pills must prepare an environmental assess-
ment or. where there may be significant environmental consequences. an
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environmental impact statement. Information used in preparing its eval-
uation comes from data submitted by the applicant, a search of the rele-
vant scientific literature, and information received through coordination
with other regulatory agencies.

APilS' biological assessment support staff within the Plant Protection
and Quarantine (PPiQ) Division is responsible for issuing permits for the
introduction of a genetically engineered organism. It has up to 120 days
to review a completed application. The staff has expertise in plant
pathology, entomology, botany, virology, and other scientific disciplines.
For each permit request, a pest risk assessment is conducted by a staff
specialist in consultation with other specialists at I'SDA, universities, and _
industry. To determine the adequacy of the test site, APIIS may conduct 0
a site inspection prior to issuing a permit. %

Before issuing a permit for an environmental release, APIS must coordi-
nate and consult with the state where the release is planned. It must
submit a copy of the application to the state department of agriculture
for notification and review. State regulatory officials are expected to -y

provide specific environmental and ecological data on the test site and
to assist in the enforcement of the federal regulations.

prQ has reviewed a number of applications under FPPA. Prior to the issu-
ance of the final rule in ,July 1987, the submissions included an applica-
tion to field-test herbicide-resistant tobacco developed by Ciba-Geigy
Corporation, a request from Rohm and Hlaas Company to field-test a
genetically altered insect-resistant tobacco plant, and a proposal by
Monsanto Corporation, subject to joint review with I'A, to test geneti-
cally engineered bacteria as microbial pest control agents. In the Mon-
santo case, APIS asked for additional tests to determine host range (the
span of organisms in which a parasite can reproduce) before a determi-
nation of plant pest status could be made. In the other cases, \iills
issued opinion letters stating that the genetically altered tobacco plants
did not present a plant pest risk Between ,July 1987 and February 1988,
..\.s issued five permits for introductions of genetically engineered
plants after preparing an environmental assessment on each proposal.

All evaluations relating to animals or plants are prepared by AI\pros pro-
gram staff and examined by AilIis' Biotechnology Environment Coordi- e
nation Staff. Depending on the type of organism, the novelty of the
experiment, or a particular scientific issue, the field-test proposal may
be referred to i genetic engineering oversight panel. vs.\ has estab-
lished an Agriculture Biotec hnology Research Advisory Committee.
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modeled after the NIHl-AC to review research proposals and to provide
scientific advice to research and regulatory agencies. The committee
consists of nine nongovernment reviewers with a broad range of exper-
tise, including genetic engineering, ecology, agricultural production, reg-
ulation, and public health. In addition, four federal agencies provide
technical support.

Environmental Protection In its policy statement on regulating microbial products, Ei-\ stated that
Agency specific information needs will be determined on a case-by-case basis,and non-agency experts with specific knowledge of the relevant micro-

organisms will frequently be used to assist in reviews. Genetically engi-
neered microorganisms in the categories judged to pose relatively high 9
risk will receive full scrutiny before an environmental release, even at a
small scale. The extent of prerelease review, if any, for 'sc.\ microorgan-
isms judged to pose lower risk will be announced in future rulemaking.
In general, HA scientists conduct the scientific review and risk assess-
ment. If appropriate, other federal agencies and independent expert con-
sultants provide review and comment. 9

EM's has established a Biotechnology Science Advisory Committee (uSAc)
to provide peer reviews of specific product submissions under F'IFIRA and
,SCA. The committee consists of independent scientists, members of the
lay public, and nonvoting representatives from other federal agencies
involved in regulating genetically engineered organisms. The scientific
members of the committee provide a range of expertise for assessing C
scientific and technical issues, such as questions of hazard, exposure,
and risk to humans and the environment. Separate, specialized subcom-
mittees may be formed when necessary. The following two sections
describe the information sought and the review process used in con- -
duct ing product evaluations at 'PA. 4.,.

FIFRA In regulating microbial pesticides under F'l1lt-\, the agency has adopted a
two-level review system. As discussed in chapter 2, genetically engi-
neered microorganisms formed from nonpathogenic sources that are not
intergeneric combinations are considered less likely to pose signific.,,t
risks. For small-scale field testing (involving () acres or less), microor-
ganisms of this type are subject to less detailed level I reporting require-
ments and abbreviated review prior to release. Level I reports should
summarize the microorganism's (or its parental strain's) identity, natu-
ral habitat, host range, relative environmental competitiveness (if avail-
able), and genetic and behavioral features and should describe the
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proposed testing program. Producers are to be notified within 30 days
whether the field testing may proceed. Should i.:i'A'S preliminary assess-
ment raise concerns indicating that additional information or monitoring V
is needed, the applicant must either apply for an environmental use per- "
mit (EUP) or submit additional data for a full notification (giving the
agency 60 additional days for review).

Level II full notification is required for small-scale field testing of micro-
organisms believed to pose a greater probability of harm. These include
genetically engineered microbial pesticides formed by intergeneric com-
binations or derived from pathogenic source organisms. Full notification
requires the submission of background information on the microorgan-
ism (the same data elements required under level ! but with greater
specificity) and a detailed description of the proposed field test. :P.x has
90 days to review each notification to determine whether an El P is
required.

Scientific reviews are conducted by the Office of Pesticide Programs
(oPP) to assess the potential risks associated with each proposed experi-
ment. oi'p prepares a formal paper identifying potential problems or
unanswered questions and a statement of the overall likelihood of sig-
nificant risk. The staff represents a range of expertise. For the review of -r
Advanced Genetic Sciences' (AGS) proposal to test ice-minus bacteria on k

strawberry plants, for example, the hazard evaluation review team had
expertise in biology, microbiology, and plant pathology.

If the proposed field test raises complex or controversial questions, the
notification data would also be submitted to a group of independent
scientists constituting a subcommittee of the iis..v. In the case of the AGS
application, for example, oiPi's preliminary assessment was reviewed by
such an ad hoc advisory subpanel (then part of the viqR.\ Scientific Advi-
sory Panel) as well as i:i,\'s Intra-agency Work Group on Biotechnology.
|Sl)A, NI1, and FDA.

FTSCA I nder proposed TSc:. rules, all field testing of genetically engineered
V microorganisms formed either by intergeneric conibilations or from

pathogenic source organisms will be subject to full not ification and
review, while releases of ot her genetically engin((red microorganisms
may require, at most, submission of an abbreviated report. Agency risk
assessments require data on ex)osllre. envir()nmental l-Ite, and hunan
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health and environmental effect Manufacturers are expected to pro-
vide test data demonstrating the microorganism's safety, including gen-
eral background information on the source organism, as well as data
indicating the microorgainism's potential for survival, replication, dis-
semination, and genetic transfer.

In a full review. EPA'S Office of Toxic Substances ((1s) will have 90 days
(with a possible 90-day extension) after filing a premanufacture notice
to decide whether to prohibit or limit field testing. In its risk assessment,
(ts integrates hazard and exposure assessments on the basis of the
information submitted. It also identifies major areas of uncertainty, if
any, and areas where additional data are needed. Before making a regu-
latory recommendation, OT's evaluators may consult with external scien- 0
tific experts, and their analyses may be reviewed by peers on a
subcommittee of the iSA(.

EPA'S first premanufacture notice for a genetically engineered microor-
ganism under rsCA was a submission by BioTechnica International (I')
to test the ability of bacteria engineered for enhanced nitrogen fixation
to promote yield increase in alfalfa. A panel composed of highly special-
ized representatives from EPA, , s's Agricultural Research Service, uni-
versity plant science departments, and state government was formed to
discuss issues raised in the risk assessment. In the draft consent order
stipulating conditions under which the iI field study could proceed, E':.\ S
noted that

"i iring the process of evalaI ing the I premantifacture noticeI microorganisms, the,

Agency examine(d every issue considered to be clearly or remotely relevant, even if
the isstie wetre hypot het ical. For this particular review, the Agen( is exceeding
what it expects to commit in time and resources to fIture reviews of similar orga- 0
nisms, once the review of genet icallv engineered illicroorganismis becoles mnor-e com- .
mionplace. Vith experience gained in reviewing a number ot'f genetically engineere(dI't
microorganisms, the Agency expect s to be able to reduce the number iif issues .
examined in detail in each review. to isolate and conc('ent'ate ol the few relevant
issiles, and to redutce the Agenc'y r's(ouce'( es committed to ('ach review.-

For other genetically engineered microorganisms subject to ,c,\,. EA

may propose a reporting rule for gathering general information prior to
introductions into the environment. Although it has not yet specified all
the require(] information. the agency may collect data "to fulfill its
responsibility to identify and prevent important or immediate hazards

I'[hc'l till -Ihldel ill li l| hogc(,l , ilI I';Ilgtll. I t
'
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that might unexpectedly arise" from environmental releases. EPA has
indicated that it will consider the availability of information and the
economic impact on the manufacturer in developing data. As explained
by an agency reviewer, EIPA sees a tradeoff between the greater certainty
about the safety of an environmental release based on more prerelease
testing and the amount the investigator can spend to develop a product.

Food and Drug In its final policy statement in the Coordinated Framework, FDA indi-
Administration cated that the agency will apply to genetically engineered live viral vac-

cines its past approach to reviewing nonengineered human vaccines.
While the burden of proof of the product's safety and effectiveness is
placed on the manufacturer, agency scientists conduct reviews to 0
appraise the risks involhed with each product on the basis of its .

intended use.

The scope of information required to be submitted will be determined
separately for each case. In general, however, an investigational new
drug (IND) application must contain information to demonstrate the
safety of proceeding to test the product on human subjects. This
includes product composition, methods used in production, results of
animal research, training and experience of investigators, and a plan for
clinical investigation. Once a complete data file has been submitted, FDA

has 30 days to decide whether to request that the sponsor of the pro-
posed clinical study continue to withhold or to restrict use of the prod-
uct on human subjects.

Data submitted in support of an INID are evaluated by the Center for
Drugs and Biologics' Office of Biologics Research and Review. The notice
is circulated for review to staff research scientists selected for their spe- r
cific area of expertise. In the case of an IND application for a new, geneti-
cally engineered vaccine, scientists in the Division of Virology and the
Division of Biochemistry and Biophysics would be used in deciding
whether it is safe to initiate clinical testing.

Although F'),N does not foresee a special advisory committee for genetic
engineering, it can obtain outside scientific expertise through its existing 4.
committees organized according to product categories. For example, a ',4.
live viral vaccine proposal could be sent for review to the Vaccines and
Related Biological P'roducts Advisory Committee, which is composed of
specialists from hospitals and medical schools. Such consultation has
taken place only rarely in the past, but when the subject is controversial
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and the agency wants "externalization of judgment" on the reasonable-
ness of its approach. FDA may send a vaccine proposal to the advisory
committee.

Feld Testing One of the three basic approaches to risk management discussed in
chapter 1 involves the balancing of risk against other factors such as

Approval Criteria in benefits, costs, alternatives, and even other risks. Although EPA is
required by law to conduct formal risk-balancing analyses, FDA and I'SDAA y sdo not have such explicit requirements. This section discusses the use of

Making risk balancing and the extent to which secondary effects are considered

in agency decision-making.

Agency decisionmakers have applied the risk-balancing approach to a
limited extent with regard to small-scale field testing. In general, federal
regulators have given more attention to risks than benefits in this field-
testing stage. APHIS officials see their mission as the prevention and
eradication of agricultural problems. EPA'S use of risk-benefit analyses
for field tests has focused more heavily, but not exclusively, on minimiz-
ing health and environmental risks. Traditionally, FDA's approach has
been to consider only health-related risks and benefits.

In addition to direct impact on health or the environment, consideration
of potential secondary effects may enter into the risk-balancing process.
According to critics of biotechnology, products must be examined within
the total context of their expected use. They urge that evaluations be
conducted not only for a product's direct effect on the environment but
also for its long-term economic and social consequences. Among the
early concerns to emerge as a result of genetic engineering applications
have been the potential for significant changes in the use of agricultural
chemicals and the structure of the agricultural economy.

Developing plant varieties genetically engineered to resist specific herbi-
cides could have significant effects on weed control practices. While
they may offer the potential for short-term gains in agricultural produc-
tivity, they have raised environmental concerns. It has been argued that
herbicide-resistant crop plants will intensify the use of chemical herbi-
cides. An agriculture specialist of a national environmental group has
argued that it "will extend the pesticide era rather than end it, continu-
ing the health and environmental risks associated with pesticide use."
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Another broader agricultural issuc that may require analysis is farm
productivity and profitability. An independent adviscry group has rec-
ommended that, 'siA c(onduct economic reviews early in the develop-
ment of the new technology to determine the impact. on farm labor,
subsidy programs, and world (onipet itiveness. In a report to the Presi-
dent and the Congress, the National Agr'icultural Research and Exten-
sion I Users Advisory Board criticized I 'SA for not conducting necessary
benefits analyses. It stated that

"An inexpensive technology ('an he a useful stiraegy for" increasing itrofitahility , t d
reducing the need for subsidies.... On the other hand, if a relatively high-cost tec'li-
nology significant i i'ases product ion in a glut ted market, the market price can
fall sulficiently to erase any increase in plrofitability whichi th(, farmer may tempo-
rarily rieceive friom adopting tle tecchnoligy. In a hubsidiz'd iarket, the Aiwrican
taxpayer pays a share of tie hill for the new technology."

Public decisionmakers may be reluctant to consider the broader implica-
tions of developing this technology due, in part., to regulatory con-
straints. Given that, the legislative man(lates under which the agencies
operate do not require such analyses, regulators may be unwilling or
unable to address these concerns in the review process because they
believe they lack sufficent, authority to do so0.

Department of Agriculture IsniA's regulatory goal is the exchlsion and eradication of plant and
animal pests. In general, permitting of plant pests or authoirization of 
animal biologics for field testing is premised on the avoidance of risk e
and does not involve a formal assessment ofrtisks and benefits. The
agency adheres to a "de minimis" approach, in which the risk is held as
close to zero as possible. Although the broader economic im)act is not.
analyzed, AIIIIS may identify benefits expect!ed ti result from commer-
cial-scale use of Ihe product to be tested.

This apptroach was evident in the agency's review of a liroposal by the
I 1pjohn Company and the Diamond Scienti fic (Company to test a new
veterinary biologic, a genetically engineered swine psettdorabies vac-
cine. The approval decision was based on a finding of lo significant
environmental risk associated with the field test. The benefits of the
field test were viewed in terms of the potential gain to farmers of (()m-
mercializing the l)t(rdu(t. In the d(iument aithrizing the fiel(l tests,

Natii t gricitt tt tscarch and tExteision I "strs Advisl'V I aidtA raisal f OI w iItrn 'td't l
e988 Budget E 8'- "id and Agi idelh sisl, S i (Fell 2o MI tl7
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APIIIS noted that a decision to refuse shipment would prevent the manu-
facturer from developing the data required for licensing. This would, it
further noted, prevent the licensing of the vaccine and prohibit its sale
in the marketplace, thereby denying farmers a possible solution to the -'

problem of controlling pseudorabies.

Another example is \lIS' review of a field-test proposal submitted by "
Ciba-Geigy Corporation for a genetically engineered tobacco plant
altered to make it resistant to the herbicide atrazine. The objective of
the field test, according to the applicant, was to determine whether envi-
ronmental factors that could not be duplicated in the laboratory or
greenhouse would influence important characteristics of the new plant.
APHIS' evaluation found that the field test would not present a substan-
tive plant pest risk or have a significant impact on the environment.
Neither small-scale benefits nor commercial-scale risk and benefits were
acknowledged in the agency opinion letter.

Environmental Protection EPA described its criteria for regulatory decisions in its Coordinated
Framework policy statement. In regulating genetically engineered prod-ucts, the agency is required under both FIFRA and 'uscA to consider the

potential benefits to society along with potential risks. While the risk
assessments are developed by opi, or ors staff, agency economists esti-
mate the benefits of the product on the basis of information from the
submitter, independent economic research, and consultation with
nonagency experts.

The agency has made limited use of risk-balancing analysis in its deci-
sions on field testing genetically engineered organisms. In judging
whether a risk is unreasonable, the analysis appears to focus more on
risks than benefits, at least in the small-scale testing stage. Hazard and
exposure assessments are conducted to determine the potential effects
on humans or the environment from the specific proposed release. On
the benefit side, the agency and the company expect small-scale testing
to provide valuable scientific data on the nature and behavior of the
organisms in the environment and on the efficacy of the product. They
acknowledge that commercial-scale use of the product may offer
broader economic or environmental advantages.

The agency recognizes that both the risks and benefits may increase
with commercial scale-up. In the case of the AGS proposal to test a
genetically engineered organism that might protect strawberries against
frost damage, the potential benefits included the economic gain from
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crop protection and the development of an alternative to certain persis-
tent, toxic chemicals currently in use. Critics of the proposal expressed
concern that widespread use of the product could be disruptive because
it might alter rainfall patterns.:, Although ERN required modifications in
the design of the test for better monitoring of the organism's dissemina-
tion into the atmosphere, it acknowledged that a small-scale field test
would not be sufficient to provide definitive information on this poten-
tial risk.

Another example is the agency's decision regarding the im°n proposal to
field-test organisms genetically engineered to enhance nitrogen fixation
so as to improve legume crop yields. The EPA draft consent order
reflected a cautious risk-balancing approach. The direct benefit •
expectedl by the agency was the development of data on efficacy and
environmental effects. Broader benefits anticipated from commercial-
scale use of the product included lowering farm production costs, free-
ing land for other uses, and reducing the use of fertilizer. The agency
decided that the experiment would not present an unreasonable risk to
health or the environment if the company conducted the field test under
prescribed conditions. towever, the genetically engineered organisms
were not to be added to the TSCA chemical substance inventory until
activities beyond research and development began. This is not expected
until well after the 3-year field test (during which time ERIA may decide
to require a "significant new use" rule). These measures were intended
to prevent uncontrolled testing or larger scale releases without further
evaluation of the potential effects of expanded uses in the environment.

Food and Drug voDx statutes neither require risk balancing nor specify risk standards.

Administration Ilowever, under the agency's long-standing case-by-case evaluation pro-
cedures, the benefits of a new product are considered along with the risk
of public exposure to a potential health hazard. According to one agency
official, decision-making is based, to a considerable extent, on "common
sense medicine" in which the level of acceptable risk may fluctuate in
response to additional factors. Defining an acceptable risk-benefit quo-
tient depends on certain considerations, including the purpose of the
product, the target. population, the characteristics of the organism, the
seriousness of" the disease, and availability of alternative treatment.

'S(ivnhi ,s !(IV()catlllg The 'c sc' e ca o c'-fIIIiIs kcclciiecl I rcs('cc h)cl S, c llct|his i 'll .c c llilin I' )
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The FDA official stated that, in deciding whether to allow the use of a
new drug or vaccine in early clinical trials, regulations place more
emphasis on safety than on efficacy. At the same time, a reviewing sci-
entist with the agency pointed out, the benefits to the individual must at
least match its risks, otherwise the IND application will be rejected. In a
case where a vaccine is proposed for testing on healthy infants, the level
of risk would have to be very low to be acceptable. On the other hand, in
cases involving experimental treatments for life-threatening diseases,
the level of acceptable risk may be higher. For example, in testing a live,
rDNA vaccine for AIDS, FDA might accept a higher level of risk, perhaps
in the form of significant side effects, in the hope that the vaccine would
prove helpful or provide valuable data.

Conditions for Field Given the understanding that zero risk is not possible, control and man-
agement measures are also considered in regulating environmental

Testilng releases. Scientists generally agree that efforts to control the dispersion
and impact of genetically engineered organisms should correspond to
the degree of risk associated with the specific release. Designing field
trials to mitigate risk was an issue discussed at the Shackelton Point
Workshop on Biotechnology Impact Assessment, held in October 1985.1 .A.
Reports by working groups, each consisting of experts from industry,
regulatory agencies, universities, and public interest groups, were pre-
pared as a risk management guide to policymakers and regulators.

According to these experts, the overall test plan approved by an agency
should include information on the characteristics of the test site (for
example, location, composition, whether it borders land or water) and
method used to apply the organisms. Because of the potential for inad-
vertent dispersal by attending staff or equipment, precautions for work-
ers and materials exiting the site were considered appropriate. In
addition, the problem of dispersal by unauthorized intervention could
require limiting physical access or other forms of security to control and
manage the test effectively.

In order to assess the success of containment, researchers should moni-
tor field-test sites for the survival and dispersal of the introduced organ-
ism. Among the considerations to be included in a monitoring plan are , -,

Prosix'cts for Physical and Biological (ontainnnnl (mntit ally Enginee'red Organinss The, Shack-

etton Point Worksli p on Mott hllo tgy l ttiit tt Ass(essnitil. O (tot its 1-4. 1985. ed .1arnes W. ( ilh'tt,
Ecosystems Rese-arh (enter Rtelwt No. ERC-1 14 (Corl l Il niversitr, March 1987).
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the method, location, and frequency of sampling. If containment meth-
ods fail, the investigator should be prepared to implement mitigation
measures to limit spread beyond the field plot. Contingency planning
prior to field testing should ensure reliable means of correcting any
problems arising from an inadvertent failure of controls. Mitigation
plans should identify biological and physical methods available to
reduce or eliminate the introduced organism. For a description of techni-
cal methods for risk management and mitigation, see appendix I.

Department of Agriculture uSDA officials have emphasized their extensive experience in the use of
preventive and remedial measures to protect agricultural animals, crops,
and forests. Reviews of tests of genetically engineered organisms would S

be managed in a way similar to the agency's handling of imported orga-
nisms with regard to their possible impacts on agriculture under VSTA,
FIPA, and PQA. Persons receiving approval are required to agree to abide
by all the conditions imposed by uSDA regarding testing, use, and dis-
posal of the experimental product. If a violation of the regulations
occurs, the person is subject to administrative, civil, or criminal penal-
ties as provided under these acts.

To authorize shipment of an unlicensed animal vaccine for research pur- .
poses, AP1IS must determine that the conditions under which the experi-
ment is to be conducted are adequate to prevent the spread of disease •
and then approve the procedures set forth in the request. Such testing
may involve special restrictions, as set forth in the environmental
assessment prepared by Veterinary Services. If, despite control meas-
ures, a released genetically engineered organism is found to cause dis-
ease in animals, APIIs has the authority to implement immediately an
eradication program under the Regional Emergency Animal Disease
Eradication Organization.

An example of the APIIIS approach to stipulating testing procedures for a
veterinary biologic is the case of the I rpjohn/Diamond Scientific recom-
binant-derived, live pseudorabies viral vaccine for use in swine. In
authorizing the proposed field safety-efficacy studies, the agency
required the test farms to be tinder strict quarantine conditions, thereby
restricting their contact with other hog-producing farms. In addition to
monitoring all test animals for any adverse reactions, the researchers
were to observe all non-test animals for possible spread of the vaccine
virus on the farm. If trial animals became infected with the pseudora- 5
bies virus, they were to be disposed of, while other trial animals would
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eventually be marketed. At the end, a summary of the results had to be
reported to wm',IIS.

For field-testing plants, an application to introduce a genetically engi-
neered organism with rDNA must include a detailed description of the
safeguards to prevent its escape from the test site. In cases where APIlSH

issues an opinion letter stating that the product was found not to be a
plant pest, then the particular test, when carried out implementing the
containment and mitigation measures stated in the application, is not
subject to further requirements.

If, after review by IPQ, APIs grants a permit, it will specify standard
and supplemental conditions for the release. Standard conditions include
general stipulations concerning procedures for maintenance and dis-
posal of regulated articles: remedial measures to prevent the spread of
plant pests; monitoring reports by the permittee on the performance of
the regulated article; and, in the event of an accidental release or unex-
pected development, notification of i,i within a specified time.

In the event of an accidental escape of a plant pest, APIIIS has available
emergency procedures. Statutory provisions authorize IusA to quaran-
tine an area if necessary to prevent the spread of a dangerous plant dis-
ease or to take other remedial measures to dispose of any product
capable of causing damage to agriculture. Additionally, if it finds that
an article that is prohibited or restricted by regulation is being intro-
duced, U.SDA is authorized to seize and dispose of it.

Environmental Protection Standard criteria for siting, containment, monitoring, and mitigation
Agency have not been developed by i:i'A. Rather, it is the responsibility of theapplicant to devise risk management procedures most appropriate for

its particular field studies. lowever, iEPA requires and evaluates data on
the design of the testing program in the process of conducting its risk
assessment. Agency approval of the release of genetically engineered
microorganisms is contingent on the applicant's implementing measures
specified in the notification or modified or added by the agency.

The submitter is expected to provide information describing the location
of the site relative to human populations, as well as its geographic, -

physical, chemical, and biological features. An outline of containment
measures should indicate the procedures to protect the test area from
intruders and the method of disposal or sanitation of exposed plants,
animals, soil, and other materials. To monitor the microorganisms within
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and ad~jacent'Ii.to tle site, thle applicant should idenltify de(tec'tion andt(
sampling proi cedures('. Iflvestigat.( W5 shoul de1 1(scribe met ho ds available
for termIinating the test, andl( redutcing dlisp~ersal beyond~ th 1wSit e in the
('Venit of' an accidental releatse.%
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A live viral vaccine is biologically active and is intended to replicate in
the recipient. The virus may be transmitted from the vaccinated person
to others through a process called "shedding." Shedding is not necessa-
rily undesirable because it may lead to immunization of others in the
population. (It would, however, be undesirable if the secondary infec-
tions produce disease.) This potential for shedding is not known, and its
determination is one of the objectives of testing. For FDA risk managers,
the degree of concern about transmission dictates the level of contain-
ment that FDA would require for clinical investigations.

In general, FDA has no standard controls for limiting the risk of transmis-
sion for studies involving live viral vaccines. Specific precautions by the
investigator are outlined in the IND submission, and their adequacy is
determined by FDA on a case-by-case basis. The agency relies on good
medical practices by those conducting the trials for the protection of
health workers and other personnel. Containment is achieved through
safety practices such as decontamination, waste disposal, and emer-
gency procedures. It may also include physical isolation. In the case of
an AIDS vaccine, early clinical testing would be done in a hospital ward
under the same conditions as a typical infectious disease ward.

Responsibility for monitoring the testing for compliance with the condi-
tions set tip in the IND rests with the study's sponsor. If a company is
suspected of violating agreed-upon protocols, FDA's Division of Scientific
Investigations can examine how the clinical work is being carried out.

Summirnary ,DA, E.x, and FDA have established procedures implementing their poli-
cies for prerelease reviews of proposals involving genetically engineered
organisms. The agencies have identified general data requirements and
possess the authority to request additional data as needed to evaluate '4,"

individual proposals. Their scientific advisory groups reflect a wide
range of relevant disciplines. usi).\ and EPA may combine the expertise of '

various federal agencies in their product reviews and coordinate with
state regulatory officials.

The agencies have tended to emphasize risk reduction in their reviews of
the first cases involving the release of genetically engineered organisms
in the environment. They have carefully scrutinized the potential risks
of several proposed field releases and have given limited attention to the
l)otential benefits. The chief benefit of field testing is tile development
of information needed for subsequent regulatory decision-making on tie
proposed or other similar products. In deciding on t hese first field tests,
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the agencies have generally not taken into account the possibility of sec-
ondary risks, especially in the area of social and economic impacts on
agriculture and the use of agricultural chemicals. Critics are urging that
greater attention be given to this broader range of risks. Others have
questioned whether analyses of such issues are an appropriate part of
the regulatory process.

Conditions for field testing stress the importance of designing tests to
control and monitor the migration of genetically engineered organisms
from the site of release. The agencies can apply special conditions as
needed to manage the risks associated with the movement or release of
such organisms. They also generally require plans for mitigating any
unexpected harm that might occur and possess the authority to limit or
terminate an experiment, if necessary.
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Appendix I

Technical Methods for Risk Management

W~hile chapter 3 examined the regulatory activities of the relevant agen-
cies. this appendix describes the technical methods available and under
consideration for managing the risks of intentional releases of gen'eti-
(allyv engineered organisms into the environment. It discusses methods
tor' controlling the organisms and preventing transfer of their acquired
genes to other organisms, for monitoring the organisms and the genes
(luring fieldl tests, and for mitigation to be usedl to end a test early or to
eliminate remaining organisms after a test in order to prevent undesired
impacts.

The survey of technical control. monitoring, an(1 mitigation methods
that follows is largely based onl the proceedings of the Shackelton P~oint
Workshop (siNw) held by the Cornell V niversity Institute for Ccrnpara-
tive and Environmental Toxicology., The workshop was composedl of a
broad rangre of academic, industrial, regulatory agency. and public inter-
est gro~up experts on biotechnology.%

'The( siPw concluded that efforts to limit the dispersion andl impact of
geneticallyv enginevred organisms should begin by establshing appropri-
ate, criteria for containment. monitoring. andl mitigation. The need for
containment is determined byv the degree of risk associated with a poten- p
tial failure of containment. In some instances, it may be that a geneti-
cally engineered organism poses such an acceptably low risk that d

exposure management may not be necessary. Inl other cases, no control
methods may be ade(quiate to limit (dispersal from the test site. If ditticul- .

ties inl containment are too great when compared with potential risks.
then it mnay, not be safe to release the organlisml, and the field test should
be (lisaliowed.

Basedl onl the criteria (develo ped from t he sp eciftic risk assessment .COmn-

hinlations ((I ph" sical andl bio lo gical I (Cl iliqle's (anl he appliedl to oi t r l
lihe survival. g() t h. and dissen minatio h (f, t lie enigineered organlisml andl

its 1\.\. IHowever. isinO cont ai nment met louds often cm mproimise." field-
(est results by imp~osing artificial interactions or preclud1(ing niatioral -

Iprce~es P~hysical and biological controls reduce the raimof the test
anid add~ to t he 11icert ailntv about t he efticacv arid impacts of' releas"ing
g('n('t icalv ly (iinecreo ni(Osillsn inito itlle eivironlwt.
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Appwndix I
Technical Meth(os for Risk Management

Few products can be tested in the environment and be truly contained.
For plants, which present the fewest management difficulties, tech-
niques for controlling the spread of engineered plant genes include con-
taining pollen escape and preventing seed development or release. For
genetically engineered microorganisms, no single method of containment
is absolute. Therefore, several methods should be used to restrict disper-
sal via insects, air circulation, water runoff, and other modes.

The si'w participants agreed that valid monitoring and mitigation meth-
ods are a prerequisite to field testing. Most monitoring techniques used
to track the movement of the organism have serious drawbacks in either
sensitivity or specificity. Therefore, if possible, a monitoring plan should
also include effects monitoring to detect the impacts caused by the orga-
nisms in the environment.

Because risk management approaches often differ widely between types
of organisms. technical methods for bacteria, viruses, and plants are
presented separately below.

Controlling Survival, Considering the reasons for genetic engineering of organisms, ecologistsCl Spoint out that often the objoctive is t f) produce an organism that can
Multiplication, and overcome some biological limit that constrains the parent organism.
Spread Examples include enabling an organism to live on a wider range of food

sources or to tolerate more extreme temperatures, moisture, or other
chemical conditions; or, for a parasite, to live off a wider range of hosts.
Any of these actions can make it. possible for the engineered organism to
expand substantially beyond the range of its parent species. Further-
more, the method of releasing a genetically engineered organism is gen-
erally chosen to give it a high probability of surviving, at least until its
intended mission is fulfilled. Taken together, these practices can
increase the probability for the organism's survival, multiplication, and
spread. For purposes of risk management, the organism should be
designed in a way that limits the expansion of its range. If this is not
possible, at least those working with the organism should be prepared to
otherwise control or prevent the engineered organism from escaping
beyond its intended range.

iPhysical and biological methd(s can be adopte(i to co'tniol tlit( survival.
multiplicat ion, and spread of genetically engineered organisms in a field
test. Physical control means restraining oir limiting the organism ir( nugh
manipulating its environment by using mechanical, I)hysical, or fl(mspe-

cific ('hemi(al barriers. An example would he screening over a test sit(e
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to prevent access by insects and birds that could carry experimental
microorganisms away with them. A biologically controlled organism is -

one that has a trait that can be exploited or manipulated to limit or con-
trol the organism in particular environments. An example would be a
microbe that was made sensitive to high temperatures so that it would
not survive midsummer.

Bacteria Recognizing that complete containment cannot be achieved, two working .
groups at the spw inventoried methods that they indicated could be of
use in controlling bacteria populations or the spread of their riNA

genetic information. Both groups recommended that, since no single risk
management method could provide complete control, more than one
method should be used. Some of the leading control methods follow. %

Physical Controls Physical methods to control bacteria are largely focused on the modes
by which the organisms can be spread. lhysical controls include the fol-
lowing methods: A

" The dose should be kept as small as possible but high enough to produce
an observable effect. *

" Release can be timed to minimize dispersal; for example, calm atmos-
pheric conditions should be sought. S

* The site should be fenced or screened off to prevent the entry of larger
organisms (for example, people, birds, and insects) that might carry the r

genetically engineered bacteria from the site. The use of a buffer zone
can also reduce spread.

" Aerial dispersal can be reduced by choices of application methods and
timing and by shelter belts, buffer zones, ground cover, moist soils, and
cultivation pratices.

" Dispersal from soil environments by water can be controlled by judi-
cious selection of sites (slopes and soil characteristics), cult ivat ion prac-
tices, grass buffers andl perimeter barriers, and choice of irrigation , ,

methods.

Biological Controls Biological control methods focus on selecting or constructing an organ-
ism to be vulnerable to a condition that will autonmatically limit it. The
mel hods used or proposed for use are based on I the select ion of genet i-
(ally engineered bacteria with characteristics such as 0
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" sensitivities to chemicals that could kill them; extreme temperatures
that would limit their seasonal survival; and starvation, predation, or
parasitism that they might meet in a field site;

" a narrow niche (a range of environmental conditions in which it can
survive);

" a specific requirement for a host that itself is vulnerable; and
" dependency on a specific, unusual nutrient.

Another proposal is to build "suicide genes" into engineered microorgan-
isms. This is a term for a gene that would, either automatically or under
some kind of external control by the manager of the process, destroy the
organism after its intended function had been achieved. This approach
has stirred some disagreement among scientists. While some have urged 0
that it be pursued, others have pointed out that it is only suitable within
a closely related group of microbes. They noted the extra difficulty of
carrying out a second genetic engineering process to incorporate the sui-
tide trait, in addition to the engineering done to transfer the originally
desired trait.

Viruses A number of distinctive features of viruses differ from those of bacteria.
Scientists cite these features as particularly important to understanding
how genetically engineered viruses could be controlled.

Physical Controls Distinctive features of viruses and their implications for applying physi-
cal controls are described below.

" Viruses are more susceptible to physical conditions than are bacteria
and other cellular organisms. Physical force!. such as ultraviolet light,
high temperature, and oxidation by air can be used as management
tools.

" Since viruses are not mobile, limiting their spread requires controlling -

the availability of vectors to transport them. This involves restricting
access to the site by people working on the test and organisms such as
insects, nematodes, and fungi.

Bio)logical Controls Like )hysical (ontrol met hods, biological controls are based on the
nature of viruses, as illustrated beh)w.
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" Since a virus cannot reproduce except in a host, but may have other
possible hosts besides the primary one intended in the test, the test sys-
tem or location should offer no hosts, or at least as few hosts as possible,
except the intended one.

" Viruses being engineered to serve as carriers for new vaccines can be
weakened to reduce the probability of transmission.

Plants Genetically engineered plants or their genetic material might escape
from a test area in two ways. One is through vegetative propagules, a
term covering all kinds of nonsexual reproduction, including runners,
bulbs, tubers, rhizomes, cuttings that root, and storage roots. These will
be discussed in this section. The second, through sexual exchange with
compatible species, via pollen release or the formation and escape of

seeds, will be described in the next section dealing with transfer of %
genes.

Methods for preventing escape of vegetative propagules include the
following:

" recover and/or eradicate the propagules;
* arrange for containment in the soil, possibly involving both above-

ground and below-ground barriers to limit growth of the propagules or
to block animal or bird access;

" recover propagules by soil screening after the test season: and
" sterilize the soil or use herbicides the following season (however, very

few herbicides can affect underground vegetative structures).

Restricting Gene A potentially important source of risk, beyond that due directly to the
engineered organism itself, is the possibility that transferred geneticTransfer material may move beyond the organism into which it was engineered
and lead to undesirable consequences caused by other organisms into
which it may be transferred. There is wide recognition of this risk
among scientists, and much rDNA work is done with the ob'jective of lima-
iting further gene transfer. Ilowever, given that an exchange of genetic
material between two organisms may occur in nature through aigents
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originating outside the two, it may be impossible to completely avoid
unintended gene transfer.

The transfer of genes from one individual organism directly to another,
called horizontal transfer, is the main concern with bacteria. We found
no information to indicate that viruses can transfer their genetic mate-
rial to other organisms in ways that would give rise to another type of 0
virus. Also, unlike bacteria, plants show no evidence of mechanisms to
transfer genetic material directly from one organism to another, so that
some risks of this kind are not of concern with plants. Gene transfer in
plants, from two individuals to their offspring (in seeds), is referred to
as vertical transfer.

Bacteria Major methods to reduce the risk of unintended gene transfer in bacteria
include

" disabling the plasmid :1 used to move the DNA in the original engineered
transfer so that it will not be capable of initiating further transfers;

" inserting the transferred gene into the recipient bacterium's chromo-
some (the physical structure that contains genes), rather than leaving it
on a plasmid;

" placing the inserted gene on a nonmobile plasmid if insertion on a site on

a chromosome is not feasible; and
" selecting recipient bacteria that have no plasmids of their own and are

free of several other features that can mediate gene transfer.

Plants The usual mechanism of sexual reproduction in plants is by formation of
seeds. If one parent is a genetically engineered plant, this would give
rise to offspring that represent new plants that include the gene engi- -
neered into the original plant. Such breeding could occur with a range of
other plants with which the engineered plant is cross-compatible (capa-
ble of producing fertile seeds), potentially transferring the introduced
gene quite widely. The methods to control this vertical transfer center
on either containing pollen or preventing the maturation or release of 
seeds.

S -,Oler sepaitle{ pie('vs (if |)\A, follild ill Illanly Speies,1' ilre( c'alied p)lasillu(]'4 Mle llt(it' %N 111ch ;'1i1 [oo V

f'romn onv 1);Iteno(l'lm tomnlio e. ('(l'llin p)[ay4iIl s er S e l,s t he vv~ctor' f l u t' {I'[r\ D) \ itl new or~ga

lisillls inll1110 ofl get el lg~illtecrlilng of' bat terma.
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Containing Pollen Escape Biological techniques focus on reproductive barriers to limit and prevent
the exchange of genetic traits. These include

" locating the test plot in geographic isolation from cross-compatible V
species,

" removing all cross-compatible plants from within the pollinating radius,
and

" surrounding the test plot with a buffer zone of nonengineered plants
that serve as a large pollen source, swamping out the pollen contributed
by the test plot. However, if the buffer plants are allowed to set seed,
they must all be removed completely to avoid rplease.

Physical techniques are more difficult and more likely to fail. Proce-
dures include

- removing or blocking modes for pollen dispersal by bagging flowers, put- '>

ting a pollinator-proof net over a field, planting test plot in an area free
of pollinators, or treating plants with insecticide to control pollinators;

* "topping" plants, that is, cutting off reproductive structures before they
mature; and

* avoiding unintentional dispersal of pollen by staff or on equipment by
using dedicated equipment and clothing and protecting against theft or
unauthorized intervention.

Preventing Seed Maturation or Some of the above-mentioned techniques for preventing pollination can
Release also prevent self-pollination, but pollination by surrounding plants, or

even seed-developing without fertilization, is still possible. Therefore,
even if pollination has been controlled, some attention must be paid to
seed propagation. Control techniques include

• collecting mature seeds, capsules, or fruits (however, animals and birds
can disperse unprotected seed structures);

• bagging all seed structure shortly after pollination; and
" introducing, or using plants that contain, self-incompatibility genes

(genes that can prevent pollen of a given genotype from fertilizing flow-
ers of the same genotype).

Monitoring Many sPw participants thought that effective monitoring of the engi-
neered organism and its rDNA should be a prerequisite to field testing.
Monitoring is needed to track the success of containment. Evidence from
monitoring that containment has not succeeded should trigger mitigation
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actions, if harm could occur. Monitoring and mitigation should be con-
sidered in selecting the parent organism to be genetically engineered.,
constructing the engineered organism (particularly with microbes), and
designing the field test.

In principle, monitoring of a genetically engineered organism can be
done by tracking either the fate (that is, survival, growth, and dispersal)
of the organism and its rDNA or its effects (the impact on the environ-
ment). In practice, however, an organism's effects may be undetectable
for a number of reasons. Therefore, while experts encourage testing for
effects and developing better tests, monitoring must concentrate on
tracking the organism and its ,D)NA.

Experts discussed an effective sampling strategy, one that is adequate
in time and space. The time (as well as spatial) extent of monitoring
needed is dictated by the biology of the modified organism. With plants,
for example, the seed dormancy time is a controlling factor. With
microbes, measurements should continue until there is a stable or
decreasing population that is unlikely to yield undesired effects. This S
may necessitate monitoring for more than a year (or at least include a
sample from the following year) to take account of seasonal effects.

Some spatial issues apply mainly to microbes with less relevance to
plants. For example, it is necessary to monitor genetically engineered
microbes in soils involved in field tests. not just on host organisms. Soils
offer a wide variety of conditions to support microbes in a number of
different subhabitats. Viruses can be harbored in soils, in some cases for
many years. Monitoring of subhabitats may indicate whether the
microbe in question will survive and grow into a large population
(*'bloom") in other natural environments.

Monitoring should be carried out with attention to possible modes of
transport of the engineered microbes from soils, on animal and insect
vectors, by leaching, in water runoff, on winds, and by erosion carrying
material off in surface waters. It must also cover buffer areas around
test sites and possible transport from the site by the experimenters
themselves.

Detectability Limits With To monitor an engineered microorganism effectively. researchers must 1 .
Microbes know its threshold level of detectability. The complete elimination )I a

microbe. called die-out. cannot be proven by available monitoring meth-
ods in a natural environment such as soil. The lowest detectable levels of'

lie
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bacteria are ill a range about 10 to( 3) organisms in a gram of soil I hat
typically holds about a billion organisms. Thus, available mtoniloring 1
methods can identil'y microbes at a very low (etect ion limit, in t he best
case about I in 100 million. Even so, a microbe could drop to a poplula- V
tion below the detection limit, called (lie-back, but, remain present and
able to bh)om later.

lecause die-out cannot be established wilh cetl ainty, a sugges e(l alter-
native method is t.o monitor population t':ends. This involves 'omplaring
the numbers of an engineered microbe, tfl'ter it has reached a steady-

state population, with those of its normal plarent microbe under t he
Saie conditions. It t h( engineered organism's l) )l)uat ion is lower t han

the lopulation of' its parent, it. could be.judged less comlpetitive and
)robably of' lower risk, whereas a higher p(pulat ion might rel)resent a

higher risk.

For some cases in whi('h poIllation monitoring might not be successful,
aln alternative approach would be to) monitor for uinl)lanned, u neXpe('t ed
e('cological impacts of the organism. ()bservat ion of' potentially sensitive
organisms, su(h as insect.s, ('ould reveal harml'lf ii iml)acts; the absence of"
s51'h impacts woul( suggest that. (ontrol met hods are eff(,('tive. ()t he'r
observations for e('ohgical efte('t.s that may be app ro)priate include con-
nunity variables, su('h as groups )of' organisms rat her than single spe-
(ies; levels and I'h ws of' partcl ila r nutrients; and systemh-level variables,
such S Slecies diversity and rates of 'hiemical )roceses t' r example,
nitrogen fixat ion or ('arbo n upt ake ).

M oit(oring Teclniqle(,s "or most organisms two ('lasses oif moitoring I echni(lules are possible.
The tradit ional techniques t rack t h engineered trait, or t noiher t rait

f'or which Ilt organisl was (helil)erately sele('tedl or )r'e(d, called a
marke'r. T'e marked organism is detect(l by some biological prol)erty
(ete'rmined by t ie' marki'r trait. This may be an ;ibility to gro(w oil all

Illlllslill ('r))n soii'('e, I'esist alicc to a paii'ticular sub1).stalnce sllally .
IhI Imful tI t Ie o'ganism, or a wide range ol IIcr t rIits, for ('Xamll, ]

prdu)(llt ion oI' (omolIntl d(l(('ta)t by a ('()lor' test. This (lass ofI' i1tI I-
o(lS is cat)ahle ofi gI('at seusit ivit y (as high as th I previously note(l I ill

t i) miillin) nlI I '1a ll(' Is('(I ol it inely wit hlott ('onliplex new labo trl orlrY

p roediure i(,s.

'll, (ithr class oIf nict lt.ds t)otntiiall * v (ffrs tlit iiiortant a iva(l'nitlage
()I' be(ing Illorn'e slp cil'ic. "I'l'e.w Iic vi, r lec'llillqus a11'e ha~sed onl tioi(lgi-l'l , ,

prce' se('s' su(' c lh is t1111 il)O(tY biiding or 111(IVl111 hll irato Y'V lro)(tOlhllts.
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Examples of the latter include gene probes and mapping of DNA frag-
ments produced by controlled cutting of the chromosome into fragments
by certain enzymes. Compared with marker traits, they are less sensi-
tive, are often slower, and require advanced laboratory procedures that
currently bar their use on a routine basis.

Finally, some monitoring techniques and concerns are specific to sepa- 00

rate groups of organisms. The widest range of techniques is potentially "
applicable to bacteria. Many of the monitoring methods have significant
disadvantages, such as instability, poor sensitivity, and high costs.
Therefore, some precautions and improvements may be necessary.

0
Bacteria The monitoring technique generally judged most sensitive, the detection

of marker traits, was originally developed in the study of bacteria. Some 1,
of the most sensitive and widely used markers are based on the bacte-
ria's ability to resist one or more antibiotics included in selective growth
media.

Some of the newer techniques mentioned earlier can also be useful with

bacteria. Particularly useful for tracking specific rDNA are the tech-
niques of mapping enzymatically produced DNA fragments and colony
hybridization combined with gene probes. Gene probes are specific for
detecting the gene being tracked and have the best potential for follow-
ing it and giving unambiguous identification.

Another new technique is the use of antibodies to the engineered bacte-
ria, or to the protein produced by its rDNA, which have fluorescent
groups attached. While these are of relatively low sensitivity, they can

make it possible to detect the engineered microbe, or its rDNA, tunder a
microscope.

Lastly, the technique of placing some set of sentinel plants, chosen to be
very sensitive to the genetically engineered bacteria, in or around the
test area is also recommended to make it possible to get more complete
risk information from field testing.

Viruses The main method for detecting a virus in the field is to inoculate a host
organism with field material to see if it (.an infect an untreated host.

Measurements should also be made to see if the virus (an be found repli-
cating in hosts when the field test is presumed to be finished. To monitor
for the virus escaping from the test site, resear('hers (an pla(e contained
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hosts at locations surrounding the site, to see if they become infected.
Finally, to monitor the genetic stability of the virus, experts regard one
of the newer techniques as the best: performing DNA analysis (gene
probes) on samples of virus that are amplified in a host after having
been collected in the field.

Plants A visual examination of the area surrounding a test plot should indicate
whether seeds or other propagules have escaped from the site and
sprouted. However, this judgment can be made only if the area sur-
rounding the site was shown to be free of the test species before the
field test was started.

For detecting possible genetic exchange with other plants, a simple
method is to observe the form of progeny grown from the seeds pro-
duced and compare them with the engineered plant. lowever, several of
the newer molecular tests can be used without waiting for a full plant
generation to grow. These include marker-gene methods with DNA

hybridization tests, as well as mapping of enzymatically produced DNA
fragments, or markers depending on isozymes, which are varying forms
of certain enzymes found in different strains of organisms.

MNitigation The siw concluded that no environmental testing should occur without
available mitigation methods. These methods are to be used if a field
test needs to be ended early for any reason or ifit is necessary to elimi-
nate the experimental organisms or others to which they may have
transferred genetic information after a field test is over. Particularly
with genetically engineered microbes, extensive monitoring should also
accompany mitigation to determine its effectiveness and the extent of
spread of the genetically engineered organism.

Bacteria As with controls on survival, multiplication, and spread, no single miti- ,
gation method is likely to be completely effective with bacteria, so more
than one should generally be used. Mitigation methods include

" fumigating the site with antibacterial compounds such as methyl
bromide:

" applying extreme teml)erature and l)ressure (which can be difficult in a
field setting):
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" adjusting chemical conditions outside of the genetically engineered
microbe's (or host's) range of tolerance, for example, adjusting the
acidity; .

" removing hosts; and
" physically isolating the infected site.

Viruses Mitigation methods, to be used if the controls have failed or if the test
virus shows undesirable properties, largely have the same basis as con-
trols. They include

" eliminating natural hosts and any vectors that could transport the virus
elsewhere;

" eliminating the virus itself from the site, with particular attention to its
usual environmental reservoirs such as soil and dead plant material; and

" killing essentially everything alive on the site, plus nearby plants that %
might harbor the virus, and sterilizing the soil or paving over the site.

Plants Mitigation methods include

" applying herbicides (but more than one may be needed, especially if the
test trait is a herbicide-resistance);

" destroying the physical habitat, for example, burning the field;_ _
" pulling the plants up, if the number of plants is limited; and
" making a gene addition that will render the plant susce)tible to a spe-

cific control agent, such as a chemical (a theoretical method that is not
yet available).

0

,.%

%
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Appendix II

Managing Risks of Accidental Releases From
Laboratories and Fermentors

Concerns about the use of genetically engineered organisms include not
only their deliberate but also their accidental release. In this report, we
have focused on the management of risks associated with deliberate
releases. In this appendix, we review risk management mechanisms
designed to prevent accidental releases of genetically engineered orga-
nisms from containment, especially from research laboratories and fer-
mentation facilities. Potential harm to people or to the environment
from an accidental release of such organisms during research activities
or the recombinant DNA manufacturing process-via wastes, air emis-
sions, exposed workers, or other means-is the principal concern. Indus-
try representatives, government officials, and scientists, however,
believe that regulations governing laboratory and fermentor contain-

ment provide adequate assurance of safety. The following discussion
summarizes the basic guidelines regulating research laboratories and
fermentors. It also comments on the concern about genetically engi-
neered organisms escaping from containment.

Role and Regulation of Laboratories and fermentation facilities make use of genetically engi-
neered microorganisms for various purposes. They are heavily involved

Laboratories and in both research and production connected with genetically engineered
Fermentors organisms and products. Government, university, and private labora-

tory researchers use such organisms in developing products with poten-
tial applications to a wide variety of activities, including agriculture,
pharmaceuticals, mining, and the degradation of toxic wastes. For agri-
cultural purposes alone, hundreds of research projects involving such
organisms are underway in laboratories across the country.

Similarly. these organisms have begun to play an increasingly important
role in the fermentation industry, where they have contributed to cur-
rent production. They have already been used to manufacture rare
drugs in larger quantities at lower cost than could be achieved by con-
ventional techniques. Fermentors using them are also expected soon to
be producing valuable pro(ducts such as foods, pharmaceuti,-:als, vita-
mins, enzymes pesticides, plastics, and a broad range of organic
chemicals.

The federal regulation of these activities occurs primarily thrmigh
"Guidelines for Research Involving Rec()mbinailt DN.\ Molecules'" (level-
oped by the National Institutes of llealth Recombinant INA Advisor'
(olumitte (NIlI-RA(). As the title in(lic'ates. the guidelines f()( us on riNA
rather than on all techniques of genetic engineering. The guidellin(es pn - ",
iide standards fo r the physical and b i )l( )gi(al c()ntai nifent of these ,.).\
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organisms. Physical containment refers to the use of laboratory prac-
tices, equipment, and design; biological containment limits the abilities
of organisms (or parts thereof) used in genetic engineering to survive
and transmit their novel traits outside the laboratory. In particular, the
guidelines define four biosafety levels (BL) of physical containment,
ranging from BL1, the least stringent, to BL4, the most stringent, and
two levels of biological containment. Compliance is mandatory for all
federally funded laboratory research and fermentation activities.
Although Nil! has asked nonfederally funded researchers to comply on a
voluntary basis, several state and local governments require such
compliance.

Along with Nill, FDA is involved in overseeing the use of rDNA organisms •
in fermentation facilities. All manufacturers of new drugs and biologics "' o

must conform with FI)A'S Current Good Manufacturing Practice regula-
tions. These are designed to protect the integrity and purity of the prod-
uct by requiring adequately equipped manufacturing facilities and
trained personnel, stringent control over the manufacturing process, and
appropriate finished product examination. In addition, FDA has issued a
document entitled "Points to Consider in the Production and Testing of ,,.
New Drugs and Biologicals Produced by Recombinant DNA Technology,"
which provides suggestions for evaluating the safety, purity, and I,%
potency of such products. Since FDA's regulations are concerned with
controlling product quality rather than containing of genetically engi-
neered microorganisms, our discussion focuses on the Nui guidelines.

Guidelines for The NIII-RAC developed and published its guidelines in 1976 and has
Laboratories revised them many times since then. The guidelines state that they can

never be complete or final, since all conceivable experiments involving %T
rDNA cannot be foreseen. The current guidelines were issued in May
1986.

The primary obective of the guidelines has been the prevention of
harmful accidental releases. They prescribe the incremental measures to _
be taken as the perceived risk of the organism increases. When geneti-
cally engineered organisms considered potentially dangerous are used in
laboratory or fermentation activities, specific controls are required to
deal with each of the major modes of potential escape from containment. .

Physical Containment In the guidelines, appendix G ("Physical Containment) summarizes
standard laboratory practices and training: it also pro\)vides information 1.-
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I

on the four levels of containment. The appendix states that the first
principle of containment is strict adherence to good microbiological
practices. Such adherence entails (1) a training program in sterile tech-
niques and the biology of the organisms used in the experiment, (2) an

*." emergency plan that describes the procedures to be followed if an acci-
dent contaminates personnel or the environment, (3) the availability of a
vaccine if work is being conducted with a known pathogen, and (4) sero-
logical monitoring (for example, blood tests), if appropriate.

The four physical levels can be summarized as follows:

. BI1 is the minimal safety level for equipment and facilities used in
teaching laboratories where work is done with defined and viable
strains of microbes not known to cause disease in healthy adults.

• BL2 practices are applicable to those facilities in which work is done
with indigenous moderate-risk agents present in the community and %

associated with human disease of varying severity. With good contain- %
ment techniques, activities can be conducted openly in the laboratory, A

provided that aerosol emissions are low. Neither BIL 1 nor BL2 is
intended to provide complete containment.
L BI3 is the first of two contained levels. The practices are applicable to

those facilities where work is done with indigenous or exotic agents the
potential for infections by aerosols exists, and the diseases may have
serious or lethal consequences.

* BL4 is used for dangerous and exotic agents where use presents the risk
of life-threatening disease. All manipulations are carried out under con-
ditions of maximum containment, that is, special physical construction,
personnel uniforiw, and other arrangements.

The appendix states that physical containment is achieved through the
0Ise )1 laboratory p ractices, conitainnment e(i)ment, and special lal'ora-

d)ry design, liasis is )la('ed on l)rimary means of physical (otain-

ment. )li )vide(l by labt(ratory l)ract ices and( (ontainment equi)mnlt.
Special labo)ratory design pro)vi(es a seco ndary means of1 pro)tection
against the accidentail reeas(' of organisms outside tle laboratory or to
the environmenit. :,J)ecial laboratory design is used primarily ii, facilities

ill whi(h (x)eriments of fll(leale lo high potelillial hazards are
pertornlied.

10S

II a(ldition to hlie \1l guid( lines. a boo'k l u lished jointllv by oill and the

('ellers for )is('ase (ConolI provides detlailed ilfrliiali(oll ()11 1 liail/-

1lu(ilt uII(aSuii('S t "For ,,)()rli;|l'\ 'e(sar'h. Scientists (olisid(clr lhe hook.
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Biosafety in Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories,' the "bible"
for laboratory research. It discusses containment in reference to labora-
tory practices and techniques, safety equipment, and facility design. It
refers to the "basic laboratory" as one that conforms with B1I and BL2
criteria. A -containment laboratory" must comply with BL3 standards.
The "maximum containment laboratory," only one of which is currently ' 

in operation (a federal facility in Frederick, Maryland), meets BL4
criteria.

Biological Containment In addition to rules for physical containment, the guidelines contain
appendix I, "Levels of Biological Containment." It states that any combi-
nation of vector (a molecule, such as a virus, for carrying the DNA) and
host (the cell to which the rDNA is to be transmitted) must be chosen or '-

constructed so that escape from the laboratory is minimized. Two levels
of biological containment, host-vector I and 2 (HV1 and HV2), define a
moderate and high level of containment, respectively. IIVI systems
other than those already approved by xNIi, and all HV2 systems, must be
specifically reviewed by NIi-RAC and certified by the Director, NII1.

Guidelines for Fermentors The xi1 guidelines also contain appendix K, "Physical Containment for
Large-Scale I 'ses of Organisms Containing Recombinant IDNA Molecules."
It has served as the source of standards for government, university, and
industry fermentors larger than 10 liters. Appendix K defines three
levels of containment (BLI through BL3) for large-scale research or pro- .
du(tion. It specifies progressively more stringent measures to reduce or
prevent the chance of' escape. The biosafety level concept for fermentors
is similar to that used for laboratory research, but appendix K is ori-
ented specifically to fermentation facilities. -

Certain rl )N:\ organisms, including specific types of bacteria and vyeast %
used in fermentation processes, are exemlpt from NIIt-t..\(' review. These
exempt (l'ganisins are considered the "workhorses" of t h(' fermentat ion
industry and account for the vast majority of all )roduct ion. BI, con- 0
taillnt/l standarlds muist be appliec when these organisms a'e llsed.

NiII is considering a ptoposal by ,A that app'ndix K 'ontn ainm(nt Stlll-
da(rds for these organisms be relaxed. BII is st inugent, conpaet'd witi

Z
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what, indhist-ly rl'ot inely reqIlilt 'S OF it S t(V'tlI&'t 0r 1- tiC 10~-ri NA or-gi-
nlisils. As a r-esiult, inl Felwllairy 1 987. viH ix ec nmwnded t hat ap pend ix K<
lie rlahXed I'0( )tHe i IDNA l'lrgiSmTS aIl reay V('Xemj)t I ltUll N It RAC re(vieW.
Thie fpr-ipOsaI is mainily intended to allow iti(Jist~ 1y0 mOve fr-Oml IJ
st anilalis Ifmr exemli 1 rD NA lgaliSMiS to( th lie :I leVel Of' cC llil i elit.

Such a shil't WOitit he1 cllisiveilt Witlli th II' Otllhsjols OF a revpOIt il
genletic enlginleering 1551 led by I lie ( )rganizat inl Fol l.' coloniicC pe-
IIin and( IDevelopmflent, a gl 14) (est ablislied to cl 1 di natvI the ec linC oic

andi sc ia policies o1' 24 in(11 st rializell cC iint r-ies. Thiis (irganizat ion 1st Iud -

ied ri NA-'elAt U d ie~s ;111d tot id I hiat t hie vast, Ilia jot-it of' ilit rial
riI)NA Ia rge-SCale aipjliCat ioI isWill IISe or-ganismTs Ot intinsically low r-isk,
which wa.,Iant 0nly minimal colntainmient.

One (c ncern abhIlit thle gilidelinles is that they arev n'1i ma li ly intended to
(over* resea r-ch act ivit ies. rilt indust rial wrolitUct io n. As at res It, somei
indllist Hial issu es miay nIt bl e adl-essedl. l" Ir exampile, t he go ilel ines (1o
niot addr-ess I lie 155111'0of ali ext r-emlely lar-ge, accidlental splill from)Il a ferl-
nlient or. Acc-(( iig to fedletal OTicials an lai ilidl stiry spi( kesmiai, ho w-
ever-, thle ternwlnt at 1111 indllistiry has adapted thle gu ideli nes to app ly 10I
lar1ge-scale lrodulct ion. They told lis t hat the indiistiry has niot Only coin-
plliedi Witlit hel basic intent ion to pr-event hiarml-,1 releases butt has also)
a( h~pte n'Iiovel Ways tI) ('Int am Iie or-ganlismls lsed inl fermnt iat i( l act iv-

it ies andl addit ional t('(huli(al mleasilres to (le(olitatliillate its genetically
enigiliceel fpolidct S.

Imnplement tat ion of tI he esp~lilsihbilit y t'or ilnplenie i ig the guidlelinles r-esilles wit Ii local I listit it-

(Gulidelie j Iiotal BiOsa tety ( Onlinit tes (Iius) est abhisled b litniver-sit ies a'Ind cOIii-
jIatliCS itilllVell Wit I1 rilN.\ t'escl'Il. tils c(Itsist 0I il f'eker. t11 halve

.ieih'S selectedl fIr t IIil' exlrielice Witll i l ecliillilgy: at least 1"W'
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Appendix II
Managing Risks of Accidental Releases From
Laboratories and Fermentors IP.

" experiments that require mc approval before initiation,
" experiments that require mc notification at the time of initiation, and
" experiments that are exempt from the procedures of the guidelines.

In the first two categories, depending on the specific experiment, Nil! or
the mc is responsible for setting the appropriate containment standard,
from BLI to BL4. All experiments in the third category can be carried
out at the BL1 containment level.

There is some disagreement about the effectiveness with which the
guidelines are implemented for laboratory research. A leading univer-
sity microbiologist, for example, cited a disregard for safety in many
laboratories practicing rDNA research, whereas an Ni1 official deems
such criticism overstated.

Two of the most critical remarks were made at a 1985 conference on IFt1
Biotechnology and the Environment sponsored by EIA. The Director of
Biotechnology for a major chemical company expressed the opinion that
widespread disregard for safety could be found in most university rD[NA

research laboratories and many companies as well. The microbiologist ,
mentioned above echoed this concern, stating that probably few facili-
ties for containment of microorganisms have never had an accident,
including the best facilities in the United States. He added that most uni-
versity laboratory personnel are not well-trained for handling poten-
tially hazardous organisms or do not take the risks particularly
seriously, resulting in a high probability of release.

An wx official generally agreed with these statements. lie said that the %

problem of careless laboratory procedures results from an attitude in
which familiarity with the organisms involved has bred complacency.
lie said that in all probability, rDNA materials are being washed down
laboratory drains without personnel's taking adequate measures to
decontaminate them.

The Director, Office of Safety and Ilealth, NI, however, told us that
these criticisms may be overstated, lie said that for the past several
years, rHNA laboratory research has used organisms widely considered % ,
harmless and exempted from Nll-lN' oversight on the basis of extensive
risk assessment data showing that they are benign. To the extent that
some laboratory research may be conducted carelessly, it generally
involves these exeml)ted organisms. In the less frequent instances where
potentially harmful organisms are used for research purp )oses, he feels,
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Managing Risks of Accide ltal Rel ases FromIl
Lalmratories aid Fernentors

researchers recognize the risks and take the necessary precautions to
maintain safety.

Leveland Even with the proper implementation of the NII-RA( containment guide-
lines, some microorganisms are believed t(o escape from laboratories and -%N

Management of Risk fermentors. Such escape is more likely to occur at the lower levels of
containment. For example, a molecular biologist experienced in risk
assessment discussed potential breaches of containment in quantitative
terms for BIl1 laboratories and fermentors and stated that scientists
have identified several basic modes of escape: airborne emissions,
waterborne escape, solid wastes (such as lab coats, gloves, and glass-
ware), and technicians' clothes and skin. S

She also reported: scientific estimates that, on a daily basis, 200 million
to 4 billion microorganisms escape from a laboratory with a 1I1 rating.
(ller results fuither suggested that between 1,000 and 10,000 times as
many microorganisms would be released from containment (luring a

field trial on a plot of land as small as 0.2 acres.) She reported additional r.

research estimating that, on a daily basis, 700 to 900 trillion microorgan- A.
isms escape from a 250 liter fermentor at 111A. (A 250 liter fermentor is
extremely small for industrial purposes; fermentors of 2,000 to several
hundred thousand liters are used for most prodduction.) These numbers
are sensitive to several assumptions and are questioned by federal
officials.

Quantitative estimates of organisms escaping from containment, even if'
correct, must be balanced against the unlikelihood of any resultant
harm. Taken by themselves, such estimates are not. particularly signifi-
(ant. The organisms used for genet ic engineering at the BI,1 level are
well known and generally considered harmless. Even if large numbers
are released in a spill from a fermentor, they would not be likely to sur-
vive outside the immediate area and even less likely to cause harm. By
contrast, even one tuberculosis microbe released from a laboratory,
given its ability to multiply an(l infect, (arn pose a major risk. The issue 0
of concern is the inherent risk associate(d with an organism, not the
genetic engineering by which it is produced or the ((currence of a small-
scale, a(cident al release of a harmless organism.
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Laboratories and Ferinentors lo

6

The Director, Office of Recombinant DNA Activities, Nil!, said that some
microorganisms may leave the laboratory, for example, on technicians'
clothing, but stated that these microorganisms are unlikely to survive.
multiply, and result in harm. lie said that in more than a decade of %
research using -.).\ organisms, no known harm resulting from any acci-
dental releases of ,.. organisms into the environment has occurred.
The Special Assistant to the Administrator for Biotechnology, FD:. said
that such releases can more accurately be termed incidental, not
accidental.

Industry representatives and federal officials and scientists believe that
although some releases of genetically engineered organisms may occur,
such occurrences do not pose a serious hazard to human health or the -
environment. They stress the need to distinguish between harmless and
harmful accidental releases. In particular, they say that most fermenta- %
tion processes pose little risk because the organisms grown in these
facilities are not capable of living in the environment. lowever, addi-
tional steps are being taken to reduce this risk when genetically engi-
neered organisms are involved. Overall, they believe that containment
levels are consistent with the level of perceived risk and are set to pre-
vent the release of harmful organisms.

An official with the Industrial Biotechnology Association, a trade orgaln-
ization whose 75 members are engaged in biotechnology applications in 0
various fields, focused his comments on the fermentation industry. The
industry is working at basically a pilot plant level with genetically engi-
neered microorganisms, using fermentors of 1.000 liters or less.
Although the industry believes that these organisms pose no serious
hazards, it is working at such a small scale in part as a precaution to
reduce the chance for escape. The industry has also taken special steps .
to inactivate the organisms either chemically or physically. As a result,
no problem with waste disposal of genetically engineered microorgan-
isms is believed to have occurred. Eventually, many fermentation prod- 1%
ucts using genetically engineered microorganisms will be disposed of in
a conventional manner at water treatment facilities.

In general, the fermentation industry believes that it is sensitive to the
various levels of risk in its activities. For products such as food
enzymes, which have been flound to pose no danger to workers or the
general )optlation, containment standards are low. For vacciues and "
other prodlcts involving known Ipathog'ns, contailmerit standards are
more stringent. The highest possible containment level for ftelllento's
has been applied to prolt('ct w'orkers and manlige ae aste by-prodicts
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Appendix I
Managing Risks of Accidental Releases From
Laboratories and Fermentors

associated with certain hazardous drugs for treating cancer. These
drugs are not produced by means of genetically engineered microorgan-
isms, but they provide an example of the extreme containment measures
applied whenever the level of risk warrants such precautions.

In contrast to this confident outlook for managing risks within the fer-
mentation industry, some scientists have expressed concern about
potential problems arising from waste products containing live, geneti-
cally engineered microorganisms. Biological waste resulting from large-
scale biotechnology processes using genetically modified organisms is
largely unregulated. Although some companies have adopted state-of-
the-art techniques of sterilization, inefficient sterilization practices are
common in the treatment of all waste forms. In response to these con-
cerns, EPA is preparing a nationwide survey of industry focusing on
potential problems associated with bioengineered waste and the effi- G
ciency of treatment technologies.
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Appendix IV

Comments From the Department of Agriculture

Note: GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appear at the
end of this appendix DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY -X V
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20250

MAR 1 1988

Mr. J. Dexter Peach

Assistant Comptroller General
Resources, Community, and Economic Development Division

U.S. General Accounting Office

Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report,

Biotechnology: Managing the Risks of Field Testing Genetically Engineered

Organisms, dated February 1, 1988.

This ambitious and comprehensive report, which summarizes a great deal of S
scientific, technical, and legal information, is generally positive about the

Federal agencies- efforts to manage the risks of field testing genetically

engineered organisms, The study provides a valuable analysis of the

procedures used by USDA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the -4
Food and )rug Administration (FDA) to regulate deliberate releases o" the

products of the new technology. However, GAO recommends "some modifications

to agency policies in order to narrow gaps in regulatory coverage," and "that
USDA strengthen its regulation of potential plant pests . . . by not S
exempting . . . those organisms created by transfer of a certain type of,

genetic material" (pp. 5-6). As stated below, USDA does not feel that the
recommended modification is necessary based upon a consideration of the

limited nature of the exemption and a review of scientific opinion and the

scientific literature.

The ISDA comments on the draft report are- confined To (1) the GAO analysis of

'ISDA's procedures 'or managing risk and its recommendations for modifications, S
See comment 1 and (2) changes suggesied For the ISDA material, presented by page, and

included as an enclosure to this letter.

I. GAO Analysis and Recommendation
%N

Aft',r analyzing the law, , r-gut.ations, and policies used by Federal
agencies to manage the risks of environmental releases of genetically
engineerd er.ai ams, CAO concluded that "the agencies r egulatory authorities

and policies arei generally appropriate, but we also 'ound :;aps in authority

and product coverage" (pp. 28-29). The reporL then makes recommendati,ns ')r

narrowing gaps in regulatory coverage.

The GAO recommendations are based on criticism o1 both EPA and 'ISDA for

subjecting certain categories of genetically engineered organisms to more or
los,; t r i ngent r rvLiw, or te exempt ion from rev iw, on theo basi; o c,, rta in

biological features (p. 48). In the case ot IISI)A, GAiO disapproves n the

.,
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Appendix IV %
Comments From the Department
of Agriculture

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 2

exclusion contained in Title 7 of the Code of Federal Regulation, Part 340

(7 CFR 340) for recipient microorganisms that are not plant pests and have
resulted from the addition of genetic material that is well characterized and
contain- only noncoding regulatory regions (52 FR 22896-22897, June 16, 1987,
hereinafter "final rule").

An exclusion for microorganisms that are nonpathogenic, noninfectious, and not 0
a plant pest, and that have resulted from the addition of noncoding regulatory
regions was included in the proposed version of the final rule (51 FR 23307,
June 26, 1986). The exclusion was retained in the final version of the rule W
after a thorough consideration of safety issues, a search of the scientific
literature, and an analysis of the comments on the issue. A discussion of the

issues and the comments are contained in the Preamble to the final rule.

In its criticism of the exclusion, GAO discusses the comments of the
Ecological Society of America and the American Society for Microbiology sent
to USDA on the proposed rule. USDA feels that GAO has not fully considered
the comments :)f either organization. The Ecological Snciety of America
recommended that the exemption be narrowed "so that it applies only to
prokaryotic organisms," which is what USDA has done. In the case of the

American Society for Microbiology, the statement is made that the Society P.
favors examining some of the cases involving regulatory sequences, "such as
those in which foreign regulatory sequences are joined to genes with
potentially harmful or disruptive gene products." USDA agrees with the
Society, and has specified that the exclusion does not apply to plant pests, P.
i.e., those that produce harmful or disruptive products.

In summary, USDA believes that its exclusion is safe and appropriate because
i applies only to recipient microorganisms that are not plant pests, and
because the transfer of well characterized noncoding regulatory regions to
such a host does nor create a gene product which did not exist prior to the ,.r

acquisition of the new genetic material. In our opinion, the scientific
literature and scientific opinion support this limited exclusion. Based upon ,
a review of the evidence presented to date, USDA does not feel the exclusion
shouli be reconsidered.

Sinc rely,

,incl ),ur,- %

%
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of Agriculture"% %

The following are GAO's comments on the Department of Agriculture's
letter dated March 18, 1988.

GAO Comments 1. The suggested changes to the draft outlined in the enclosure to the
comment letter were mainly of a technical nature. These have been eval- %
uated and included where appropriate.

0
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Appendix V

Comments From the Environmental
Protection Agency

V

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

HAP 'qo, OFFICE OF

POLICY, PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Assistant Comptroller General
Resources, Community, and Economic
Development Division

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

On February 1, you sent a General Accounting Office
(GAO) draft report to the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) for review and comment. The report is entitled
"Biotechnology: Managing The Risks Of Field Testing
Genetically Engineered Organisms" (GAO/RCED-88-27). As
required by Public Law 96-226, the Agency provides the
following comments.

The issues raised by the report concerning the types
of microorganisms that should be regulated by the Agency
have also been raised by other parties; for example, in
public comments on the Agency's proposed policy on M.
regulation of biotechnology products described in the
June 26, 1986, Federal Register. '

The Agency has been actively evaluating these issues
as part of the process of developing proposed rules under the
Toxic Substances Control Act and amending the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide regulations to fully
implement its approach to regulation of biotechnology
products.

The issues raised in the GAO report will be addressed
by EPA in its proposed rules.

In closing, I would like to emphasize the evolving nature
of the debate on regulation of biotechnology products and the
likelihood that this debate will affect the outcome of EPA's
current rulemaking effort. Indeed, EPA's internal approach
to biotechnology regulation has been subject to considerable
change since the issuance of the 1986 policy statement.

.% %
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Changes will undoubtedly continue to occur as rule development

proceeds. The GAO report should recognize that biotechnology I
policy will continue to evolve as our scientific knowledge
increases.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft
report.

Sincerely,

Linda J. Fiher

Assistant Administrator ]

,1

° ''
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Appendix VI _

Comments From the Department of Health and
Human Services

Note: GAO comments
supptementing those in the . . .. .
report text appear at the
end of this appendix L4 ,IR'i-MENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector General

Washington, D.C. 20201

S

Mr. Lawrence Ti. Thompson
Assistant Comptroller General
U.S. General Accountinq Offin'e
Washinaton, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Thonpson:

Enclosed are the Deoartment's comments on your draft report,
"Biotechnology: Manaqing the Risks of Field Testinq Genetically
Engineered Organisms." The enclosed comments represent the
tentative position oF the Department and are subject to
reevaluation when the final version of this report is received.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on this ]
draft report before its publicatinn.

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kusserow -
Tnsoect (or General

Fnclosure
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Appendix V-
('omments From the Department of flealth
and Human Services

COMMENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERvICES JOi THE
GENIERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE'S (GAO) DRAFT REPORT "SIUT-CHNULOGY:
MANAGING THE RISKS OF FIELD TESTING GENETICALLY ENGINEERED ORGANISMS,"
RCED 88-27, February, 1988.

We appreciate the opoortunity to provide comments on this draft report.
We believe that while the report has some strengths (its factual
description of the mechanisms of risk assessment and risk management by
the Food and Drg Administration (FDA), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), for
example), it has numerous serious deficiencies that lead to
unsupportable conclusions and recommendations.

See comment 1 1. The draft report erroneously separates genetic engineering using
recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (rDNA) techniques from older, more
"traditional" methods of genetic engineering; however, this is not
clear since the report nowhere defines genetic engineering. Actually,
recombinant DNA techniques are merely the newest refinement in the
continuum of genetic engineering methods. This view is supported by
world-wide consensus as expressed by such prestigious scientific bodies
as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), a =
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) experts group, the
SCOPE/COGENE working group, the International Institute for Cooperation
in Agriculture Working Group (IICA), the National Institutes of Health
Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee (NIH RAC), and the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences (NAS).

As merely the newest genetic engineering technique, the rDNA process of
creating new organisms is not inherently more dangerous than older
techniques that have produced, among others, live vaccines such as
those for measles, rubella, yellow fever, polio, and influenza.

See comment 2 2. The draft report repeatedly states that there has been very little
experience in addressing genetic engineering products and processes.
It is upon the basis of this misunderstanding that GAO reaches its
conclusions and makes its recommendations. In fact, the organisms such
as the live vaccines mentioned above are genetically eng ineered, albeit 0
by older techniques, and have provided a long history of experience in
creating, regulating, and introducing organisms that not only are
genetically engineered, but also have the potential to do significant
harm if not controlled properly. These and other genetically
engineered products have been safely and successfully used for many
years. Other examples of successful introduction of genetically
engineered products are the extraordinary safety record of field
testing live microbes as pesticides and for other purposes prior to the
recent imposition of Federal regulation. Hundreds of such products are
currently in use in a variety of commonly used pesticides and other %
products.

INg
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See comment 3. 3. The report focuses upon the technique (or process) of creating new
oraanisms rather than the characteristics of the new organism. In this
way, it fails to distinguish between those issues that are unique to
release of genetically engineered (specifically, rDNA-derived)
organisms and those issues that are common to release of any organism.
The latt- include unmodified organisms as well as such well known and
benign "genetically engineered" organisms as new breeds of cattle,
dogs, flowers, corn, wheat, and so forth. As a result, some of the
conclusions would, if applied literally, significantly and
unnecessarily increase governmental oversight of traditional
environmental experiments, traditional plant and animal breeding, and
the development of new approaches to environmental problems.

The scientific community has reached a broad consensus that the proper
focus for controlling introduction of genetically engineered organisms
is the product itself rather than the process by which it came into
being. Both the NIH criteria for determining the level of concern
regarding new organisms and the recent policy statement by the NAS
(among many others) recognize this approach and support it. The NAS
statement is perhaps the clearest and most succinct of the numerous
such statements. It states that: (1) R-DNA techniques constitute a
powerful and safe new means for the modification of organisms;
(2) genetically modified organisms will contribute substantially to
improved health care, agricultural efficiency, and the amelioration of
many pressing environmental problems that have resulted from the
extensive reliance on chemicals in both agriculture and industry;
(3) there is no evidence that unique hazards exist either in the use of
rDNA techniques or in the movnent of genes between unrelated
organisms; (4) the risks associated with the introduction of
rDNA-engineered organisms are the sane in kind as those associated with
the introduction of Unmodified organisms and organisms modified by
other methods; and (5) the assessment of risks associated with
introducing rDNA organisns into the environment should be based on the ",
nature ot the organism; based on the environment into w'ich the
organism is to be introduced; and be ind;pendent of the method of
engineering per se. 0

In concentratinq upon the process rather than the product, the report
perpetuates the misapprehension that genetically engineered products
are significantly more hazardous than other products and therefore must
be much more rigidly controlled. We would contend that products --
whether genetically engineered or not -- should be subjected to
regulation commiensurate with their potential to do harm rather than theprocess by which they are made.

See comment 4 4. The draft report ignores or discounts the body of scientific
knowledge that supports the ability of experts to make accurate and
useful predictions (risk assessments) about the characteristics of
organisms, new or old, genetically modified or not. As noted
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elsewhere, viral vaccines produced with older genetic engineering
techniques have been dramatically effective throughout the world; they %
are rivaled only by the agricultural "green revolution" (a result of
genetically engineered plants) as a promoter of human longevity and
quality of life. The fruits of this older, "conventional" genetic
engineering have been tested and developed in an atmosphere of minimal
regulation that has stimulated innov.ation. Innumerable microbes have
been subjected to testing in unregulated small-scale field testing --
small-scale trials were exempt from both the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act and the Toxic Substances Control Act
until recently -- boasting an admirable safety record. The scientific
method and prior experience do enable us to make useful predictions.
The newest genetic engineeriq techniques are already providing still
more precise, better understood, and more predictable methods for
manipulating the genetic material of microorganisms. It should be
noted that the basis of our ability to make predictions about risk and
safety is dual: knowledge of the biological precursors ("parent(s)")
of an organism; and the sequential nature of testing prior to even a
small-scale field trial. This latter point is 'important because the
testing in the laboratory, growth chambers, growth rooms, and
greenhouses that precedes field trials can provide important and
unequivocal data about the limits of behavior of new strains or
cultivars. This tiered, sequential approach is and has long been
integral both to scientific and commercial endeavors.

See comment 5 5. The report reflects a misunderstanding of the concept of
"case-by-case." GAO uses the concept invariably to mean "every case,'
in the sense that case-by-case evaluation means that every proposed
test should be subject to government evaluation and approval. This is
not the view of case-by-case used by the agencies and others.

Until recently, small-scale field trials of pesticides and other
organisms such as Rhizobium, Thiobacillus, or new strains of marigolds
were exempt from governmental regulation. Even under the most
stringent proposed regulations, small-scale testing of "intrageneric"
or self-cloned organisms would be effectively exempt from EPA's
jurisdiction. The testing of animals and plants is virtually
completely exempt. Case-by-case review/regulation as practiced by the I
regulatory agencies and endorsed by OECD, NAS, and others is quite
different. In its landmark 1986 report, OECD defined case-by-case as
"an individual review of a proposal against assessment criteria which
are relevant to the particular proposal." They went on to add this
qualifier, "this is not intended to imply that every case will require
review by a national or other authority since various classes of
proposals may be excluded." U.S. Federal agencies have, in fact,
generally followed through on applying these principles. Thus, an
investigator contemplating a field trial reviews or compares the
various aspects of an experiment to relevant assessmeiit criteria to
determine whether prior governmiental approval is required. For
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exz.iple, if the experiment were a field test of ore extraction by an
indigenous Thiobacillus manipulated with rDNA techniques in order to
delete a gene, the review performed by the investigator would reveal
that the relevant EPA regulations under the Toxic Substances Control
Act exempt the experiment from prior approval. This is the context of
FDA Commissioner Young's remarks quoted by GAO on p. 46. He was not
calling for "every case" evaluation under current practice in the U.S.

The OECD qualification of case-by-case reiterates the important
principle that categories of products entailing negligible or trivial
risk may be defined that do not require special governmental scrutiny
or restriction; these could conceivably range from narrow (for example,
an inclusive list of such organisms as Pseudomonas syringae, Bacillus
Thuringiensis, and Thiobacillus ferrooxidans, manipulated by
self-cloning) to broad (for example, all well-characterized
non-pathogens).

See comment 6 6. The draft report is inconsistent in that it both approves of the
NIH-RAC approach of developinq generic guidelines that progressively
exempt groups of experiments and criticises USDA and EPA for applying
this principle even more conservatively. We submit that the NIH-RAC
approach is eaually valid for agencies' following the RAC lead as well
as reducing the stringency of regulation of self-cloned organisms in
appropriate situations.

The exemptions in the current NIH Recombinant DNA guidelines are based
on two principle-s:

(1) The host orqanism is sufficiently well understood and
sufficiently unlikely to become a dangerous pathogen to allow the
introduction of new genetic information within the laboratory
without special oversight. This type of exemption, for which
organisms are listed in Appendix A of the current NIH guidelines,
may not be relevant for release of genetically engineered organisms.
as stated on p. 49 of the draft report. In fact, such releases are
not exempt from NIH review.

(2) The engineered organism does not differ qualitatively from
organisms formed by natural means, either in the laboratory or in
the environment. This sort of exenption recognizes the principle,
referred to repeatedly in the draft report, that genetic engineering :e
per se should not lead to a higher level of concern about a
particular organism, but that the nature of the final organism
itself should be the paramount consideration. Thus, organisms which
have been manipulated in the laboratory by new techniques to give a
result not different from that achievable by classical techniques do 4,
not warrant regulatory scrutiny beyond what would be appropriate to -
the classically-derived organisms. .%,',
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Even some 'unique" organisms, which are unlikely to arise in nature, N.
may be categorized as of low or negligible risk to human healt h or the
environment; examples of these are E. coli, 8. subtilis, and
Saccharomyces manipulated with rDNA technioues to produce
pharmaceuticals such as human insulin or interferon; or Rhizobium with
hyperfunctioning nif genes and containing an SV40 promoter.

It is our opinion that the EPA and USDA exenptions of particular
organisms from special oversight reflect this second principle, and
that this is a legitimate basis on which to make exemptions from
oversight, particularly for small-scale releases. For instance, the
USDA exemption for "non-coding regulatory sequences" should not lead to
expression of an entirely new product within a given cell. We know
from many years of genetic research that spontaneous and induced
mutations which change the level of expression of genes can and do
arise in the environment. While such changes may well change the
properties of a given organism, they have not been subject to special
regulation for small-scale testing up to this time. Similarly, the EPA
exemption of intra-genetic exchanges between non-pathogenic bacteria is
based on the concept that such exchanges already occur in nature and,

therefore, will not represent a unique and totally new introduction
into the environment.

The issue presented here speaks against the suggestion, on pp. 49 and
50 of the draft report, that the NIH guideline exemptions are somehow
not relevant to releases. While exemptions of the first category may
not be relevant (although the principle should be applicable, with
different sorts of constraints used to develop a list), exemptions of S
the second category should be.

Finally, we disagree with the GAO suggestion that the USDA exemption of
"microorganisms formed by transferring certain kinds of well-defined
genetic material from plant pests" be repealed. The scientific
rationale for this exemption has been long and amply defended by USDA
and the Biotechnology Science Coordinating Committee; the exemption,
based on the NIH RAC long-standing principle of lesser regulation for
organisms that result from self-cloning, is, in fact, extremely
conservative, in the sense that a coherent argument can be made for a %

substantially broader exemption.

See comment 7 7. The draft report fails to distinguish between authoritative sources
and those that are not. For example, the NAS report (as well as those
consistent with it) is given short shrift, while the Shackleton Point
Workshop is overemphasized. Also, there are vague references to
"scientific societies" views that are misrepresented out of context..,
Furthermore, the draft report looked at a scientific controversy, the
ecologists "versus" the microbiologists, as exemplified by the March
13, 1987 Science articles by Sharples and Davis (see bibliography), and
came down on the side of the ecologists. This leads to an overly
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risk-averse publ ic pol icy bias in the draft report. We suggest that
the auditors read Davis's response to Sharples in the MBL Collecting
Net, August 1987. To compound this problem, the report is less than
rigorous in its presentation standards. This is most evident on
pp. 108 and 109, where an unnamed "molecular biologist experienced in
risk assessment" makes several assertions and reports "scientific
estimates" (without citation) which are "questioned by Federal
officials."

See comment 8 8. The GAO draft report omits critical discussion of the underlying
risk assessment or management assumptions of EPA regulatory mechanisms.
Generally, there seems a lack of appreciation of the complexities of
risk management, which requires balancing the risks of not testing and
approving new products as well as those for testing, and which involves
more than just regulation. Specifically, in view of the broad
consensus about the newest genetic engineering techniques representing
only refinements of older ones, the draft report does not examine the
scientific rationale for EPA's level of regulation. In fact, far from
questioning the assumptions underlying EPA regulations, GAO calls for 5"

still further increased stringency by EPA (last sentence of Executive
Summary).

See comment 9 9. Finally, the draft report is not adequately rigorous in identifying
potential environmental hazerds (pp. 19 ff). Certainly the Army did an
exhaustive job in its Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the
Biological Aerosol Test Fio.ility at Dugway Proving Ground (January
1988). The draft report does not present any information on harmful
introductions of microcrganisms, nor on the necessary scale of such
introductions, either fhr harmful effects or for long-term
establishment. The issue of scale of field tests is generally not
dealt with in detail ir the draft report, but clearly will have an
important part in decisions about likelihood for establishment and harm
for a given introduction.

RN
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(Commiuents From I le D~epart ment of Ifeali h
anld lninati services ' ?

Thie following MVe (;AO'S (Olrinlets oil thle [Depart mient of' I lealt h1 and
I lumian Services' letter (dated March 15, 1988.

GAO omm ntsRater tallspeifiall ref~riingto ur rvie of viVsrisk mianage-
nGAOl aciiisil omments RI1rhf1(fconcer the definit ions and assumptions

uinderlying feeral risk n anlagenment of g1enetic engineering. Thie tollow-
ing responds to points miadie inl the fills let t('.

1. To mnake clear to thle reader what we mnean by genet i(' engineering, we
have added material to chapter 1 describing the distinct ion bet ween the
newest genetic technologies and traditional met hods. It is widely recog-
nized tby scientists that the newest techniques, including rDN,\, canl pro'-
duce comnbinations of properties that are not achievable by older
miethods of geneti( nianipuilat ion, such ats plant hybridization aind animial
breeding. As noted in tle National Academny of* Sciences (NAS) paper,
..Th'le power of H?-DNA techniques lies inl their ability to ... overcome thle
barriers of sexual incompatibility that have hit herto stymiied breeders,
efforts to move genes.'' Further evidence of thIis distinctiori is f lie fact
ihlat the Nil! lRN' was established in the, miid- 1970s to oversee riNA

research. Therefore, our utse of* the term aplpropriately applies to those
nmethiods of genet ic niaiiipilat ion developed sin~e t hat Ijlme.

2. We recognize that conventionally produced prodlucts, such as live
viral vaccines andl microbial pest icidjes, havo been uised safely inl humlanls
andl t he eni imnent. for decades under tecderal regulat ion and now here
in our report do We discount agenicy explerience with lthese p~rodlucts. Inl
'act , 1"51)01 poicies ando procedu~ires for' reviewing apl~llicat ions to test niew

valccineVs nIaol by ri N:\ are n11oh dtferent fr-oml the reguilat ions andI review
p~rocess elploye(I by H \ in ap~proving cli nical invest igat ions of convenl-
Sionally p~rodluced vaccines. Flirt hermlore, EP5experience with m1nicr( -

bial pest icidles has led to efto rt s wit hin the last several years to revise
hel( te(sting giiidel ines and (dat a requiirement s 1for p~est icide regist rat ion)
inclulding genet ically engin eeredl micro)bial pes~t icides ).

We believe, however, t hat thei amlouint ol agenicy exp~erience relevant to
mianaging thle risks of' i nt rodiiing ri NA orIganlismls in! ito mn or- t( lie

etivilronmllent has been limit ed. Tlwo t ypes of'0 cmpa rison ci5all be m1ade.I

First, since somle produc~ts maide by thle niew gene! ic techniques mlay be
Similar to fthosoe olrivcd( froi convent ional met hodls. regullat ory eXlperi- .-
ence with lthe f'ormIer miay inolicate risk management approaches withl
hel( latter Evo'n in cases5 wheore th li ew prodluot is virtuially identical to
lie old, however, addoit ional t'act ors may also needl to be considered inl
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the safety evaluation. For example, as noted in ils' own policy state-
ment in the Coordinated Framework, new or supplemental marketing
applications will be required for most rDNA products under its jurisdic-
tion. The rationale given for this position is that

"Because of potential differences in the products resulting from use of recombinant
DNA technology, the resulting products may be 'new' products requiring separate

approval under the applicable statutory provisions."

Another comparison is between experience with genetically engineered
organisms in containment and in the environment. Until recently, orga-
nisms made by rDNA techniques have been used only in containment. As
the report points out, rDNA organisms have been used extensively in lab-
oratories and fermentors for the production of pharmaceutical and
other products. For such uses, the organisms are contained physically
and limited biologically so that they are unable to survive and reproduce
outside containment. Such experience, however, is not comparable to
releasing genetically engineered organisms designed to survive and
furcti n in the environment. The latter involves the organism's interac-
tion with a large number of ecological factors that determine its behav-
ior and therefore the impact on the environment.

3. In chapter 1, the report emphasizes the importance of focusing on the
risks of new organisms rather than the fact that their newness resulted
from the application of genetic engineeriing technology. We quote the ",AS,
paper referenced in miHs' comments to emphasize the importance of eval-
uating the nature and behavior of the product, and not the process by A
which it was developed. We state that the critical perspective for assess-
ing risk is to examine the interaction of the genetically engineered
organism with the environment to which it is introduced.

In practice, however, it is not clear that agencies have been consistent in
adopting this principle in developing their regulations for genetically
engineered organisms. This point is open to interpretation. Some scien-
tists have characterized EPIA's definition of a "new" microorganism
under ' (: (formed by combining genetic material from dissimilar
sources) as a process-based definition. Likewise, (SD.\'S exemption for
transfers of genetic regulatory sequences could be seen as emphasizing
process over product. Any inconsistency in applying the "product over
process approach to specific agency regulations may reflect more the
current regulatory framework rather than any misplaced emphasis by
PGAO.
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4. The literature that we examined in the course of this review (foes not
support ils' position. Rather, scientists and regulators have emphasized -

the need to improve methods for assessing potential effects of releasing
genetically engineered organisms into the environment. Our report
reflects their concern about the adequacy of predictive risk assessment
models. In chapter 1, we discuss the analytical framework and the state
of knowledge available to predict the behavior of an organism new to an
environment. In chapter 2, the step-by-step approach, which 1111S sup-

ports, is described as a valid and appropriate approach to developing
data necessary for predicting the behavior of genetically engineered
organisms in the environment. We also note that while predictive capac-
ity is limited at present, the relevant data base can be expanded and
uncertainty reduced through field trials properly designed to test the -

genetically engineered organism's safety and efficacy. :1
5. While exempting categories of products from regulatory scrutiny may
be an appropriate goal for federal agencies, the Organization for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and Development rcommendations also state that it
is necessary to evaluate risk prior to releases into the environment and
that it is premature to develop general guidelines. In order to develop
criteria or general guidelines for exemption, we believe that a record of
relevant experience must first be gained. As stated in chapter 2. an %

appropriate model for regulating environmental releases is the process
followed by the NIII-RAC. This approach began with comprehensive,
"every case" coverage. As experience was accum-wated, classes of
experiments were recognized as safe and so could be exempted from
oversight. Generic criteria for exempting certain environmental releases
from review will require a history of cases that is not yet available.

If relevant experience or data indicate that certain genetically engi-
neered organisms warrant exemption, vSl)A and 1,:'\ can use regulatory P. ,Z
mechanisms under existing statutes to waive requirements for review-
ing them. Until that time. the agencies could establish a system (such as
that set up by Fi-pA under FIFRA) for applying varied levels of scrutiny
based on anticipated levels of risk. Establishment of a "triage" review
process would allow agencies to allocate more resources to evaluating
products considered to be of higher risk, while not relinquishing regula- %
tory control over field testing organisms categorized as being lower risk,

6. As shown in chapter 2, we support the NII-RAc" procc-;s of developing
exemptions from federal oversight of laboratory rINA research, but we
do not believe that specific exemptions resulting from that process nec-
essarily apply to environmental releases. Our recommendations to I5[)A
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andlit 1''A aire hiaset ill part, oil t heir tevitlioll r'lomi11 the N11t RAC aliloa(h

to developinfig eXerielie-h.ased exemptions from review. III particl i ;hii.,
lIe N 11-I eCX eIti)tiiiS for organisms Iise(l in nt ii let faLiIit ies
resuiltedl fromI a Significant am~founit oft (rJ(v4,1f e'xperienice witli orgi-
li.1 ill c(oin ailint'in t. Ill to t ilst, I's l ai(l I.:I,\ liiies difer From I his

pl)liroa(ih il that te li xe mp, (,iiilt tertaill geniet ica'lly einiileerel ofgniils s
to hito i'(d ill et v llVilrollllnt before establishinig a r(wi ,(loI eXp)('lil(I 6t

with uch organismsi ill t he eivilrinilent. %

As for t he i I , tilt iti. m oul/r retommeidti( onla to i si(\ .we have dis- .
tissetl( this in chapter 2 ill our response to 1 I)t\', ommnits. %

7. AS shwiin in apien(lix 111 our rep)ort r'lieht s t lie views oif Soienti1sts s
froimi a broa(l rlge of dlisciplines. M any of tlie dhctiints cited ill lie
IiI1is toIntlI s.lit, iilciliilg t he.\ iM aer, weT tsedi in lirepiaring I his
repoIi't. l 10 ever, we fil ( that these sae (lilSouirces present i Iil(ire bil-

aii('etl du (altIitieeus leiv I han lI lhiat lvitati(l bvady iIIs. urtll her t lie'c,?
>N\A lipe". ('to i igi, al ),erspe( t live was provide(l by t le )irecto0 ir of lhe
(ornell I 'luiversi't y E'osy.st ells esearch Center, a Spi s(or of the SI lack-
elt(iii P(ilit workshop) t hat IIiS believes we oiveremhl)hiasize(d.

;lioreover, we believe 1 is' coimmentll misrepresents tlie Stient ifit (lat e.
Tie (lisplite pIoperly seen is between lllecilar biologists and ecolo-
gists5. with nmicrobio)gists aplearing ill both iamsl). Ill our review oi tf leh
scienit ifih lite('ratuire, we F(uind that t I( w opllosing grouis present very "
(ifferent sets if eviden(ce. The cial lenge t gIhtry ageic(ies is this-
ceriiiig t lie irlev ali(e oti t it' ev i(lie to t he issue (if field t esting genet i-
cally enlin levere(( orga nisnis.

We also take except iou to lil'1s charge of hias. ()1ir c(niiclusiolns are based
(iii t lie view i Am' lit' potential risks assoi(iated with in iroduitt ions oi
geiet i'i-ally eigiieere(l organisms are illcert'l and that more elnvirl- ,- ls
iii alli re'searci'h is iecessarv. Tlhe premiseili(iO'd vlig our nl*,.,is is

hat ageii('ies lied to design p)ol) i(ies .ii(1 Iii-t11dre ures to lsis he
iinicertainty alI iclr'ease' the data base on environllei tal itroduct ions.
'l'o (o this, fedleral risk n iiagers sh(iill a(liere to tile fo l lwhiw g guide- '"t.
lines: ( I ) codllhct Irerelease reviews oi' laboratory data and test ling pro-
toc'l ils using 'vahiators it h aIiliropriale s'ie ielitc expertise, ( 2 ) eiiuli re
that i(' ageicy has li' ability to l)revent a planned release if it detl'r-
]lili('s ihatt lti' risks oi fi'eld test i ig are lini i-'i it able., aiil (3) develo)
polities and ii'o(-((hires o that agency resour(es are ailhlated to areas
oif greatest e el fr oiversightl and t hat reguilat ion evolves with advaiices
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in scientific knowledge. In our view, this appr()a('h ill facilitate the
prudent development of a promising technology.

8. Our scope, as defined by the requester, was to examine agency l)oli-
cies, administrative procedures, and technical methols for risk ImaIage-
ment of environmental releases of genetically engineered organisms.
This is stated explicitly in the "Objective. Scope. and Met hodology" sec-

0tion in chapter 1. In addition, in chapter 3 we discuss each agency's V

review process and decision-making criteria, including the use of risk-
balancing analysis.

The assumption underlying Ei,.'s policy is that field tests of genetically
engineered organisms will vary in their potential risk. The agency's risk 0
management policy, which we endorse, is that some. if not the same,(*,N --
level of regulatory scrutiny be given to all proposals for environmental ,
release. The establishment of more and less intense levels on review for
high and low risk categories is supported by scientists with various per-
spectives on the risks of environmental introductions. Our reco'mnien da- S

tion to ER\ reflects the inconsistency we found between its policy,,
statement and proposed procedures outlined by the agency in the ('oor-
dinated Framework.

9. A detailed identification of potential environmental hazards was
outside the scope of our review, but is briefly outlined in the introduc-
tory chapter. Likewise, the relevance of scale is mentioned in chapter I
as one of the important considerations in assessing the risks of environ-
mental releases. Scientific issues surrounding environmental releases %
are addressed in a 1988 report by the Office of Technology Assessment
entitled New Developments in B iotechnology-Field-lest ing Engineered
Organisms: Genetic and Ecological Issues. 0
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